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The Swiss Merchant Marine Fleet David Whitworth

Last year I came across an official envelope from the Schweizerisches Seeschiffahrtsamt (Swiss Maritime Navigation
Office), situated in Basel. Shortly afterwards I was able to purchase a few examples from a series of covers which had been
mailed from Swiss registered vessels over a period of almost twenty years, from 1968 until 1986, each being forwarded by air
from the port of call at the time. Countries visited ranged across the globe from Norway, Algeria, Aden, Japan, USSR,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and South America. Wanting to know more about Swiss shipping, I wrote to the office
in Basel and also to the Swiss shipping line, Suisse Atlantique in Lausanne, which operated the vessels. Their replies have
given an interesting insight into the development of the Swiss merchant fleet.

The 40c value stamp from the 1949 Defmitive series depicts the harbour on the Rhine at : ,
Basel. In fact Basel is the legal port of registration for all Swiss seagoing vessels.

In the 19 th century some Swiss trading companies owned and operated their own ships, ; , -•",-"*- ';'-. i": 17- -

which were registered in foreign ports, and several ships briefly sailed under the Swiss flag as early :  ' - -----.' ----"--:::: 74"

as 1860. However attempts to introduce shipping under the Swiss flag failed because there was no ---
international maritime law governing the operation of a merchant fleet by a land locked country, : A 0 1-4. E- biEr A
with no navy; in addition the Swiss government had little interest in the matter.

It was during the First World War that Switzerland became aware of the lack of it's own merchant ships. Surrounded
by nations at war, and completely dependent on imports, the effect of the Allied blockade and the German U-boat campaign
became serious. Switzerland was able to charter a few, mostly American ships, but at a high price, and capacities became
increasingly scarce due to U-boat destruction. When America entered the war, the situation became critical, and the shipping
capacity available was only one tenth of what was theoretically desirable for adequately supplying the country.

The declaration of the Transport Conference of the League of Nations in Barcelona in 1921 was of fundamental
importance to Switzerland. This declaration gave recognition to the flags of seagoing vessels registered to land-locked
countries, as long as these ships were registered at a specific location considered to be a port of registration. However it wasn't
until 1940, during the Second World War, that the Swiss Shipping Company in Basel, and André & Co. in Lausanne, (now
Suisse Atlantique SA.) who both owned and operated vessels (three) under the Panama flag, asked the Swiss Government to
have the vessels registered under the Swiss flag.

The request was refused, but the supply situation in o- M
Switzerland became critical towards the end of 1940 when Italy

vessels, and
hurriedly drawn up which came into effect on 9 th April 1941. ,.. , s

ie4t_ l'il.f.

The Swiss government purchased four these, , -- 
,s,..... ....

invaded Greece, whose ships had formerly been chartered to
supply Switzerland through Italian ports. A maritime law was

together with privately owned vessels previously mentioned, - 11111r, .. ,,,,,, ..,

now sailed under the Swiss flag. In addition the International '' Cii,,•
	* , , 9 i :

Committee of the Red Cross purchased three vessels, which were --"" :, . 44 .1 .

also registered in Switzerland. Despite occasional losses, and the , 1 %.,,,,., , , , .
, ..

difficulty of transporting goods to Switzerland from Portuguese ' - ,:4..141, 	,,' , - "•'• - i. .. _ .

or Spanish ports, it was realised after the war had finished, that it ,.. l',,,,,,„...A47:, --,-

would be sensible to maintain a merchant fleet in peacetime. ------ _ A
_

_
The steam ship St-Cergue, built at West Hartlepool in 1937,

_
-.

acquired by Suisse Atlantique in 1941.

The original St-Cergue was sold in 1952, however a vessel with the same name, built in Rio de Janeiro in 1983, was operating
in 1986 when the cover below was posted in Fukuyama, Japan, on 20 May 1986, back-stamped in Genoa, 28 th May 1986. tsp--

m/s St-Cergue
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ON COMPETITIONS from Ken Reeves

Very soon it will be competition time again. Unfortunately for some our respective
clubs, Swansea and Helvetia, seem to clash on these dates. But the point I would
like to make is that most Societies require entries of 16 pages. BPS only 12 pages.
So that means reducing by four pages an entry which was written up for Swansea.
This is not easily done. Could not Helvetia align with other Societies as the flow
of a 16-page entry is broken somewhat by a reduction of four?
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A cover addressed to Lugano, redirected to Sent, posted from Balboa in the Canal Zone on lr August 1970. Redirected, the
stamps were cancelled in Lugano on 21' August 1970. The stamps were not cancelled in Balboa, however they have all been
marked with a small black ink mark in the bottom right hand side of the figure 0 belonging to the value figures, can anyone

explain this?
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A cover from m/s 
Sils, addressed to Italy, undated but with Pro Juventute stamps of 1986 cancelled PAQUEBOT, forwarded

by air from Algiers.
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After the war the Swiss government sold its merchant ships to private owners, and in the interest of maintaining a modem
merchant fleet for supplying the country, it began to facilitate financing for ship owners by guaranteeing loans from Swiss
banks for the purchase of ships. Today (as at 15.09.99) there are six companies operating a total of twenty vessels under the
Swiss flag. These vessels, twelve bulk carriers, five multi purpose freighters, and three chemical tankers, are of modem
construction, the majority having been built within the last ten years, which seems to indicate Switzerland's intention to

maintain it's independent Merchant Marine fleet. — --
. _...	— ...,
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COLLECTING SWISS 

Allan Young

I have been collecting Swiss stamps for ei
ghteen years. I started

after my wife and I first visited the co
untry in 1982. At the

time my sister-in-law lived in Geneva, 
and with our domestic

commitments easing, we were at last able
 to spend a holiday in

Switzerland. What a memorable experience
 that was: to see the

Alps, to witness the Swiss life style, bo
th urban and rural. We

spent a few days in Geneva and two week
s in a chalet in the

village of St. Luc in the Val d'Anniv
iers, walking in the

mountains. That experience started 
my love affair with

Switzerland. We have returned to Switzerl
and many times since.

So, back in 1982 I disposed of my rather 
ordinary collection of

Commonwealth and concentrated on Swiss.

I would not claim to be a specialist c
ollector, nor even a

philatelist. I suppose you could class 
me as a 'one of each'

collector. A good number of my stamps have
 come from the Society

packets, some modern issues came direct f
rom the PTT (now SP of

course), some stamps and covers from my 
relations. Only a few

have been bought from dealers and stamp f
airs.

I made an early decision to collect po
stally used wherever

possible, to avoid the mint never hinged 
nonsense, as it seemed

to me that it was more ethical, more hone
st, to collect stamps

that have served their intended purpose as
 pre paid mail. I must

say I am not concerned with the monetary v
alue of my collection.

Other members might be mystified this
 attitude I'm sure!

Realistically, I have not acquired any e
xpensive stamps, so I

cannot expect my collection to ever be va
luable.

My collection is housed in nine albums - v
olumes one to seven are

the W H Smith's four ring Collector type,
 covering the general

definitive and commemorative issues, air a
nd postal dues etc from

1850 to 1999. Pro Patria and Pro Juventute
 are in separate Martin

Mills albums. All the stamps are writte
n up, and arranged in

Zumstein numerical order, ie chronologic
ally. Often one issue

occupies one or more pages, with blo
cks, covers, postal

stationary, etc. I include any matter rele
vant to the particular

stamps, maps to show cantons, towns and r
ailways. I try to make

the collection interesting to a non-speci
alist 'reader', as one

might do for a club display. Presentation
 does matter.

The first album starts with a written chr
onology of the classic

issues, and a few pre-stamp postal history
 items. My first stamps

are the 1850 imperforate Federal issue.
 The collection then

proceeds through the years, as outlined 
above, and ending with

the 1999 SP Christmas Card with the mill
ennium block. Why end

there? To continue with new issues seems 
a mugs game! All I was

doing was sending money to Swiss Post, fal
ling for their ploy of

stamps as a money-making commodity rather 
than to serve a postal

need. I am sure all members of the Societ
y will understand what

I am saying.

To draw a line under the collection was a 
hard decision, but one

I do not regret taking. There are so many 
more paths to explore,

without filling further albums with silly 
new issues. I ought to

look out for more varieties, and to t
ry to fill the more

expensive gaps, more soldier stamps, inte
resting cancellations,

railway stamps, postal stationary, cove
rs, let alone finding

better copies of some of the earlier stam
ps. So I am not giving

up collecting by any means. Perhaps with 
the general collection

now intact, this is the beginning of beco
ming a philatelist!
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Northern Group Meeting. Water levels had now subsided sufficiently to allow the December

meeting to take place and a most enjoyable one it proved to be. It was reported that in

recent weeks and in addition to the visit to Leeds PS as mentioned last month, displays

had been given by four of our members to the societies at Rotherham, Scunthorpe, Morley,

Huddersfield, Bury and Blackburn with, I suspect, more to come.

However, the topic for this occasion was "Three Colour Mixed Frankings" at the

suggestion of Ian Gilchrist when the programme was being prepared. He it was, therefore,

who Was the 'opening batsman for the afternoon and for which purpose he had kindly

prepared a short paper on the subject. With Ian's approval I am using this paper, virtually

in its entirety as my report.
'Last year when I suggested the subject of 'Three Colour Frankings' we did not have

ti me to discuss what this really means. In fact I thought that this was the subject we had

decided upon. It was only after I had prepared a few sheets for the day that I looked at

the syllabus to discover that the frankings were to be 'mixed'! I had already decided that I

would ask the question, 'What do we mean by a three colour franking?' Now I also need

to address the question of what is a three colour mixed franking? Firstly, therefore, I

would like to outline my ideas on a three colour franking as questions rather than

statements, followed with my thoughts. (In brackets).

1. Should there be only three _stamps of a different colour on the envelope or card, or

are pairs, blocks, tête-bêche, etc. allowed? (Only three stamps but multiples allowed).

2. Do the three stamps each have to be of one colour? (Yes).

3. Should the stamps all be of the same set? By this I mean stamps issued on or

around the same date; e.g. Strubel, Sitting & Standing Helvetia, Numerals, 1900 UPU, Tell

and Tell Boy. With the Tell issues it is very difficult to decide what is a set. (Yes, with

all Tell Boys counting as one issue, William Tell and Helvetia counting as separate

issues).
4. Do all the stamps have to be from the same country? (Why not but this will conflict

with No.3; i.e. they cannot be from the same set).

5. Are stamps used with Postal Stationery allowed? (Not sure on this!).

Now to the question of the meaning of 'Three Colour Mixed Franking'.

1. Should there be only three stamps of a different colour on the envelope or card, or

are pairs, blocks, tête-bêche, allowed. (Only three stamps, but multiples allowed).

2. Do the three stamps each have to be one colour? (Yes).

3. Should the stamps be from different sets, i.e. a combination from sets like Sitting

and Standing Helvetia, Tell Boy and William Tell, definitive with Pro-Juventute or other

issues. The list is endless. (No comment!).

4. Can the stamps be from different countries? (/ assume so, for this is mixed).

5. Are stamps with Postal Stationery allowed? (Yes, this is a mixed combination).

I think from this brief introduction to the topic you will appreciate that this is not a

straightforward subject. I would like to suggest that at some future meeting we put time

aside to discuss this further and perhaps put our conclusions to the Society. I am aware

that this type of collecting has become very popular over the past few years and wonder if

any of the philatelic bodies have published their opinions. Today, I have brought along 24

sh-dets which illustrate most of the thoughts I have put forward.
Three Colour Frankings 

1. 1900 UPU, all three stamps from same but different colours.

2. Numeral Issue, all three stamps from same set but different colours.

3. Tell Boy, First Issue. 4. Tell Boy, Type I. 5 & 6. Tell Boy Type I and II.

7. Tell Boy, Type I and III. 8. Tell Boy, Type II and II. 9. Tell Boy, Type III.

10. William Tell. (As with Nos. 1 & 2, the eight that followed all had three stamps from

the same set, but different colours).
11 & 12. Tell Boy First Issue and Type I. (Or does this count as 'mixed'?).

13 & 14. Tell Boy First Issue and Helvetia in blocks of four/six and singles. (Is this

allowed?).
15. Tell Boy, Type II and Wm. Tell. 16. Tell Boy overprint, W. Tell and Helvetia. (Or are

both of these to be classed as `mixed'?).
Three Colour Mixed Frankings. 

17. Wm. Tell Type I, Salvage Campaign, Pro-Juventute. (This poses an interesting

question. Clearly a mixed franking but does it count as a three colour as all the

stamps are brown, albeit of different shades and printed 28 years apart?).

18. Definitive Landscapes with Helvetia.

19. Tell Boy, Type II, Helvetia and Frank Stamp.
continued overleaf, page 6
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20. 3Fr. Definitive and two Helvetia with sword. (Does this count, as the Helvetia with

sword stamps are from the same set?).

21. Airmail cover; Air stamps and Tell Boy, Type Ill. (The Air stamps are not one colour

so I think this does not count in either section. However, the cover is interesting as

the orange 5c. Tell Boy has turned brown!).

22. Wm. Tell with postage dues from other countries.

23. Postal Stationery; one card with stamps of the same issue; and one with different

issues.
24. Finally a fun item; miniature stamps of Wm. Tell and Helvetia. Has anyone seen

these before?
I hope you have found this of interest. I find it a fascinating subject, so dare I

suggest that we have a meeting next year on FOUR colours! Whether they are mixed or

not I leave the meeting to decide."

Four of the rest of the team then followed with their versions of the topic. Enough

said, since one person entered the realms of multi-franking! D.C.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES or a few of then in last month's 
Newsletter M Rutherfoord

The octagonal cancel on page 94 is the station cance
l of Gstaad on the MOB line, it

is well known but I cannot find it in the GUller boo
k. With its octagonal form it

is more like a telegraph or customs cancel.

The vignette is for the Mustermesse (Samples Fair) in Basel, Italian version. The

winged helmet re
presents Mercury, the god of Trade, Communications an

d Science.

In the Miller book I did find a couple of "funnies"

in the way of cancels - this one is for Einsiedeln.
1 r- U 4%

N' • %----

While on the subject of cancels here is one
•r

from Mr Miccoti which he found on piece. The • 
4° Y 79-

date is 28.V.1933 and the stamps were a Tell Boy
.	. ,

a PJ and a Disarmament issue. What was the Gare

in Villeneuve doing with this? 

In the DYK column opposite are the two new covers fo
r A & B post. Here are the

barcodes from some other covers which have a similar
 barcode to show where the

cancel is to be applied, as there is no stamp to ind
icate this.

Postsend ung
Envoi postal
Invio postale
6501 Bellinzona

111111111I I
Postfinance DIE POST

IA POSTE

LA POSTA

THE EDITOR DOES NEED A CONTINUAL SUPPLY OF ITEMS FOR
 THE NEWSLETTER.

Please do not think that another member will send in
 an article or query. YOU

have also something in your collection that needs an
 answer. You have some notes

you have made on your special interest. Publish it i
n the Newsletter for others

to share before it is lost in an executor's sale of 
your effects:
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that I wish you all an interes
ting 2001, not too sticky and be car

e-

ful of your Perforations! I really h
o pe to clear up a number of out-

standing oueries this year (good res
olution No. 1) and I don't mind

you sending me a rocket to get me ba
ck on track.

- that the Philatelic Counter in ZUric
h moved in December, from the

first floor of the FraumUnster Post 
to the ground floor (old Swisscom

office) giving them an improved loca
tion at street level, almost equal

to that in Luzern.
- that Fribourg has been upgraded fr

om a sub-centre to a Regional Centre

in October, and e
quipped with two of the newest Si

emens (AEG-Electrocom)

coding/sorting machines ty
pe IRV/DBCS (Integrated Reading and V

ideo

system/Delivery BarCode Sorter) whic
h can handle up to half a million

letters per day. The coding remains t
he same.

- that in Zürich Sihlpost the same typ
e of machines are being installed

as the daily pressure of 2.5 million
 letters has risen to 3.5 million.

- that the auction house of Kronenberg
 in Basel had an auction (13th

December) in which two items stand o
ut. A part sheet of the Geneva

Doubles ie, the top with all the in
structions and two rows of ten

stamps (five pairs) mint. The green 
colour is considered truer than

the part sheet in the Museum of Comm
unication as it has lain undis-

turbed for 70 years in a bank safe. 
The other item is a corner block

of four Basel Doves with wide margin
s. This was bought in 1930 for the

vast sum - then - of CHF 75 000. Sta
rtin

g price today - a k million.

- that in the SBZ for December there i
s an article by Dr Andreas

Burkhardt (and R Schmidt) who was un
til recently Curator of the Museum

for Communication, on the rumoured p
oisonous ink used for 

printing the

Basel Dove stamps. He can guarantee 
that this is not the case. The

six-page, fully-illustrated article 
in colour handles many other aspects

of this stamp. It also illustrates h
ow scientific methods of incredible

complexity can today be easily ap
plied to stamp forgeries, in ways

unthinkable a decade ago.

- that readers of Focus on stamps are privileged. The general public in

Switzerland do not know that pre-sta
mped covers can be bought at all

POs, A & B post in sizes C6 & C5, at
 the nominal 

prices of 90 or 70c,

that is the envelo
pes are free. They are for internal u

se but can be

up-rated by adding the appro
priate stamps for foreign countries. 

As

an additional attraction the A & B s
ervice remains even after the next

rate change. That is 
perhaps why selling them is not being

 pushed, a

funny way for an organisation devote
d to selling in today's market.

So get hold of them before they are 
withdrawn because of lack of

demand (see the figures below).

- that last month I wondered about the
 number of possible PJ booklets.

However, it is not four, but only on
e. The 70c value is that of the

booklet cover (see figure) and the 9
0c the boy with the umbrella, as

used in the FD cancel and shown in l
ast month's Newsletter. Nicely done.
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A TOUR OF THE COURVOI S I ER PRINTING WORK
S IN 2000 Bob Medland

In September this year, along with some friends I was privileged to be able to have a

tour of Messrs Courvoisier printing works La Chaux de Fonds. That privilege was even

the greater for having M. Hutin, the company Chief Executive, to show us around.

For those not familiar with the area, La Chaux de Fonds is an old-established town in

the depths of the Jura Mountains, a fine setting. We were expecting to be taken to

the modern environment of an out-of-town business park with the latest technology

buildings, but not a bit of it. A few town blocks from the railway station and we were

at the front door of modern philatelic Mecca, a multi-storey building that has been

home to Courvoisier SA since 1928.

On first impressions the interior seemed like a rabbit warren but it soon made sense as

we were taken along the route of the production process. To my mind and eye, the

quality of Courvoisier stamps stands out head and shoulders above the mediocrity of

many others in modern stamp production. This is principally because they use the

more lengthy and expensive process of photogravure rather than the cheaper and

inferior offset printing. As with most things in life, 'you pays your money and takes your

choice'.

The care and dedication with which the printing process is handled is immediately

apparent. Forget a bustling hive of activity (until the machines actually run): it is eerily

quiet. But it is soon apparent that an atmosphere of Swiss assuredness and calm

confidence pervades all parts of the building. This is hardly surprising, given the levels

of investment and high standards of production, and perhaps epitomised by their ISO

9001 accreditation. It was all the more remarkable then to learn that, in recent years,

Swiss Post - of all organisations - should have decided, solely for economical reasons,

to entrust Courvoisier with fewer issues to print and now entertains competition from

potentially cheaper competitors abroad. Looking at recent issues resulting from this,

the difference in quality speaks for itself. These are hard times in commerce and not

least for Courvoisier. But with commercially-astute management, the production of

such a quality product, available worldwide, surely assures them a future.

This is not the place - nor do I have the resources or technical knowledge - for a

history of the company or the intricate details of the photogravure process. Suffice to

say we left La Chaux de Fonds deeply impressed, equally by the care with which

non-commercial visitors were treated and the care with which Courvoisier carry out

their craft.

Incidentally, one further point of my curiosity was answered during our visit. Why is

there such a high proportion of La Chaux de Fonds cancellations on early stamps?

The answer lies in the proliferation of clock and watch manufacturers in the area,

including the like of Longines, which doubtless generated a vast quantity of

international business correspondence.

0

0

0
0>

As an interesting sideline on the article on

the Swiss Merchant Marine Fleet on page 2,

Michael Rutherfoord has sent a copy of a cove]

produced by the PTT in 1991 to commemorate

the maritime law brought in 50 years before

to establish the Swiss fleet.

17. April 1941 Bundesratsbeschluss iiber
Hochseeschiffahrt
unter Schweizerflagge

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain

Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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THE FASCINATION OF TriE ENGADINE

Tony Shaw has collected cancellations and postal history relating to Canton Grau-

bunden for many years. He set out to collect cancellations of the 400+ POs, of

which 250 remain, and the different cancellers used in each PO. He now feels that

he has a hopeless task. It does give him and his wife an excuse to return each

summer and walk to POs such as Vn& (previously Manas) at 1630m asl, population 65!

The two items below were sent in 1919 & 1920 from Fetan (now Ftan), a village

some 10 minutes by bus above Scuol in the Lower Engadine.

These ore-paid cards are on buff-coloured paper with imprinted 10 purple-brown

Czech stamps. The first has two imperforate 5 green Czech adhesives added and

cancelled Fetan on Xmas day 25.X11.19. The second card has a similar 10 red added

and cancelled 13.111.20.
Tony asks if a Swiss PO in a small village would accept and cancel these cards

if the postage was not correct and the stamps valid? Can any member, or other

reader, explain what has happened here?
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II D Ripley

Part 1: To the UK and Ireland

A.1939
Pre-war, surface mail was by train to the Channel ports, t

hen by Channel Packets to

Dover or Folkestone, train again to London where it would b
e sorted. The Irish mail

then went to Holyhead for Dublin, or Liverpool for Belfast.
 Airmail was mainly via

Paris and London. The Swiss PTT leaflet "Communications pos
tales avec l'etranger"

(CPAL) for the 1st of September 1939 states that mail for G
reat Britain is collected

at Porrentruy 2 and leaves daily at 18.15h and is scheduled
 to be in London within

28h. Airmail flown from Geneve at 08.30h arrives in Paris a
t 10.30h and in London

at 12.15h, a saving of at least 10h.

Following the outbreak of war on the 3rd of September 1939
 the PTT issued a

further instruction on the 6th of September outlining four 
routes for mail to the UK,

all the routes were overland and Parcel Post was suspended:

1. Zürich - Paris - Boulogne - UK

2. Basel - Belfort - Paris - Boulogne - UK

3. Lausanne - Dijon - Paris - Boulogne - UK

4. Genbve - Bellegarde- Boulogne - UK (Mail to France and to the
 British Expeditionary

Force in France was also scheduled to travel via Bellegarde
.) Also mail to Eire was

to be collected at Basel 2 and sent in bags via France to D
ublin.

Al]. mail was liable to be censored either in France or in t
he UK, but during the

period up to Christmas the censoring system let some busine
ss mail go unexamined.

Covers to Eire were examined by the Irish censor and re-sea
led with a pink SP1

bi-lingual label. The Parcel Post service to the UK was res
umed through Basel 17

from the 3rd of November; it travelled by train to Boulogne
.

Registered mail was still being dealt with; a cover franked
 60c sent out on the

7th of December was back-stamped in Liverpool on the 11th, 
only 4 days in transit.

Air France had re-started the Paris to London service in ea
rly November and was

carrying mail, although there is no mention of Airmail Ser
vices in the Swiss PTT

notices. It is believed that any mail franked at the airma
il rate of 50c and/or

registered, would be carried on this service.

Figure 1 - Posted on 29.X.39 from

Neuchtel; examined by the French

and resealed with plain tape tied

with a hand-stamp that seems to be

a survivor from WW I.

_

1 5 • XI

1939 
\-,r/•);

L' ÉTR IC ERNE

le T : 'ATA't'oNE
,..k4e:V. 04 PS

Figure 2 - Stationery card from

La Chaux-de-Fonds 15.11.1939;

received in 8 days. Unusual

censor cachet that seems to have

been made by removing "PASSED BY/

Crown" from a WW I Army cachet.

•• continued opposite
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NZ7Iii4.15*"'"amilk Figure 3 - Registered alrich to

' 0 London 7.XII.39; Liverpool oval

: >au "Registered" on back. (Mail was

alq examined in Liverpool at the

time. Pools companies' offices

á% ( were requisitioned for censors.)
&EA
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Figure 4 - Cover to Eire that
4C2

was collected at Basel 2 and

sent in a bag via France to C A=2
Dublin, 19.XI.1939. Very -=
early Irish Censor item. -
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B. 1940
In January Swissair resumed most services; mail from so

uthern Switzerland was now

routed via Italy, the CPAL of the 1st of April gave two
 airmail routes to the UK

as well as four surface mail routes. The invasion of Be
lgium, Holland and Luxembourg

at the beginning of May, followed by France on the 16th
, then the evacuation of the

British Expeditionary Force from Dunkirk between the 27
th of May and the 3rd of June,

resulted in all mail services via France being cancelle
d. Some mail was still going

out through Italy, being transferred to the British Ove
rseas Airways Corporation

(BOAC, formerly Imperial Airways) service from Australi
a and India via the Middle

- -East to-the-UH-,- whieh-called- in at Rome. This-ceased 
when Italy-joined Germany-on -

the 10th of June. 'Feuille officielle' No. 157 of the 8
th of August states that

ordinary and registered letters from Switzerland to Gre
at Britain may be trans-

ported by air from Lisbon to London.

The UK government had instructed BOAC to make experimen
tal flights from the UK to

Lisbon and, after trials in April, a twice-weekly servi
ce commenced on the 5th of

June. (A GPO circular of the 10th of August states that
 mail to Switzerland was

again being accepted.) Initially it was intended to use
 Short S26 G-Class Flying

Boats on the route, but after a few weeks several were 
transferred to the RAF;

DC2 and DC3 land-based aircraft replaced them. Several 
were Dutch KLM aircraft under

contract to BOAC using planes that their pilots had flo
wn out of Holland when the

Germans invaded. The planes normally flew to a small ai
rfield at Whitchurch, near

Bristol.
The August CPAL from the PTT gave as from the 10th of A

ugust, mail leaving daily

from Genbve to Lisbon travelling through unoccupied Fra
nce to the Spanish border,

then either rail or air via Madrid to Lisbon. Four flig
hts a week were now being

operated on the Lisbon - UK service, for which an airma
il surcharge of 30c for up

to 30g was imposed; this made the airmail rate 60c comp
ared with the pre-war rate

of 50c. Surface mail was via Lisbon, then by sea to the
 UK, journey times of 70 -

90 days were common. Figures 5, 6, 7 & 8 overleaf



Grtf ham, Petworth (Sussex)
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Figure 6 - From St.Gallen 1 on

8.1V.1940. Early use of PC 90

l abel. These were only used

when the Min. of Information

took over from the War Office

in March/April 1940.

Figure 5 - Airmail 21.111.40

'uber-via' cachet completed

'18g & Paris'. Additional

l abel 'Air France'. Letter

not censored. Meter frank of

31.111.40 incorrect so PTT

dated it 21.111.40. Letter

was overweight for 40c as

this was only surface rate.

-
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St phen, Fraser (London) Ltd.,

.co
l
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Ernst Grieder Ltd.
International Forwarding Agents

Kreuzlingen
Switzerland

Figure 8 - Meter mark of 50c

(faint) and additional 10c

to cover the revised airmail

rate of 60c via Lisbon. Sent

from Nyon 23rd August 1940.

Figure 7 - Express/Registered

27.IV.40 from Kreuzlingen.

Back-stamped Petworth on the

4th of May.Journey time via

Paris was 7 days.

LA Muhlethaler S. A.
N Y 0 N (Suisse)
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The Mercantile Baak of India Ltd.

OCE

Ne 15, Graceehurch Street

London. E.i.;.3

To be continued
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1st International Exhibition for Inland Navigation, 1926. 
Whilst the information about this event as shown in the Zumstein Specialised

Catalogue is very limited, much more can be found in the Schweizerisches Luftpost

Handbuch. In the latest edition of this volume, the relevant information is to be found

on pp 148-9. Briefly, however, this can be summarised as follows:- The exhibition

opened on the 1st July, 1926 continuing until the 15th September of that year. Two

official cards were issued, one depicting just a single plane over the city of Basel, the

other with three planes over the Rhine Harbour at Basel. The special flight between

Basel and Schaffhausen was made on the opening day when the two "First Flight"

cancellations were used, one circular, the other rectangular. The pilot on that occasion

was Charles Koepke. After that first day until the close of the exhibition, airmail items

posted there were flown from Basel on the normal scheduled services. Such mail usually

carried the "BASEL 21 MUSTERMESSE" cancellation and the large rectangular "BASEL

FLUGPOST" cachet. The vignettes shown on John Millener's examples would be issued by

the exhibition organisers simply for the publicity they provided. The Luftpost Handbuch

indicates that the circular cachet with the anchor motif was used with the vertical

format vignette, whilst the lozenge shaped cachet was applied with the horizontal format

vignette. These vignettes were sold at 10 Rp. each, the vertical format being found in

various colours combined with black. I suspect that there were probably other unofficial

vignettes for I have a first day flight cover of the event with one that is not listed, it is

of vertical format measuring 49 x 39mm with the anchor motif in white on a blue

background and with details of the exhibition around the margin. Are there any more

similar vignettes around? Do let us know!

In addition to the information above, sent by Dennis Cairns, Edward P Manley has

written to say that further information is available in the Swiss Luftpost Handbook

on page SF-11. Ken Reeves also wrote to say that an advertiser in the new edition

of the Luftpost Handbook, Herman E Sieger, Churer Str.26, 9485 Nendeln, Liechtenstein,

is offering a free fascimile of the Herisauer Pioneer Flight of 1913. Ken rang on

0041 753 73 32 59 to get a copy and also recetved a splendid copy of a Basle Dove.

Can any member help
L E Stiles by
explaining why this
Austrian postcard
to Vaduz should have
a Swiss Ambulant
cancel as well as
those of Vaduz
and Feldkirch?
Seen by Les in
an auction list.

The station clock in Klus, Solothurn has been

reproduced by an enterprising watchmaker as a

souvenir wristwatch for the 150th anniversary

of the Swiss Railways. Available in ZUrich
airport and no doubt elsewhere. The modern

clock seen on most Swiss railway platforms is

also to be found on sale as a pocket watch or

wristwatch with SBB/CFF and private lines'
logos at most booking offices. An interesting

holiday souvenir with a reminder of railways

that do run on time, all the time:

Who can help Edward Quinton with this label,
grey and red in colour; was it a fund-raising

measure and if so when? There are many and
varied labels in Switzerland with excellent
graphic designs.

•

is

. •
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS AND REPORTS

The subject for the London meeting on Wednesday
 the 10th of December 2000, "Canton

Bern", produced a good variety of material. Fre
d Pickard showed a selection of Bern

cancels, a few maximum cards, postal stationery
 for the 1914 National Exhibition in

Bern and some revenue stamps. The latter theme 
was expanded by John MitChell with a

display of Bern Cantonal and Municipal stamps, 
including one used on a voting form.

The Chairman, Claude Mistely, showed stamps, po
stmarks, labels and pictorial postal

stationery cards pertaining to the City of Bern
. Derrick Slate produced a range of

early postcards depicting the Bernese Oberland 
with emphasis on Kleine Scheidegg and

the Jungfrau. The evening was concluded by the 
vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard with a

wide selection of Bernese revenue documents, ca
rds of the Jungfrau railway and an

extensive range of material from the National E
xhibition of 1914 including postal

stationery, picture postcards and pictorial lab
els. C P M

The 2000-01 season of the Northern Group is, most definitely, not turning out to be the

best on record. The meeting in November had
 be be cancelled because of floods and

disruption to transport and now the first meetin
g of this new year has gone the same way.

Not because of floods on this occasion but beca
use of the inaccessibility of Leeds City

Station to all but a very few trains due to the
 multi-million pounds renovation of that

edifice being behind schedule. As half of our regular attenders trave
l to Leeds by rail, it

was deemed advisable to cancel the meeting of the 6th January. However, all is not lost

as the programme has been re-arranged slightly, 
allowing Tony Hoyle to give his display,

"Castles of Switzerland" in February, with the competitions to b
e held on the day of the

AGM in April.

But why, oh why, cannot the powers that be in t
his country learn from those who operate

the railways of our continental neighbours?

SALISBURY 2001 - Saturday, May 12th

Following our successful venture last year (see
 the June Newsletter last year, page 45)

the Wessex Group is again holding a one-day mee
ting at the Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road,

Salisbury, to which all Members are invited - f
rom near and far. Following reception

with coffee and biscuits about 10.30 a.m. we sh
all have a speaker with their display.

There will be a break for a buffet lunch (booka
ble on arrival) with a lunch-time

display. Then, in the afternoon, there will be 
an invited guest speaker, finishing

with tea about 4 p.m. Werner Gattiker of Leo Ba
resch Ltd. will be with us again -

with a table.
Do come along and meet fellow Swiss collectors 

at this pleasant venue. More details

will be in the Newsletter. In the meantime you 
can get further information from Don

Symonds (Wimborne) on 01 202 88 36 09, or Bill 
Straw (Highcliffe) on 01 425 27 65 49.

Above all, don't miss this event - put it in yo
ur Diary - NOW! DS&WAS

SPECIAL FROM THE PACKET SECRETARY

I have just received three books for inclusion 
in the Packet. All are filled with

Sitting Helvetia plate flaws. 
Two are filled with Z86A, 91A &92A, the other h

as just

three pages of oddments. Many items are accompa
nied by illustrations and there are

two die proofs of the 25c and a 40c type 2. All
 are f.u. except a pair of 86A m.m.

If you would like to see this material now then
 write direct to Don Symonds who will

dispatch in the order that requests are receive
d. The Packet Secretary would like to

thank all those members who sent him seasonal g
reetings. A reminder to prepare your

booklets for the next season ready to send to D
on at the end of May, not before.

Standing 1-1a7&t1a/3
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR SWISS COI/ FCTION FIELDS

Condining0114‘ineatockwithaucentinadtiattanatepatchaw4aveciaasedCatection, WO ate

a4Ue to oaet the ia4gezt and most inteiteaing 6elect10n we have eve4 ken ai,te to. It o66e44 004

047e1W the. oppottunAy ori citeating AvN4, paged and 40 &damp an awad-winning Coilection.

A LIST OF THESE OFFERS CAN BE SENT ON REQUEST OR THE "GOODIE
S" CAN BE VIEWED PERSONALLY

AT STAMPEX.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
P.O. BOX 242, LONDON N2 OYZ, ENGLAND

Tele: 020 8348 0296 Fax: 020 8347 8397
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Did you know') M Rutherfoord

- that the Rapp Auction House will dispose of the Alm
a Lee collection,

on the 7 - 11 May. This major Swiss collection was 
given by her to

the Royal Philatelic Society London before her deat
h and they have

commissioned Rapp to handle it at auction. A s
pecial catalogue can be

ordered from Rapp at: PO Box 276, CH-9500 Wil, and an exhibition wil
l

be held there from the 30th of January to the 17th 
of February. This

will be, I guess, the most important event of its k
ind in 2001.

- that on Monday the 1st of January (the 3rd being th
e first working

day) the SP Presented a whole basketful of new syst
ems, and some new

prices, and you can guess which way.

1. New letter rates, in four categories inlandpsee tab
le overleaf.

2. Inland Registration replaced by Recorded Delivery.

3. Parcels also now A&B, Priority or Economy.Details n
ext month.

4. New rules for business franking machines. See DYK D
ecember, and

5. New Express rates.
figure 1.

6. "Pauschalfrankiert" (all inclusive) 
postage for Official offices

has been withdrawn,
- that since 1891 letters could weigh up to 250g as t

he one and only

step , when anything heavier was a parcel. Then, in 1991, 
an additional

step was added, 1.111 to 500g. In 1996 this was raised to 1000g. Now
 the

first step has been reduced to 100g and a new step,
 called "Midi",

has been introduced.
- that Liechtenstein Post AG has issued its own A4 se

ven-page leaflet

on their new rates, as from 1.1.01, and in some way
s it is clearer

than the new Swiss equivalent. This confirms that t
he old contract

made with the Swiss in 1921, regarding common custo
ms, posts and

currency, is still in force.
- that the Tourist Bureau in Arosa have now their own

 "stam ps" for

postcards mainly, sold for CHF 1- in hotels and oth
er p laces. The

stamped cards are then handed in to the Tourist Bur
eau, who make a

bulk "PP" sending at the PO. As this CHF 1- is chea
per than the

foreign rate the Tourist Bureau has to make up the 
difference, but

gain on the publicity that this stunt has brought them. See figu
re 2,

who will be next?
- that Erwin SteinbrUchel has had to postpone the pub

lication of his

study of the Swiss Frank stamps, Z Nos 2-16, 1911 t
o 1943, as so much

new information has been discovered. Publication sh
ould be at the end

of this year, about 600 pages: in full colour CHF 4
00-; in black &

white CHF 100-.
- that Gottfried Honegger has 

produced his 2001 
priced catalogue

once again to the highest standards. All classic Sw
iss stamps are

covered up to the Numerals. Write to him at; KUrzes
trasse 1, CH-8716

Schmerikon. Direct sale only, not by auction.

101) 000 70
5212 .,17;;;;k

Hat3sen
STANDARD

13. Brugg • era

00025094 I a * ' aftguseP
000000.7

Figure 1 An early use of the new

business franking machine marks,

see 4. above. In blue. Found by

Giovanni Balimann.
0..•••nn•nn•••n•n•-n.

Brian Shambrook has bought some stamps, fine used,
 with a two-line overprint BELA SZEKULA

LUZERN and is unable to find them in a catalogue. 
This query has landed on the Editor's

desk to answer. It appears this person was a membe
r of a large family! He was reported

as in business in Geneva in 1902 and returned to B
udapest in 1904. Moved to Luzern in

1914. I have covers with this name on from 1915, 1924, 1
926, 1928 & 1929. He also issued

his own postal 'labels' in 1930, soon banned by th
e PTT. Geza Szekula sold stamps and

published the "Helvetia" philatelic magazine (cove
r dated 1921); Eugen Sekula (Inc)

operated in Luzern - covers dated 1927 and 1933. 
Can any member add to this information?

Figure 2 The Arosa

Tourist Bureau

"stamp" for CHF 1-.

Original in colour.



mm , 9. A B 1 LSI g Zone 1 2 Zone 1 2

20t 100
..

.90 .70 5.-
,

20 1.30 1.80 1.20 1.40
50 2.- 3.- 1.70 2.-

100 3.- 4.30 2.- 2.50

21e. 250 1.30 1.10 5.-

20 500 2.20 1.80 5.- 100 3.50 4.50 2.50 3.-
250 6.- 8.- 3.50 5.-
500 11.- , 14.50 6.- 8.-

50 1000 5.00 4.50 6.- 250 8.- 10.- 5.- 6.-
'500 12.- 17.- 7.- 9.-

1000 19.- 30.- 11.- 16.-
2000 29.- . 47.- 19.- ,29.- ,
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NEW SWISS LETTER RATES, including Liechtenstein M Rutherfoord

,	-

INLAND: JAN.1 2001 FOREIGN: JULY 1 2000

Priority I Economy
,

, Type [Size

Standard: B5

,
Midi: B5

Large: B4

1
Maxi: 84

1
All prices are in Swiss francs (CHF). Weights in grams (g).

Dimensions in millimetres (mm = maximum thickness) B5 = 250x176 max. B4 = 353x
250 max.

Inland - To include insurance up to 500 fr, plus 9-. (LAS)

- COD to a maximum of 10 000 fr, plus 11-.

- * indicates that if up to 50mm thick then plus 2.30 fr, A & B post.

- LSI = Lettre Signature including A post against a signature but no insurance.

(Equivalent to Recorded in UK.)

Foreign - 'Registration' an additional 5-.fr.
- Zone 1 is Europe and the Mediterranean; Zone 2 is the rest of the world.

Express - Separate lists will be published later. ----
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WHERE WAS MISS MARION LEURS in January 1903?

The letter shown below has been sent by Colin Gri
ffitns as an example

of the, lengths to which the Swiss postmen would g
o to deliver a letter.

The letter was posted in Ramsgate on the 25th of 
January 1903 and

arrived in Neuchatel 2 days later. From Neuchatel
 it visited every

place in the region where a "Maison Blanche" was 
listed over a period

of 8 days and then must have returned via Neuchat
el to London. The

"Dead Letter Office" then added the cachet 'Recei
ved in damaged

condition in / the Returned Letter Office, London
' on the 7th February.

It is interesting to take a map of the area and t
race the route it

may have followed, especially as the last cancel,
 L'Ecrenaz is back

in the Jura and has changed its name several time
s in the last 100 years.

-644

‘, fea rf • , IA • S)f-a>. p

The route appears to be:

27.1.03.IX- Neuchatel (NE)
27.1.03 Peseux (NE)
27.1.03 Areuse (NE)

28.1.03 Brgvine (NE)
29.1.03.-3 Lode (NE)
29.1.03 Cret-du-Locle (NE)
29.1.03 Eplatures (NE)

30.1.03.-2 Yverdon (VD)

31.1.03.-1 Yverdon (VD)
31.1.03.-7 Montreux (VD)

I . . 03 Cher ne x (171)) -

2.11.03.-3 Montreux (VD)

3.11.03 L'Ecrenaz (NE)

In addition it went via
Sonzier (VD) near Chernez
and Les Aviolats near Vers
L'Eglise on the Col du Pillon
above Aigle (VD). The lady
certainly was "inconnu" in
the French-speaking part of
Switzerland!

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL I 54th year I No.3 I pp 17-24 I London Mar 2001 I ISSN 0951-0001
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II (con
tinued) D Ripley

C. 1941/October 1942

The arrangements made in 1940 continued throug
hout 1941. Airmail was taking around

20 days to reach its destination, occasiOnally
. a letter would complete its journey

in less than 2 weeks, a registered item in Aug
ust 1941 took only 13 days to reach

London. All mail was now being examined and th
e linings were removed to check for

secret messages. The use of light-weight envelo
pes led to problems for examiners;

if roughly opened it was necessary to repair th
e envelope with brown paper tape,

in some cases special tape with a printed crown
 was used.

The United States entered the war on the 11th 
of December 1941. On the 26th of

February 1942 the PTT announced that a uniform
 airmail surcharge of 20c per 20g

or part thereof would apply for all airmail ca
rried within Europe; this reduced the

rate to the UK by 10c. However, it was a while
 before everyone was aware of the

new rate and many covers were franked 60c until
 late May.

The PTT announced on the 9th of September 1942
 that airmail to the UK would be

by train to Barcelona, then by Iberian Airways
 from Barcelona via Madrid to Lisbon.
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London 27.VI1,42, franked lfr 10c,

Backstamped 6 AU 42, time 10 days.
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N Figure 12 - Form PC 149 - Miss Lewis
had tried to communicate with the

k Channel Isles via Switzerland.
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Figure 11 - Geneva to GB 22.VI.42

and enclosed postal censorship

form, PC 149.
(to be continued)

P.C. 149 revised
POSTAL, CEABORSHIP 

Persons wishin
g to communicate with enemy or enemy-

occupied territor
y are informed that It is sontrary to the

Defence Regulationsto attempt to do so by anY other 
means

than through an authorised intermediary.
 The prohibition

covers messages intended to be transmitted by a thir
d party

as well as the 
granmnission of actual letters or written

documents.

Persons wishing to communicate with the territory of

Occupied Prance or the Channel Ism.pe
c are informed that the

only channel of communication available is by Person
al

messages of not more than 25 words between relatives
, written

on a prescribed reply form, and sent through the Bri
tish Red

Cross Sociaty. Details of the proced
ure to be adopted for

the transmission of theso messages can be supplied b
y the

Citizens' “evice Bureau. The addres
s of the Citizens! Advice

Bureau nearest to your residence is obtainable from 
your local

Post orrice. The messages may be sent only from a citizens,
Advice Bureau or other agency mentioned on the 

post Office

list.
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MUSINGS ON PORTRAITS John Neukom

Plentiful scope for research, speculation and conjecture is to be found in the string of sets

described in Zumstein as Portraits I to VII (471/5,498/502, 511/15, 553/5, 617/20, 625/9, and

801/04). To these may be added the portraits of the joint Swiss/Swedish issue of 1997 (927/8).

The scope is of course much diminished for any having copies of the forerunner of SP's Focus

going back to the period, between 1969 and 1990, when the issues of I to VII occurred. And

perhaps there have also been contributions to this Newsletter, dating back further than the writer

has copies to hand, for providing ready answers to questions which are prompted by these issues.

In the absence of aids like these, a prime question on which to ponder is how the choice from the

"great and good" came to be made: Any criterion running consistently through the string is far

from obvious; even such a basic qualification as Swiss nationality, or at least a close connection

with Switzerland, trips up in several places. That at least two of the trio in 1974 are foreigners is

understandable because that issue was for celebration of the UPU Centenary and one learns from

reference material that Montgomery Blair, the US postmaster-general in 1863, was an originator

and that Dr. Heinrich von Stephan, the head at the time of the Prussian postal service, carried

forward the first moves. But, as an aside, what is the claim to fame of the third of the trio,

Eugene Borel, said by Zinnstein to have lived 1835-1892?

It is the issue in 1971 which, apart from UPU in 1974, seems to stray most from the Swiss

connection: There is Robert Koch, a bacteriologist, who was evidently German, and Frederick

Banting, a physiologist and discoverer of insulin, who was Canadian (also apparently honoured

with a knighthood). But, in the 1971 issue, the mystery man despite assiduous delving is J.

Gonin, described by Zumstein as an eye surgeon (presumably a Swiss in this case and outside the

reach of reference material readily available in the UK).

Yet others, for the writer, are in the category of mystery men, probably for the same reason: In

the 1978 issue, Abbe Joseph Bovet (seemingly not to be confused with Daniel of the same name,

a Swiss pharmacologist who worked on antihistamines) and, in the 1990 issue, Frank Buchser

who from the sketchy information in Zumstein was a painter of flamboyant appearance.

Birth dates and dates of death do not seem to coincide with the years of issue in a way that would

mark centenaries, or sub-multiples of centenaries. And Nobel prize awards apply in only a few

cases, eg Banting (1971), Dimwit (1978), Hesse (1979) and of course Karrer (1997) because the

last-mentioned issue adopted the Nobel prize as its theme. Switzerland as a nation is richly

endowed with Nobel prize winners, probably above average in relation to population size; SP

might consider starting another string of portraits to give them fresh acclaim.

This should set you thinking of new ways to write
 up your collection and thematic

displays. it certainly jerked the Editor out of hi
s winter lethargy!'

THE CLUB PACKET is having another successful season. During 
February I sent out

the last few packets for this year in the hope that all will 
be returned by mid-May.

I receive many comments from members when returning the-remit
tance slips. Some

are delighted with the packet's contents, others are less en
thusiastic. I also

receive comments on the quality of some of the material on o
ffer, but what satisfies

"A" can easily be rejected by "B"; in the end it is for the p
urchaser to decide.

Members pre
paring packets should try and exclude material that they woul

d not

want to include in their own collection. Stamps with missing
 perfs or a crease

should only be offered as s
pace fillers with an asking price to match. A cover with

a clear cancellation will also attract a higher price over a
nother with a blurred

cancel. It has been said before, good quality material with 
clear postmarks will

usually find a buyer prepared to pay a little extra to secure
 a sought-after item.

Lesser quality items can go out time and again remaining uns
old no matter what

price is asked.
I can only give an opinion and do not wish to be seen as a c

ensor of material

sent for inclusion; please take one last look before posting
 booklets and packs

for next year. Remember, each round of packets requires at l
east 96 books, so

you can see how many are needed in any one year,

I hope this will not reduce the number of books I receive fo
r inclusion for it is

the members' packet from which I get a lot of interest.
D S
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ANSWERS TO SOME QUERIES and further queries 
and requests for information.

TOP SECRET - the answer to the query on page
 37 of the May 1999 Newsletter!

Ken Reeves asked about the "Condor" company 
who manufactured bicycles and motor-

bicycles at Courfaivre in the 1920s. It seem
s that the company have been supplying

the Swiss Army with bicycles for more than 1
00 years. The Swiss army has a bicycle

regiment of some 3000 men based in Canton Fr
ibourg. Each recruit is provided with

a Condor bicycle which he keeps and maintain
s until he moves in to the Reserve,

when he can then buy the machine for a nomin
al amount. Condor bicycles are much

sought after despite their heavy weight.

Now there is talk of tending the bicycle reg
iment into retirement permanthtly,

along with the Pigeon Cor
ps. Is nothing sacred in modern warfare?

ADDITION TO THE NEW RATES TABLE on page 16 l
ast month. Under the table, in the notes

for "Inland" - the insurance up to 500fr, pl
us 9.- (LAS) includes A-Post and a

signature from the recipient on delivery.

AUSTRIAN POSTCARD TO VADUZ - Michael Rutherf
oord suggests that perhaps the cancel

of the TPO is only applied to mail picked up
 in Feldkirch. The train ran to either

St Gallen or Chur (or perhaps just the TPO).
 The letter to Vaduz would be dropped

off in Schaan. This was the usual way for al
l mail from Austria to Vaduz, but it

may have been an error in this case.

BELA SZEKULA LUZERN - This query has produce
d an interesting collection of items.

Colin Griffiths sent a Zeppelin cover sent b
y Eugen Sekula to a Frank Sekula at

No. 97 Nassau Street in New York - how many 
more members of the family are there

in north AmeriOa and still dealing in stamps
? Derrick Slate sent copies of covers

and cards from the Sekula family in Luzern t
o clients (?) in USA referring to

what seem to be unsolicited "approvals" and 
offering 10 months credit! There is

also a copy of a postcard with one of the "p
ostage paid" labels which Sekula tried

to use postally in October 1930. The PTT rap
idly forbade these "counterfeits".

Does any member know which Swiss stam
ps were over

printed by Sekula and if they

were ever found on covers or cards? Were the
 overprints applied after the stamp

had been used or was this acceptable in the 
same way as perfins? Please report

any stamps you may have, by Z-number so that
 a list can be made of the Period

of use of the overprints.

GB POSTAL STATIONERY CARD with a 
picture of Davos on the reverse; page 78 of t

he

October 2000 Newsletter. An answer to this h
as come from The Postal Stationery

Society Secretary Colin Baker. He says that 
the card appears to be standard PO

issue, November 1957 with the picture added 
privately.It was quite common to have

PO cards overprinted at that time with a var
iety of pictures and designs but the

print runs were small and few examples remai
n for collectors today.

GREY AND RED LABEL shown at the bottom of pa
ge 13 last month. Don Symonds, Derrick

Slate and Eric Lienhard all sent information
 on this. The label shown is listed in

the green Sulser catalogue on page 100 under
 Vignettes as No. 33; No. 34 seems to

be the same without the "10" and No. 35 is a
 different design. They are also shown

in Swiss Red Cross Stamps and Special Franchise Stamps where referen
ce is made to

PTT Ordinance No. 105 of the 5th August 1870
. A note in Sulser states that they

were for child aid and had to be stuck to a 
donation card in the presence of the

donor. There were local collection places,

WAS THE POST FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF LIGHT 
IN 19137 Bob Medland

An ordinary cover from Brugg (AG) to St. Pet
ersburg sent on 7.111.13 with the

receiving cancel on the back of 25-2-13 10 d
ays earlier. Had the Russians been

careless and forgotten to change the month? 
This would mean 18 days transit time

which could be possible. Then something else
 rang a bell - a check in the encyclo-

pedia confirmed that Russia, and Turkey, did
 not adopt the Gregorian calendar

until 1917. So what does this mean?

Some time ago, 46 BC, Caesar introduced the 
Julian calendar based on 365 days and

6 hours instead of the widely-used 355 lunar
 year, Leap years accounted for the Odd

6 hours. But, the solar year is 365 days, 5 
hours, 48 minutes, 46 seconds, so by the

16th century the calendar was already 10 days
 out?. Then Pope Gregory introduced the

Gregorian calendar throughoutthe Roman Catho
lic world in 1582. It was gradually

accepted elsewhere; Britain adopted it in 17
51, Turkey and Russia in 1917, hence

the apparent error on my cover. The Eastern 
Orthodox church and the Balkan states

did not make the change until l923‘
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LONDON MEETING REPORT le FEBRUARY 2001
Landscapes 1934-1936 by Fred Pickard

We were treated to an excellent presentation. Fred commenced with a background outline on the

developments which led to the production of the landscape issues. 1930 was a pivotal year. The PTT

took control of the Federal Mint Printing works and Hans Gaudard, the rare combination of a competent

printer and graphic artist was brought in to take charge of the operation. New stamp designs would be

needed to replace the long serving Tell and Tell Boy issues.

Hans Gaudard instituted a competition in 1932, open to any Swiss national to submit designs for new

stamps to be in the character of the country and to promote tourism. Nearly 1000 entries were received.

Fred Pickard displayed a copy of the sheet illustrating copies of entries which had won awards. The first

prize had been split between two Zurich artists whose designs featured numeral and symbolic

representations. Colour copies of original designs by Rossli of La Chaux de Fonds including that which

came fourth in the competition were shown.

The PIT took the decision to produce future definitive issues by recess printing instead of the

typography (letterpress) process previously used. After an examination of the printing machines that

were available for bulk recess printing, the German Goebel machine was chosen as being most suitable

for PTT requirements and the first rotary recess printing machine was delivered in early 1936.

Designs for a new set of landscape design stamps were commissioned but, strangely, none of the

designers with the top three awards in the 1932 competition were commissioned to do them. The

chosen designer, Eugen Jordi who had one of the many joint fourth places in the 1932 contest, drew

freely on the landscape designs that had been submitted in the competition. The finished stamps were

issued in 1934 and, as recess printing was not available, they had to be typographed. A selection of

items with these stamps was shown.

In the meantime, the PTT had also commissioned the famous artist and engraver, Karl Bickel, to

produce landscape designs specifically for recess printing using the same views of the 1934 set plus

two new views for additional values. This set of nine values was issued on 2 nd November 1936 on two

types of paper made by the Biberist and Sihl mills neither of which had a watermark unlike the previous

stamps. Fred wondered just how many post offices had received the new stamps on the issue date as

he had only seen entires with full sets for that date, all obviously philatelic. In addition to the basic set

he showed sheets, plate number blocks and a number of varieties. He pointed out that the term "double

print" used in the catalogue was actually a misnomer. What had in fact happened was that the roller

transferring the die to the printing plate had touched down twice providing an apparent double

impression or, where it was a light touch, a part additional impression. Several examples of this on

stamps were shown. There were problems in the printing of the 20c Gotthard design. An attempt to

improve the reproduction quality had failed so a new die was produced but this was also unsatisfactory.

The various stages of this process was shown. In 1938, a new 20c stamp was issued showing the Lake

of Lugano and Mount San Salvatore. Problems had also occurred with the 5c value depicting the

Pilatus and the Lake of Lucerne. The transfer roller had suffered slight damage resulting in a small white

triangle appearing in the lake. This was not replaced until 1940. In the same year, the PTT decided to

order another machine because of increasing demand. There was now a Swiss firm, Wifag, capable of

producing these so a Wifag machine was duly delivered to work alongside the Goebel machine. Some

values were printed as an experiment on thin transparent oily paper between 1942 and 1944 and

examples of this were shown. The final version of the landscapes was in 1948 involving colour changes

and a new design. Booklets of landscape stamps were produced and examples of these were shown

together with the appropriate tete-beche and se tenant combinations,

Additional items were shown by John Cofdingley, David La-ke.-Eric uerthertt-Craucte Misterand Derrick

Slate including a selection of covers showing the use of the 3c value, the 1934 coil stamps and

examples of how the 1936 designs did or did not match corresponding photographs of the venues, more

Rossli essays and part sheets of The 1934 booklet stamps and some of the League of Nations overprints

with the further overprint 'Specimen'. The Chairman proposed the vote of thanks for a really outstanding

display.

NEW SECRETARY WANTED
By the Helvetia Philatelic Society

Having been the Society's very capable Honorary Secretary for the past six years, John

Cordingley has had to resign. We need to replace him quickly, preferably with someone who

could attend at least some of the London meetings. However, anyone who feels he or she

could do the job and be the prime contact for the Society is welcome to apply. The duties are

important but not too arduous. To find out more, telephone John on 01654 710020 or

Chairman Claude Mistely on 01737 551689. If you think you can help, RING NOW
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At the LONDON MEETING on Wednesday 10th_January t the Chairmen told the members

present that he had learnt with great sadness that Mavis 
Bidmead, who had con-

tributed to many postal history studies in recent years, 
was going blind and was

accordingly forced to give up active participation in phi
lately. Most of her

collection was to be sold, but several pages of her study
 on razor blade cancel-

lations had been donated to be sold to members. The resul
ting auction had produced

a significant contribution to Society funds. The Chairman
 expressed his great

appreciation of Mavis's generosity.

The programme for the evening was the letters "Q & R", an
d members duly rose to

the occasion. We saw the quick but, luckily, not the dead
! The Chairman and Vice-

Chairman competed on the letter "Q" with such items as a 
"queue" to obtain the

silk miniature sheet at NABA 2000, "quaint" combinations 
on the millenium se-tenant

stamps, "quick" sportsmen, "queer" designs, the Swiss "qu
ality" symbol, "quittung"

(Swiss receipts), and a neat transition with a "quantity"
 of red stamps. The Vice-

Chairman, Eric Lienhard, also showed much unusual 'materi
al for the letter "R" . khich

which included railway forms, revenue items from areas su
ch as Riggensburg, Rolle

and Ruti, rocket mail, Russian troops in the Gotthard, ra
dfahrer (cyclist) soldier

stamps, and the Rocher de Naye and Rhaetian Railways. The
 Librarian, Derrick Slate,

produced a superb display of the Rigi Hotel Posts coverin
g all the hotels, with

large multiples, sheets and varieties of the various hote
l stamps, as well as post-

barks of the various Rigi post offices and the Arth and Vitznau Rigi railways.

Fred Pickard showed some very interesting postal statione
ry reply cards, both out-

ward and reply halves, used in the 19th and 20th centurie
s. Other contributions

included recent acquisitions, and catalogues of Red Cross
 and rare stamps. A vote

of thanks for a most interesting and enjoyable evening wa
s given by the Treasurer,

Martin Kuriger.
C P M

Northern Group Report. Transport arrangements in and out of Leeds City Station had

improved sufficiently to allow Tony Hoyle to give his presentation "The Castles of

Switzerland" when the group met on the 3rd February.  Immediately prior to this display,

the chairman, Philip Vaughan, offered a warm word of welcome to another HPS member,

Mr. N. Wragg, from Macclesfield who was attending for the first time.

Tony is a master at developing displays around the broad theme of "Social Philately",

something that is probably not a title the purist collector would embrace, but certainly one

which has a much wider appeal to the majority of philatelists. How many castles or minor

fortified buildings are there in Switzerland? None of us knew, but the sixteen castles

depicted on the Pro-Patria issues between 1976 and 1979 and mounted in correct positions

on a map of the country provided an interesting starting point. Tony puts the responsibility

for what he described as "this new interest" on Mrs. Hoyle who enjoys visiting castles!

Thirteen of those sixteen have already been ticked off their list, with the hope that the

remaining three will be added this year. So began a display of some 120 sheets illustrating

at least twenty four structures which could genuinely be classified under the given title.

Whilst there were many photographs which the speaker had taken alongwith picture

postcards illustrating the theme, all were accompanied by philatelic items which, I suspect,

many of us have within our own collections. In addition to the Pro-Patria stamps already

mentioned, there were numerous items taken from other sets; Chilton (1934/36), Neuchatel

(1947), Nyon (1958), Laupen (PJ 1938), the definitives of 1960/68, Brig (Europa 1978) and

many more including one or two Soldier Stamps. There were maximum cards to further

illustrate the theme and publicity cancellations which often had a castle as its motif. All

were beautifully mounted and written up with the background history of these structures,

plus numerous informative pamphlets complementing what was on the sheets. When asked

which was his favourite castle, Tony had little hesitation in answering, "Aigle". And why?

Because it houses the wine museum of the Vaud region with its wine tasting facility! This

was the type of display which could also be presented to almost any non-philatelic society

and serve as a first class recruitment advert for Helvetia. D.C.

ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION & MOORE TROPHY is being held on We
dnesday 11th April, 6.45 pm

in the Victory Services Club. Open to all members. Judgin
g by popular vote, as usual.

The HELVETIA SILVER CUP - entries of 12 sheets can be of 
anything except Postal

History. The cup is awarded annually, to be returned by c
ompetition night,

The MOORE TROPHY - entries of 12 sheets on any aspect of 
Postal History. The cup

is awarded annually, to be returned by competition night.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that once upon a time one could have relied
 on a s

pecial commem-

orative stamp on a major anniversary of eve
ry entry into the old con-

federation, never missed until 2001. Basel 
joined on 13th July 1501,

and Schaffhausen accepted on 10th August 15
01, becoming the 11th and

12th members respectively. The last stamp i
ssued for such an event was

for Basel Country, on 26th May 1983 (40c, Z
 700), for 150 years fol-

lowing the split from Basel Town. No such s
tamp, or stamps, is planned

according to the latest 2001 list of new is
sues. Perhaps there will

be a pair of machine cancels?

- that perha
ps we will have the compensation of chocolat

e-flavoured

gum for the 90c Chocosuisse stamp to be is
sued on the 28th of March

this year. I can't wait.
- that when Ulrich Gygi, the CEO of the SP, a

nnounced that 25% of the

3600 POs would have to close within the ne
xt 5 years, he emphasised

that would reduce the losses by only 20% of
 that demanded by Parliament!

In Graublinden,the worst affected region, 7
5% of their POs would have

to close. Each village is expected to find
 a way of combining the PO

with a local shop, or even the local counc
il office. I managed to get

a complete list of-GR POs; if you want a co
py send a sae to the Editor.

- that during the recent Christmas rush some
 PO sorters stuck new

address labels on insured packets sent by j
ewellers. Wives, or girl

friends, being the "new" recipients. That t
hey had not realized was

that the correct address was already in the
 electronic memory, which

directed the packet to the relevant parcel 
distribution office. There

the discrepancy to the label address was im
mediately discovered. At

first it was thought there had been an elec
tronic failure, but when

more such "missent" packets arrived. . , T
his illustrates one valid

reason why the PO is not always keen to an
swer questions on operational

procedures. Philatelists should keep to stam
ps, in their view,

- that Giovanni Balimann has now issued his 
two books on the "History

of PP", via the Consilium, Volume A deals 
with Regulations from 1910

onwards, and Volume B the cancellations us
ed hand and machine, by

every PO. Hard bound, in German (text in 6
 colours), about 250 A4 pages

each,CHF 140.- each volume. Something fanta
stic for specialists.

- that the SP has also taken no notice (so fa
r?) that it is 10 years

since Switzerland followed the UK initiativ
e of 1968 and introduced

a two-tier mail system, and went a bit furt
her by being the first to

apply it to foreign mail as well.

- that in the Kronenberg auction the Dart she
et of 20 Geneva large

eagles went for CHF 230 000'
.(pIns15%) see p 7, January

. Newsletter).

- that figure 1 shows a new cancellation, in
 black, 29mm diam„ on a

stampless cover from Bern, SP Finance Dept,
 but cancelled in Basel 39,

without hours in the date bridge. According
 to the last OV of 1998,

and to the latest PLZ list of June 1999, Ba
sel 39 is not listed. See

haw long it takes to find another one.

- that to celebrate their commercial freedo
m the Liechtenstein 

Post AG

Issued a new slogan from 1,1,01, used in Va
duz & Schaan, No, 3,318,

local publicity, which was used as PO publi
city has been closed down.

The colours would be blue above and red bel
ow (figure 2),

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

London March 14th - 1 franc or more, covers
 cards or whatever, all members

8 pm Judging - some personal views - Fred P
ickard;

Northern Group - March 3rd, Chairman's Disp
lay; April 7th AGM & short displays.

Wessex Group - Salisbury, Saturday May 12th
, further details to come.
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SECOND POSTAL AUCTION - CLOSING DATE FRIDAY 30 MARCH 2001

Members are being given the opportunity to bid for a selection of the unsold lots from the Society Auction in November 2000

that were made up from a deceased member's collection. The original Lot Nos have been retained for convenience as they

are already made up. We regret that there is no postal viewing or photoprinting of lots.

Postmark descriptions: U = Fair used — clean but indistinct or postmark that is heavy or too light;

GU = Good used — clean, well applied postmark of which only a portion is visible;

FU = Fine used - sharp circular postmark with place and date shown.

Bidding steps: Up to £5 10p; £5.50-£20 50p; £21-£50 £1; £51-£100 £5; Over £100 £10.

Non-conforming bids will be rounded down. Bids of less than two thirds of the estimate will not be accepted. Where there

are equal bids, the first received takes precedence.

List of Lots

Lot No Description

8 1945 5Fr Pax stamp Zumstein no 273 (the scarce value) GU, postmarked at right Zürich

31.XII.45. (Catalogue SwF 600)

12 1952 Pro Patria set on plain addressed envelope with Bern First Day Cancel in German

14 1953 Inauguration of Kloten Airport Zumstein no 313, FU on plain addressed envelope

postmarked Zurich Flughafen on day of issue 29VIII.53.

15 1954 Publicity set Zumstein nos 316-319, FU on plain addressed envelope, postmarked

Isenfluh on day of issue 15.111.54 (Isenfluh, Canton Bern)

17 1957 Pro Patria set on plain addressed envelope, postmarked Isenfluh, on day of issue

1.VI.57.

1915 Pro Juventute set, Mounted Mint (2 stamps)

1916 Pro Juventute, Mounted Mint (3 stamps)

1917 Pro Juventute set, Mounted Mint (3 stamps)

1921 Pro Juventute set, GU (3 stamps)

1922 Pro Juventute set, GU (4 stamps)

1919 & 1920 Pro Juventute sets used with heavy postmarks (6 stamps)

1920 & 1921 Pro Juventute sets Lightly Mounted Mint (6 stamps)

1922 & 1923 Pro Juventute sets Lightly Mounted Mint (8 stamps)

1935 & 1936 Pro Juventute sets U/FU (8 stamps)

1949 and 1950 National Festival sets GU (9 stamps)

1955-57 Pro Patria sets Unmounted Mint (15 stamps)

1976-79 Pro Patria Castles sets Unmounted Mint & on FDC's  (16 stamps & 4 covers)

1978-81 Pro Juventute arms of communes sets Unmounted & on FDC's(16 stps,4 covs)

1982-86 Signs of the Zodiac definitives Unmounted & on FDC's (14 stamps & 6 covers)

1935-37 Airmail surcharges Zumstein nos Fl 9a, F20a, F21, F24 & F25 U

(Catalogued SwFr 155) (5 stamps)

Bids should be posted TO BE RECEIVED BY
NO LATER THAN FRIDAY 30 MARCH 2001 to

Claude Mistely, "Beech Dene", 15 Hollymeoak Road,
Chipstead, Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 3QA.

In the event of any query, telephone 01737 551689 (week day evenings after 6.30pm or Saturday

between 1.30pm & 9.30pm). Successful bidders will be notified as soon as possible after the

closure date and will be asked to pay for postage & packing. Despatches valued between £10 and

£49 will be sent by Recorded Delivery and those valued £50 and over will be sent by Registered

Post. Lots will be despatched on receipt of payment.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT FOR A CHANGE ON THE FRON
T - A letter-telegramme

Derrick Slate sent this item which has some histo
ry along with it. The Japanese

surrendered on the 14th of August 1945. Ruby Kell
away sent this telegramme by radio

from Wintown, was this Canada, the US, New Zealan
d or Queensland? "rs" shows it was

received by Radio Suisse on the 15th and sent by 
telegraph to St Gallen on the 16th.

It was received at 15.20 hours from Bern. It was 
forwarded as a "letter-telegramme",

with label No. 52 added and put in a standard env
elope. A different St Gallen strike

of the telegraph office, plus a "Post" and the St
, Gallen letter office cancel of

the same day between 4 & 5 pm where it was sent o
n its way to Neu St Johan.
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The letter of 9th August

mentioned seems to have

been delivered remarkably

quickly for 1945.
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• detighted to hear war ended and thanks to your

countries 1:) rt in it 'Letter 915h august receiv cd LOOking
_ .

forward  seeing you boon Love = rub" keLLawaY

•	
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CAMPIONE D'ITALIA
research by Fred Smith

The articles about the first issues of t
he stamps of Campione in the September

2000 issue of the Newsletter have not gen
erated much interest among members.

Despite this the second issue warrants m
ore attention as there must be still mor

e

information hidden in the PTT archives if
 it has not already been destroyed!

The first issue was made on the 20th of 
May 1944, and a second printing on the

28th of June 1944. It must have been evi
dent that a second issue would be worthw

hile

as negotiations were in progress between
 the Mayor of Campione, the Italian Cons

ul

General in Zürich, the PTT in Bern and Co
urvoisier in La Chaux-de-Fonds.

(In the Helvetia Newsletter of October 19
50 there is an article on Campione by

E H Spiro, the founder of the Helvetia Ph
ilatelic Society. This is from it:

"Campione had a population of 850. For ma
ny years Swiss and Italian customs guards

had been trying to stop the smuggler's t
raffic in and out of this oasis in Europ

e's

tariff jungle. In 1944 Campione was cut 
off from Italy, which was partly occupie

d

by the Allies, but Mussolini and the Naz
is still tried to defend the north again

st

a rapidly growing resistance movement an
d the rapidly advancing British and US t

roops.

The Swiss closed the frontier, and Campi
one PO, which used Italian stamps, had t

o

come to an arrangement with the Swiss PT
T. It was agreed that special stamps wou

ld be

issued, and that they should have validi
ty for local mail (hardly any!) and for

letters to Switzerland. As Campione could
 not become a member of the UPU the stamp

s

were not valid for letters sent abroad, 
and these were franked at Lugano with Sw

iss

postage stamps.") (The OSS of the US were
 rumoured to be involved in these issues.

)

Fred Smith has been able to persuade Cou
rvoisier to supply copies of documents f

rom

their archives which throw more light on
 the designs of this second issue. First

 is

an "aide-memoire", possibly from the PTT 
to Courvoisier, outlining the requirement

s

under a number of points. "There will be
 five, probably seven values. A differen

t

subject for each, to be chosen from the a
ttached photographs. Stamps will be 5, 10

,

20 & 30c and lfr, eventually 40 & 60c. Ea
ch stamp to have "RR Poste Italiane",

"Commune di Campione", shields of Savoy a
nd Campione, and postal value in Swiss fr

ancs.

Same format as Swiss commemoratives and l
arger for the if r, 40 & 60c. Courvoisier

 to

submit ideas to the DG of the PTT. The 5
, 10 & 20c to be panoramas of Campione; 

the

others to show works by Campione Master 
Masons. If seven stamps then one to be a

 map

showing Camp lone."

M. Pierre-Claude HABER
c/o Servizio Pilatelicc
Dire zione Generale PM
Bollwerk 8

0,31
BERNA 

1874 U. P. U. 1949
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Further letters show some background to the
 stamps issued on the 7th of September 1944

.

8th August, Italian Consul General in ZUric
h to Courvoisier. "Your letter of 7th,

artwork good, drop the eighth subject 'bas 
relief of Galls Placida as attribution

doubtful'. Seven values, 5c & 30c too simil
ar, use Church of Campione for 30c. Stamp

sheet margins to include details to justif
y it for philatelists,

9th August, Italian CG to Courvoisier. Re t
elecon use Church of Campione with quay

and gardens in long format for 30c. Artwork
 for 5, 10, 40, 60 & lfr OK. For 20c

use new artwork in long format; for 30c use
 20c artwork. Proceed with speed and we

meet in Zürich next week.

14th August, Courvoisier to Mayor of Campio
ne. Artwork for 20c showing quay finished,

16th August, Courvoisier to Mayor of Campio
ne. Artwork for 10c enclosed for approval.

17th August, Italian CG to Courvoisier. Art
work of 10c for Church of Campione OK.

Sheet layout of seven values will be return
ed to you in Bern tomorrow. Text for the

sheet margins enclosed.

25th August, DG PTT to Courvoisier.Officia
l order to Courvoisier to proceed with

the printing - details of size, printing pa
per, quantities. Deliver 20, 40, 60c &

lfr by 1st September, three others to follo
w. Details of 'run-on' for PTT archives,

Museum and UPU.
An interesting insight into the relationshi

p between Courvoisier and the PTT and

the Italians.
Questions arise over the differing descript

ions of the subjects given in stamp

catalogues, and should they be changed in v
iew of this research:

- 20c - SG "Church of Holy Zenone"; Zumstei
n "The Church of St Zenone'; Auf der Maur

"Church, St Zenone". Better to call it "The
 Quay at Campione" or "The Basilica of

St Zenone & St Ambrose - Campione" which is
 the correct name (now deconsecrated

and an art gallery).

The missing link has always been the relati
onship between Campione and the subjects

shown on the 40, 60c & lfr stamps. It is ne
cessary to understand the subjects and

their connection with Campione. any artist
s born in the town of Campione were known

as "Maestri Campionesi" and were skilled an
d gifted sculptors who made their mark

all over Italy and Europe, working in Madri
d, St Petersburg and Moscow over many

centuries.

- 40c - this shows one of their triumphs - th
e Cathedral in Modena,

- 60c - SG "Gravestone of the Grand Masters
 of Scala Verona"; Zumstein "Adoration

of the Magi by Giovanni of Campione in the 
Baptistery of Bergamo"; Auf der Maur

"Adoration of the Magi".

Near the Church of Santa Maria Anttca in Ve
rona, is an enclosure which contains the

final resting place of the Scala, or Scaligeri ? laMtlY Who rul
ed the city under the

title of Imperial 'Vicars during the period
 12621387; The enclosure contains the

tombs of Alberto I, Mastino II and his son 
Cansignorio. The detail on the stamp

shows the presentation of Cansignorio to th
e 'Virgin Mary. The design was taken from

the side of the sarcophagus of Cansignorio,
 completed in 1375, which was originally

carved and siened_byBonio de Campione,
The title of the stamp should be "The Tomb 

of Cansignorio della Scala - Verona",

- lfr - misdescribed in all catalogues as "Ba
silica of Santa Maria Maggiore of

Bergamo". The connection with Campione can 
be seen to the left of the stamp. This

shows the northern portal of the Basilica w
hich is overshadowed by the structure to

the right. This portal was built by Giovann
i da Camptone in 1351-1353, He went on

to complete the southern portal in 1360 and
 then, with his son Nicolino, completed

a small north-eastern portal in 1367.

The major feature on the stamp, to the righ
t, is the Colleoni Chapel, Antonio

Amadeo was commisioned by Bartolomeo Colle
oni, a soldier of fortune, to build the

chapel to house the remains of his daughte
r Medea„who died in 1470. It also houses

the remains of Colleoni himself who died in
 1475, before the chapel was completed

the following year. The soldiers portico an
d the old vestry from the Basilica were

pulled down to allow the chapel to be built
, It is considered to be one of the most

beautiful monuments in Italy,

But what should the description of the stam
p be?

It would be interesting to know where all t
he stamps went in the 8 years they were

on sale. More than 200 000 of the 20c value
 were printed - a lot of stamps for 850

inhabitants and the post-war tourists, espe
cially as the postcard rate was 10c.
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MORE ITEMS FROM THE SEKULA FAMILY OF LUZERN

Here is an example of the folder

printed by Eugen Sekula to contain

examples of the labels he had used

on postage paid letters and cards..

The paper is thin and transparent.

The front shows examples of items

which passed through the post between

the 9th and 20th of October 1930.

The back has translations of the

correspondence from the PTT, Two

different versions have been seen,

both numbered 931! Different

typefaces were used for the letters.

In view of a least two printings

then just how rare are these labels?

!i
I 1 SWITZERLAND 1930

Cash delivery.. _

,

_1.10
4

0.1%14100/ ,

151°•

IN CIRCULATION PROHIBITED
by by -

postal tiuthority postal authority 

Permission for the use of these franks was granted me by
the Lucerne postal authorities on Sept. 30th of this year.

Postverwaltung
Administration des Poste* Lucerne, 30th IX. 1930.

Amministrazione dells Poste

•
„The enclosed is for the purpose of sending ••

cash by frank." 0E__

The further use of these stamps is strictly
prohibited:

Eugen SEKLILA, Lucerne.
Dear Sir,

Kreispostdirektion
Direction des Posies Lucerne, 24th October 1930.
Direzionie dello Poste

• Eugen SEKULA, Lucerne.

DearOfkr.

„ In accordance with instruction in the official publication
of the Swiss Postal and Telegraph Co. (No. 187, 1930), the sen-
ders of franked printed matters to foreign countries are to supply
such printed matter with the full inscription „Porto bezahlt
(Port payé — Porto pagato), and this must be either printed or
stamped. thereon. Other inscription, such as the use of the
letter-heads with tax figures, and distinations such as „Helvetia"
„Taxe percue", are unlawful, and not valid lot' franking; to
these, according to the postal regulations,- such franks may not
be affixed.

Such franking must be considered as a counterfeiting of
the authorized stamps in the sense of article 59 of the postal
Laws, for which reason their further use is forbidden."

District postmaster: Willi.
01.1

These stamps were, accordingly, in circulation from October
the 9th to 20th, 1930; bocause of this short period of circulation
they are very rare.

931

. - .— -
,

111..111 3.J... 41
,
 Z.,'

' tic HAI' 13,1:-.• rlaasoo i '.... . ., .. . :,,,
,
Erl. ,..`„,,I,Fi:.:

• ' ' ' ' ''' •• -. - '
1

41.12 '

. .
• . •

/burs P.Rans
7., 14. ..: „II: ,.• .

.7shussengt.oas 'AV

i LuZern

a

.. . ,„. Esicsen Semria ; ,‘ ,1,
1
;"' ,,\kk

,

."—'"—"---- $—.....,............ . ...,
° ,.,'7,.:—°"..''''''''. .risriise., ..• /

.................. ',/ ' .
--,........r. , ..,/ ,

iia........-teic,re i.,$. .,... .i..............iiiii ''. ,, _
....• .......=. ''. -...,__

, ,.....1„.....a.`........ ' ' °

The labels inside the folder are

stuck down with hinges, The four values

- are: 3c yellow, 5c green, 10c mauve &

20c red. The price shown on the frontram]
8816"4-zabn - ' is $1.10 so these were intended for

_. 1
.1-. -..
 the north American market. Do the

la pow- folders exist with the value in francs

liehmtil or even gold marks? Perhaps the Fred

. Sekula at 97 Nassau St, New York was

handling the sale?
Bela Sezkula & Eugen Sekula
are both correct spellings.

__________,_ It seems the "z" was left
_ out in the early 1920s.

CURIOUSER AND CURIOUSER - the Bela Szekula overprints on 
stamps in 1919

Several members have sent in information and details of t
hese overprinted stamps.

Rather than answering queries we now have more It has be
en suggested that Szekula

based the overprint on the IKW overprints (War Board of T
rade) issued in 1918. The

type size and style is similar, 6pt antiqua, and dates of
 cancellation between

August and November 1919. Private overprints and perfins 
were legal so why did Szekula

only overprint a few issues? Ask any printer to overprint
 a sheet of stamps now and

he would do it by lithography; in 1919 he would have need
ed a lot of type to set the

same name even for a single line of overprints.

Has any member seen these stamps used on covers inside Sw
itzerland, or after 1919?



. Let us hope the person was

-• not a customer of either

Fournier or Szekula. Ed.

Edward Quinton thanks those

members who answered his

'. query and are prepared to

/* share their knowledge.
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MAISON BLANCHE on the front page of the Newslet
ter last month.

We do not know where Miss Marion Leurs was in 
1903 but we now have a good idea why

the PTT could not find her. Just after the Edi
tor had sent the copy for the News-

letter to the printer he was reading a copy of 
the Catalogue of Swiss Vignettes,

published in 1980 by Pen. On page 161 in the a
nti TB section was shown item TB34

issued in 1914 for the childrens sanitorium "M
aison Blanche" Leubringen-Evilard.

There must have been a lot of sanitoria for TB
 patients in both Vaud and Neuchatel,

and all called "Maison Blanche". Any hillside 
facing the south west would have been

an ideal situation for such establishments. If
 the sender ever got the letter back

they could not complain that the PTT had not t
ried? the fault was theirs for not

putting sufficient address on the envelope.

Turning a few more pages what did the Editor f
ind but the WHO vignettes that had

appeared in the Newsletter on page 74 in Octob
er 1999. Martin Mantell had sent them

in to see if anyone knew them. It seems they we
re issued by the WHO in 1952, '53,

'54& '55 a total of 35 vignettes and also "ma
ny colour trials".

This is not the first time that information on one
 query has information that

helps to solve another. Among the Bela Szekula
 information was part of a customs

form with stamps overprinted "Buxtorf & cie". 
Customs cancel of straight lines and

a cds of Basel B B Zollamt for 21.X.14. But wh
y were Buxtorf & cie, Internationale

Transporte, not using a POKO perfin machine? T
hey are listed as using one from 1906

to 1912, with a rarity value of 8/10. It seems
 a retrograde step to go back to the

overprinting of stamps after using a perfin ma
chine. It also raises the question of

the records of the perfin machine manufacturer
s. Did they keep a sample of every

one they made in the same way as Guller with t
he PTT cancellers? Has anyone been to

see if they are still in business or if their 
records are in some cantonal or city

archives? Perhaps the PTT even insisted on a c
opy of every perfin machine for their

archives and for security purposes. Who will f
ollow this one?

Another name cropped up in the details about t
he IKW issue: "Many, including high

officials, considered the IKW issue to be of private origin rather than of
ficial.

This ambivalence contributed to relative lack 
of security and the ease of production

of the Stolz forgeries. Mr A Auberson conclusi
vely documented the official status

of the IKW issue in the June 1919 SBZ." (Fr
om Ralph B Soderberg.)

The name "Auberson" was mentioned in a query a
bout colour trials on page 75 of

the October 1997 Newsletter. Was this the same
 Auberson who had been in a position

to write about IKW overprints? Was he an emplo
yee of the PTT printing works? Or is

it a common name in Switzerland? We do answer 
some of the queries, some of the time

THE THINGS YOU SEE IN DISPLAYS AT LOCAL SOCIET
Y MEETINGS from Keith Fletcher

Who can explain this form that went from Bienn
e to Zofingen? It was from a family

N 
archive that was extensive

. 
. . . .', and covered a long period.

ununemsetempet.
.

. .
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he can about this item. If
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you can help then let the

Editor know, please.
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Nine members attended the March meeting of the Society held in LONDON at the Victory

Services Club where the entertainment of the evening was titled 'Ifr or more. With Eric

Lienhard chairing the meeting in the absence of Claude Mistely the displays were up to the

usual high standard to be expected.
Parcel cards were bound to feature because of the need for high value stamps - one had a

block of four 3f Standing Helvetias which had been initially cancelled with the wrong date

only for this to be corrected in manuscript also feature the interesting 'via Calais-Messageries

Anglo-Suisses' in red. Two both addressed to Hong Kong featured full sets of all four

Evangelists. Cards also had firm's meter labels and perfins indicating against possible

common belief that the stamps on the cards were always determined by the PTT. The

Evangelist issues were fully represented in all three printings with some shown as full used

sheets - spectacular items.
An obvious source of high values is the variety of airmail postings and a 1948 cover

commemorating the visit of the French flying boat, the Latecoere 631, to Geneve with a flight
to Martinique took the eye. Miniature sheets came within the title and an interesting cover

with the 1934 NAI3A sheets plus other issues, although clearly philatelic, raised some

discussion.
The new A and B rated printed envelopes with additional stamps for postage to this country

provided up to date examples but as for high values, examples of 500CHF revenue stamps

took some beating. Other high value Swiss stamps were not forgotten and the 1914

mountain scenes, the symbolic issues of 1938 together with the 1941 historical series were

all displayed on and off cover with paper varieties. What with the 1945 Peace issue, that for

War Relief, early postage dues and even T marks on Evangelists there was plenty to interest

every member present. For those who missed it, this was another meeting when the viewer

was surprised at the breadth of material that members had stored away. JAC

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

Nothern Group - April 7th is the AGM and Short Displays

London - April 11th is the Club Competition and Moore 
Trophy *

11777-dris Odds & Ends -

Northern Group Report. 
Mr. John Colton, the current president of the Yorkshire Philatelic Association to which the

Northern Group of HPS is affiliated, was guest of honour at the meeting of the Group in

Leeds on the 3rd March. He was warmly welcomed by the chairman, Philip Vaughan, whilst

Mr. Colton in reply informed those present that he was now about halfway through his visits

to the twenty two societies within the Association. He, for his part, was not disappointed

in the display put on by the chairman.
Philip's speciality, as many will know, is the Philately of Swiss Railways and he had divided

the many sheets which he had brought along into three groups. The first was a very wide

thematic presentation around the trains of SBB and numerous private railway companies

and railway features which have been depicted on Swiss stamps over many years. To

name but a few the Gotthard Railway anniversaries of 1932 and 1982; the Centenary of

Swiss Railways in 1947; viaducts and bridges to be found on various 'Landscape' and

publicity issues. These were complemented with publicity cancellations, postal stationery

(e.g. 1947 Centenary cards), photographs and tourist advertisement cards. Then, as the

presenter remarked, "We come to the serious bits?", the next two sections dealing with the

complexities of the early TPOs. Sheets dealing with the 'First Period', 1857 to 1870,

commenced with a PTT card illustrating the very first TPO coach followed by a fine entire

of the 10th October, 1859 with the TPO cancellation 'Schweiz Bahnpost Nordostbahn'. A

wide range of 'named route' TPO cancellations then followed, a number of them also

carrying a straight line mark which, it was generally agreed, were applied on the train and

not at the named station. The various types of cancellers used throughout this period were

much in evidence. Then followed a similar number of sheets displaying items of the

'Second Period', 1870 to 1910, when a new type of canceller was gradually introduced

bearing the inscription "AMBULANT" or "BAHNPOST" alongwith a route number instead of

the terminus stations seen on earlier TP0s. Mr. Vaughan described these as the

"Anonymous Types". Both of these sections were illustrated with well drawn route maps

and schedules of the various services. The difficulties faced by the researcher into this

aspect of our hobby were explained in detail; the overlapping of the TPO cancellers of the

two periods, timetable changes twice each year and the changes in route numbers

although a number of services did retain the same number throughout this period. These

difficulties were illustrated with copies of the route schedules for June and October, 1889.

To anyone thinking of building a collection of TPO material, Phil's advice was "Do your

homework first!". That our chairman had certainly done his was the point made when

David Hope gave the vote of thanks at the end of a most enjoyable and instructive

afternoon.
Members were reminded that the Annual Competition will be held immediately after the

AGM at the next meeting on the 7th April. D.C.
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that I was surprised to see in an old 196
6 sales list, of a top Swiss philatelic

firm, the three PJ vignettes shown in fig
ure 1.The text said "Kat. 8350.- mit Atte

st,

Fr.4500.-". I think they would know today
 that the Bern canceller used on the "Fre

nch"

and "Italian" labels could not have been 
made before 1914. The "German" label is n

ot

clear. Just a reminder to collectors to k
eep an eve open for cancellers with "cros

s

and PK No." in the upper and lower segmen
ts, where the date indicates a "premature

birth", that is a FAKE.

- that only 125 Postmen were bitten by dogs
 during 2000. This is a drop from 144 cas

es

in 1999, Perhaps because of the present c
urb on vicious dogs. Ten postmen were off

work for 4 days or longer.

- that in the January 2001 issue of the Phi
la News (No. 8) it was mentioned that 

four

TPO routes operating out of Luzern had be
en closed. This sort of information has n

ever

been given before. One of these routes wa
s Luzern to Engelberg, and that was inter

-

esting, because of the named TPO cancel u
sed.Last Day cancels could be ordered up 

to

the 16th of February. See figure 2 for th
e last day, 29.12.00-143. This train 143 

was

the last daily "collector" train, leaving
 Engelberg at 18.45,and, after stopping

practically everywhere, arriving in Luzer
n at 19,44, in time for the collected let

ters

to be code/sorted and sent off for delivery
 the next morning, anywhere in Switzerlan

d.

Now motor transport is used, more flexibl
e, and can collect direct from the variou

s POs.

- that up till about July 2000 (I have not 
been able to establish the exact date) it

was 
possible to refuse acceptance of an item, 

either at the counter or on the door-

step, in fact one could go to the PO a fe
w days later and hand in a refused item. 

The

original sender had to pay the return pos
tage, Lately it seems the PO has had trou

ble

in collecting these fees. Now to save t
rouble, the reci

pient has to pay the return

postage. HoWever, unsolicited objects can 
in law be kept; senders loss. On the new

LSI (ie, old registered) covers- one now 
sees the text (see figure 3) which allows

such letters to be returned by B-post. Th
is is a

pplied by the sender.

- that on the 13th of March a stamp was iss
ued for 100 years of the Swiss Aero Club.

Again a good o
pportunity was missed. No collector of air

craft themes will touch it,

because the plane is not identifiable. P
erhaps a work of art, but who wants it?

- that in the two issues of "Tell" for 2001
 there has appeared an interesting articl

e

by Heinrich Heissinger where he summarize
s the series of 19 articles by Toni Abele

which appeared in the SBZ from July 1944 
till July 1948, on the "Philatelic Litera

-

ture of Switzerland", and on examples fro
m his own library. Very useful indeed.

- that figure 4 shows the 1983 Europa stam
p of 40c, the celestial globe made by Jost

BUrgi in 1594 in Kassel. Now this objec
t is kept in the National Museum in Zur

ich

and they have published a fantastic book 
(German and French editions, at CHF 15.-

70 pages). Many- colour enlargements' show
- the intricate detail of his work for whi

ch

he made the calculations. With John Napie
r be discovered logarithms, He was born i

n

Lichtensteig, Canton St Gallen.

/-* 4
(219.1200 143

, Fallti .roffislort odor .okht

-abgehott es texpflichtlge

B .Post zurücksfflideni

Figure 1
Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4

WESSEX GROUP MEETING IN SALISBURY on Satu
rday 12th May at 10,30 am in the Clovelly

Hotel, Mill Road, as last year. Park in t
he station car park or at the hotel. The

morning display by Mrs Christine Earle 
is of "Tell Boys". Lunch break 12.30 to 2

 pm.

For the static display during lunch pleas
e bring three sheets of your special 

interest

or something unusual. The afternoon displ
ay by Derrick Slate will be "Swiss Trial

Prints", followed by tea & biscuits. The 
meeting will finish around 4 pm.

A cold buffet lunch and refreshments can 
be booked; £7- per person. A nominal

charge of £2- will be made for coffee, te
a & biscuits, DON'T WAIT - RING NOW - eit

her

Don Symonds on 01 202 88 36 09 or Bill St
raw on 01 425 27 65 49 as this will help

with the catering and seating arrangement
s.

Werner Gattiker of Leo Baresch Ltd. will 
be in attendance again to supply your

Swiss, and related, philatelic needs. Bri
ng your wants lists.

Your other halves are also welcome and ma
y find plenty of interest in the city.
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Geneva and its Transition to the Federal Post

A Display to the Royal Philatelic Society London by Walter Haemmerli of Switzerland
on Thursday 25 January 2001

An invitation had kindly been extended by the Royal Philatelic Society London for HPS members to attend this

presentation but unfortunately only the Chairman and two members who also belonged to the RPSL were able to

come. The display was outstanding.

A brief historical outline was given. Geneva began as a municipality in 1285 and, during the 15 th century, the City of

Geneva was founded which included Plain Palais, Les Eaux Vives and Saint Gervais. In 1536 Versoix, Les

Marchements and the enclave of Celigny, territories owned by the Bishops of Geneva, were amalgamated into the

City. The Reformation came with Jean Calvin and Geneva became Protestant. In 1579, Geneva formally applied to

join the Swiss Confederation but all the cantons with the exception of Protestant Zurich voted against this.

Geneva was entirely surrounded by Savoy which was continually seeking to conquer its territory. Matters came to a

head in December 1602 with the famous Escalade when the might of Savoy was repulsed by the soldiers and the

people of Geneva. The ensuing treaty guaranteed the independence of Geneva until the Napoleonic period.

The first post office was opened by France in 1669. Later, post offices were opened by Zurich, Bern and the

Kngdorn of Sardinia 0which, by that time had gained sovereignty over Savoy). Mr Hasmmerli showed a letter of 1696

bearing the first known postmark of Geneva, on a letter from Geneva to Languedoc in France. He could not give the

exact date as the relevant corner of the letter had been nibbled away by mice! During the Napoleonic conquest in the

early 19th century Geneva, for a time, became part of the new French department of the Leman (99). Geneva finally

joined the Confederation in 1815 further to the Treaty of Vienna. However, at that time, it was still an enclave and

negotiations followed with France and Sardinia for parcels of land to enable Geneva to have a physical link with the

rest of Switzerland. This took around two years to finalise. Covers with a variety of cancellations over this pre-stamp

period were shown.

In October 1843, Geneva issued its first stamps, the fourth place to do so after Great Britain, Zurich and Brazil.

These were the famous "Double Genevas*, the full rate of 10 centimes applicable throughout the canton and the half

stamp of 5 centimes valid for local post. Although they are priced differently in the catalogues, there are roughly the

same number of covers surviving of each with the double and the left and right halves of the stamp. A number of

these covers were shown. The stamps were not popular and, on 1 st March 1844, the selling price of the "Double

Geneva" was reduced to 8 centimes with each half valued at 4 centimes.

There was no uniformity in the postal rates or even in the currencies of the different cantons of Switzerland. While

some cantons shared a common postal administration, others acted independently and some levied transit charges

above the basic postal rate which meant that it cost more to send a letter within Switzerland than to a foreign country!

Agreements also had to be made with the neighbouring foreign administrations. Mr Haemmerli showed a very rare

letter from Savoy to Geneva with a mark showing that 2 centimes postage due had been levied. Despite the

reduction in price, only about 20% of Geneva letters were franked with the stamps and in 1845 a rate of 5 centimes

was fixed for the whole canton. A new stamp was issued on 1
st April, the so-called "Small Eagle", followed by the

redrawn "Large Eagle" in December 1846 and the transitional issues of 1848 and 1849. An envelope with an

imprinted version of the "Small Eagle" was issued on 27 th February 1846. A wide range of covers with these different

fran kings was shown.

Following the extension of Federal administration after the Sonderbund War, the new Federal Council decreed that

the Post in Switzerland would be administered by the Confederation from 1 st January 1849. Mr Haemmerli showed a

cover posted on that date, franked with the 1843 Zurich 4 rappen. On 4 th June 1849, Switzerland was divided into 11

postal areas of which the first was the canton of Geneva plus the area around Nyon in Canton Vaud. A new Federal

tariff was established on 1st October. Complex problems had to be sorted out with the different rates and the

different currencies in use such as the kreuzer in the various parts of Switzerland. For example, 5 rappen was

equivalent to 7 Geneva centimes or 10 kreuzer.

In 1850 the first Federal stamps were issued. The Federal Law of June 1849 had established the "Rayons" or

distances from the issuing offices for which a particular letter rate would be valid. Greater weights or distances would

need multiple frankings. These first stamps were the local post 216 rappen, the Rayon I 5 rappen and the Rayon II

10 rappen. In 1852, following the final standardisation of the currency into francs and centimes (or rappen: these

were now synonymous), the Rayon III 15 centimes was issued to cover the letter rate for postage in the rest of

Switzerland. An extensive selection of covers was displayed with single, multiple and mixed frankings, some with

day of issue postmarks. From 1850 onwards, cantonal stamps were not valid for use outside their cantons and,

when such use was made, a tax was levied. Mr Haemmerli showed a cover from Lausanne to Coppet, posted on

23rd November 1851 and franked with a 4 centimes "Vaud" stamp which was taxed 8 centimes by Geneva. When

supplies of the TA rappen local stamps were not available, Rayon stamps were sometimes cut up and the portions

used. Several covers with examples of these scarce bisects were shown.

The Rayon stamps were replaced with the imperforated Sitting Helvetia ("StrubeIr) issues in 1854 and several

examples of mixed Rayon and Strubeli frankings were displayed. As a final curiosity, Mr Haemmerli produced an

envelope sent from Geneva to Australia franked with 19 of the 10 rappen Strubelis, stuck on to make a border round

the envelope, which was undelivered and returned to the sender.

This was a display of exceptional material, mostly in pristine condition with many unique items. Your reviewer felt

very privileged to have been able to see it. The collection must surely rank as one of the best of its kind in the world.
CPM

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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SALISBURY 2001 MEETING FINAL REMINDER

The Chairman looks forward to welcoming many me
mbers at the Society's

National Meeting organised by the Wessex Grou
p at the Clovelly Hotel,

Mill Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire on Saturday 12 
May 2001 from 10.30 am.

This is a great opportunity for members to get together, especial
ly

for those who are normally unable to get to the
 regular meetings.

MISSENT TO NEW YORK 103 years ago and it was s
till delivered in Leeds on the 2nd

of March 1898. The reverse has the cancel "Leed
s MR 2 98"; from Colin Griffiths.
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WW II (contd from p18, March 2001) D Ripl
ey

D. November 1942/1943

The Germans started to occupy "Free" France on the 11th of November 194
2 and, as

they had not finalized the through transit of mail from Switzerland, th
e Swiss

PTT applied a bi-lingual cachet - Service Suspended.

On the 1st of December 1942, surface mail was to leave on the 09.35h tr
ain from

Geneve for Annecy and then on to Lisbon. Surface mail for Eire was by t
rain from

Basel 2 on Wednesdays leaving at 23.35h for Lisbon, while airmail was b
y train from

Chiasso to Rome and then on the weekly flights by Ala Littoria/LAT I to 
Lisbon.

From January 1943 the airmail for the UK was collected at Zürich, flown
 on the

Swissair route 12 to Stuttgart, from where it was carried either by tra
in or air

to Berlin for censoring. It then went by air with Deutsche Lufthansa on
 route K22

via Stuttgart, Lyon,Barcelona and Madrid to Lisbon before it was transf
erred to

BOAC. During early 1943 some airmail was sent to Paris for censoring, i
n the main

this was due to having been mis-sorted by the PTT. Surface mail was rou
ted via

Paris for censoring, then by train to Madrid and Lisbon to await sea tr
ansport

to the UK.
From the 15th of February 1943 the PTT arranged for surface mail to be 

carried

by PTT buses to Genoa. Mail so carried avoided German censorship; this 
ceased

when the Germans moved in to northern Italy following the Allied invasi
on of

Sicily in July 1943.
From the 31st of January 1943 the PTT arranged with the Germans that ma

il would

go from Basel to Belfort - Paris - Lisbon. On the following day a CPAL 
stated

that the collection point for all mail to the UK was Ge]Ave 1. Surface 
mail was

to go to Paris, then Irun to Lisbon; airmail to ZUrich then Berlin via S
tuttgart,

then Berlin - Stuttgart - Barcelona - Madrid - Lisbon.

On the 12th of February the PTT substituted Basel 2 as the collection p
oint for

airmail, then by train to ZUrich. From the 15th of February some mail f
rom central

and southern Switzerland was sent out in PTT buses to Genoa to await Sw
iss ships

to take it on to Lisbon.
The Swissair service to Berlin was discontinued from the 1st of March 1

943; they

now carried the mail only as far as Stuttgart three times a week, then 
Lufthansa

took the mail on to Berlin for examination.
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Figure 1 3 - Posted in Geneva 4.12,42

4,1'01 
.
i

1
171n!qi , and held by the PTT until transit was

6 ,',1 arranged with the Germans. Bi-lingual
s, ,.,t)!,-A'' El,,4' , s ncILVEnt ,

:.1:-,' ,--;.7.- X:1,_ "Retour" cachet and stamps cancelled

on 17th December. Censored in Berlin
- .,„,..-:. #•',4,,.:--/ :`'''s 01--- lazzs•,;4740:1vv.r...,74-,,-,.5,, I and examined for secret writing.

Censored in UK and delivered on 27th

February 1943 85 days after writing.

Figure 14 - Posted 5.11.43 marked

'via Z6rich - Stutt
g
art' but it

was censored in Paris, Re-sealed

with "Ge8ffnet" label tied with

Oberkommando der Wehrmacht cachet.
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Figure 15 - Airmail 20.111.43
censored in Berlin. Brown sealing
tape tied with 'Ab' handstamp
normally used for postcards and
unsealed papers.

Al

Figure 16 - Cover 7,V.43

found open by UK censor.
Notice PC 5 inserted and
resealed with brown tape
and PC 90 label.

Figure 17 - Cover from Internee in
Wil (SG) classified as Official
Mail, Swiss censor mark 310;
German censor in Berlin; UK

Examiner, 20c to pay difference
between surface & airmail.

'___ decotticindi- - - . /e.,„- n....-, , , , -
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...
*:";

Figure 1 8 - Registered 24.X.43 fror I . .;.;,... n:7 t...:;', " . ' -

Basel to London. Franked 2fr80 for

postage, airmail surcharge and high

value re g istration.Manuscript 'via
<

_

rjStuttgart -Lisbonne'. From a Swiss

Bank, does not appear to have been
c•I '131

opened in Berlin, Ab on the front. 11.
%.. Zit"'

Cachet on reverse reads "The
addressee is requested to accept
and open this item in the presence

of the Postal Authorities".

;
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(to be continued) Jct g 
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THE JULIER PASS M Rutherfoord

The trigger to this article is a photocopy sent
 to me by Eric Lienhard (figure 1)

because of the two Razorblade cancels of Chur 
on this otherwise well-known card

or letter. Not being quite sure of the facts I 
consulted two experienced collectors,

Max H Wehrli and Karl Gebert. I have also read
 what Joos Gartmann has to say in

his excellent book GraubUnden durch die Lupe, and the NZZ for t
he 6th February 1935.

It had all been so carefully planned. On Monda
y the 4th of February 1935 a specially-

equipped motor coach (I have not found a photog
raph of it yet) would leave Chur with

the mail for St Moritz, and return the same da
y with the mail for Chur, but a bliz-

zard had blown 4m deep snowdrifts across the 2
287m high pass. On Tuesday the 5th

many hands had cleared the way and on the afte
rnoon another vehicle made a test run

from St Moritz to Bivio, the first village on 
the north side. It was decided to

make the post run on Wednesday the 6th.

So the times were: 4.2.35 leave Chur before 8 a
m, arrive St Moritz before 1 pm;

then unload and load, leave St Moritz before 2 
pm, arrive Chur before 7 pm.

1,771 
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Now looking at the various marks; the stamps w
ere cancelled, in both places during

Saturday and Sunday, with Pen No. S 162, in re
d. The top line reads "1.Winteralpen-

post", 4.11.35, bottom line "*Julierpass*". Th
is canceller was apparently not made

by Güller, but probabl
y by a local firm, with perhaps two at each end

, because of

the large number of items sent in. Gartmann sa
ys 19 000 from Chur and 13 000 from

St Moritz. The NZZ reporter in Bivio says 15 0
00 in both directions. Cost of the

cancellers about Fr. 5000.-; I assume this was 
rubber with a fixed date.

Then the dispatch cds had to be applied. Perha
ps the postmaster, being an honest

servant of the post, said this had to be appli
ed on the day, 4.2.35-8 in Chur and

4.2.35-14 in St Moritz. But in Chur they did n
ot have enough of the normal cancellers

"Briefversand" for all the staff ready to do t
he cancelling, so someone had the

idea of using that old funny canceller lying i
n a drawer for years, to do a final

job. We don't know if anyone has tried to find 
out how many cancellers were used,

in both Chur and St Moritz.

Then with all 
postbags packed, came the decision to hold the 

journey back. On the

Tuesday afternoon it was on again, but a cache
t with the reason for the delay was

needed on all items. Again I assume five or 
six rubber cancellers were made in Chur

and two sent by train to St Moritz. In English 
they read "Julier Pass motor trips,

because of stormy weather, delayed b
y a few days", obviously playing it safe in

case of another delay! Then, for reasons unkno
wn, Chur used blue ink and St Moritz

red (always?).
Now we see that on figure 1 there is also a di

spatch date of 6,11.35-8 made with

the same Razorblade canceller. This is correct
 as it documents the day and time

of dispatch, but was not done to all items, du
e to cost and time. How many received

this second cancel?



Figure 2
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All items received an arrival mark, St Mcritz 6
.11,35-13, and Chur 6.11.35-19.

The items were then sorted and delivered in the
 normal way.

During this investigation I came across the il
lustration in figure 2, It is from

a 20c red postcard, No. 9211 of 1924, and show
s the 

pass in summer with a motor

coach of the type first used in 1920 to replac
e the horse-drawn coaches. What is

interesting is the pair of Roman columns, whic
h still stand there to receive gifts

to the gods for a safe journey,

In summer the Julier was one of the most popul
ar tourist passes, In 1913 horses

drew 25 000 persons, and in 1920 18 000 in moto
r coaches, rising to 44 000 in 1930.

The whole trip is about 80 km from Chur to St 
Moritz, and the Julier Pass is about

14 km from the latter. Chur is 590 m asl, but 
the road to Tiefencastel at first

goes up to Lenzerheide, St Moritz is 1890 m as
l with a climb of only 430 m to the

Julier Pass. A tri
p well worth it. The pass had been opened to mo

tor traffic in

winter only a year or so before 1935 (I guess) 
and this was a trial for future events.

The reason for this date is that the 4th Acade
mic Winter Games were held in St Moritz

from the 4th to the 10th of February. A simila
r trip was never again organised by

the PTT. The First Winteralpen
post remained the last.

•

U LI ER-PASS

NOTES FROM THE PACKET SECRETARY - Don Symonds

I have just posted the last packet for this sea
son. Members will note that I have

doubled the circulation lists. This will enable
 me to reach two circuits before

closing shop for the summer!

Please do not hold the packet longer than 2 days
, as stated in the packet rules,

which should mean they all return by mid-June.

I have some books/packs on hand to start next s
eason, but look forward to more

good quality items by the end of July.

Vendors should restrict the number of covers, 
cards or other items to a maximum

of 20 otherwise it becomes difficult to includ
e if postal charges are to be kept

within reasonable limits.

Any member interested in Soldier Stam
ps and wanting to see a selection of top

quality material should drop me a line so that 
I can forward an assortment.

My note in a previous Newsletter (page 14 Februa
ry) re_S/H_plate flaws was

interpreted as 'Sitting' Helvetia not Standing
 Helvetia. Nobody checked the

Zumstein numbers. If you are interested in see
ing this material then please drop

me a line, or phone.

THE LETTER-TELEGRAMME on the front page last mo
nth has produced five more!

It looks as if Fraulein Emma Kuhn kept all her
 letters and some time in the past

fifty years the "archive" has been sold and tu
rned up in bits and pieces to be

bought by members.

The location of "Winton" seems to be a suburb 
of Bournemouth, England, or Great

Britain as shown on one of the telegrams. Perh
aps there is a member with a wider

knowledge of the telegram system than the Edito
r. Here is a summary of them:

Winton BH sent (or handed in) 19th December 19
43, received by Radio Suisse and passed

to the St Gallen Telegraph office on the 22nd a
nd letter-telegramwe sticker added.

The envelope has the other, St Gallen octagonal
 cancel for the 23rd and the St G.

Briefversand cds of 23.X11.43-8. Swiss Radio re
ceiving station is unclear.

GREATBRITAIN (all caps) 22nd July 1944, via Rad
io Suisse Zfirich 10.55 and St G.

telegraph and post cancels for 31st at midday.

Winton 28th January 1945, St G, telegraph 29th
 and Neu-St Johann 10.11.4517.

The other two telegrams are April 1945, but I 
have not seen them.
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London meeting, Wednesday 11th April 200
1 - COMPETITION NIGHT

Before the evening's main business, the 
Chairman reported that he had heard from

Mr Cecil Redmill, a former regular atten
der of London meetings, stating that, ha

ving

reached his centenary, he was finding it
 difficult to continue with his Swiss ph

il-

ately and was reluctantly resigning from
 the Society. He had donated a cheque to

Society Funds. The clearly-written and w
ell-expressed letter was amazing for a 1

00

year old! It was unanimously agreed that
 Mr Redmill should be made an Honorary

Member with immediate effect.

Seven competition entries were received,
 the Chairman noting with pleasure that

there was an entry for the Moore Trophy f
rom a member outside the London area.

The entries for the Silver Cup were:

* A study of the 1941-59 Historical Series
 with paper and plate varieties,

from Eric Lienhard.

* UPU 1900 Varieties including several blo
cks and some counter sheets with plate

flaws and printing faults shown on the st
amps, from John Mitchell.

* The 1932 issues covering the Disarmament
 stamps including a die proof of the

lower values plate with value not cut, t
he Gotthard Tunnel 50th Anniversary, and

Pro Juventute sets with varieties, from F
red Pickard.

The following entries were received for t
he Moore Trophy:

* Travelling Post Offices covering local r
ailways in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries with a selection of covers and
 well annotated maps, from Douglas Houtr

is.

* Fiscal Markings of Canton Bern with a wi
de selection of early letters with fisca

l

marks from 1807 to 1830, from Eric Lienha
rd.

* The Pioneering and early Development of 
Swiss Air Mails starting with the 1913

Pioneer Flights, continuing with one of 
the first airmail stamps on cover, throu

gh

the 1920s air meetings, and culminating 
with a Swiss franked catapult cover

carried on the SS Bremen when she took t
he Blue Riband Trophy in 1929, from

Ken Reeves of South Wales.

* Internee Mail of World War I, a beautifu
lly presented selection of letters and

cards from Swiss POW camps during the 191
6-17 period, from Derrick Slate.

The results of the members' careful judg
ing were that John Mitchell was awarded 

the

Silver Cup and Fred Pickard received the
 runner-up stock book. Derrick Slate won

 the

Moore Trophy with Douglas Houtris gettin
g a stock book as a runner-up, but the o

ther

two entries were not far behind on the po
ints.

After the Chairman had thanked the conte
stants for submitting a high standard of

entries, there was a short discussion on 
subjects for the following year's program

me.
CPM

The Annual General Meeting of the 
Northern Group was held in Leeds on S

aturday, 7th

April and, in the absence of Mr. P. Vaugha
n, the Chair was taken by David Hope, the 

vice-

chairman. The meeting followed the usua
l lines of an A.G.M. Mr. Hop

e thanked those

present for their loyalty to the Group, 
especially in view of the cancellation of two

meetings due to circumstances beyond our c
ontrol and for their co-operation in helpi

n g to

make the monthly displays interesting an
d diverse. It was good to note that we h

ad not

lost any members during the last twelve m
onths; on the contrary, over the last eig

hteen

months three new faces had been welcomed
 to the meetings. For the season 2001-02

, Mr.

D. Whitworth will be Chairman. The programme for th
e new session commencing on the

5th September was arranged and full detai
ls will be appearing on the new programme

 cards

later in the year. Then 
followed the annual competition which sh

ould have been held in

February. Entries were fewer than we woul
d have liked particularly in three of the

 five

categories. However, there was judging 
to be done by those present, the Highst

ed Cup

being award to D. Hope with his philatelic
 entry "Swiss Provisionals, 1915 to 1930",

 whilst

D. Cairns took home the "Moore Bowl" for the aerophilatelic entry "Scheduled Air Servi
ces

of Switzerland, 1923 to 1926". There is 
absolutely no truth in any rumours that 

"brown

envelopes" changed hands to enable the 
trophies to be awarded to the acting chairman

and secretary respectively!
 The Northern Group wish all H.P.S. mem

bers a pleasant and

restful summer and look forward to welcoming more new faces in S
eptember. D.C.

We are sorry to hear that Gene Kelly, th
e Fiscals Expert, has his foot in plaste

r.

We wish him a speedy recovery and hope t
hat he is soon "back on the trail" of mo

re

interesting information in the revenues f
ield.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that according to the April issue of the SBZ the world-famous stamp

printing firm of Courvoisier will close dow
n at the end of April 2001.

This is astonishing news, but it seems that
 they can no longer compete

where quantity is more im
portant than aUality. For about 70 years a

small group of specialists delivered stamps
 to many countries, Now the

last 33 will lose their jobs, and philate
ly will lose a great source

of wonderful stamps.
- that it seems the last stamps from La Cha

ux-de-Fonds for the s
p will

be the chocolate issue of the 9th of May, 
90c stam

ps with a real

chocolate flavour, but bitter-sweet too.

- that during a conversation I chanced on t
he Subject of pre-dated

stamps sold at exorbitant prices, and men
tioned those of a 1996 price

list (see DYK last month). My acquaintance 
could recall these as

having been immediately withdrawn from sale
 and ; in fact, ke

pt as an

example of that sort of faking.

- that figure 1 shows another kind of trap, o
ffered in an auction in

April this year with the description, "CTO
 in Bex with back-dated

.........canceller'. . True, but still a fake for the_next buyer
. The cross in

the upper segment proves that the cancel co
uld not have been in use

in 1912, Thy are stamp collectors so intere
sted in non-

postal labels?

- that for those who have been considering a 
collection of thematics

based on Russian planes shown on Swiss stam
ps and cancellations, they

can make a good start with figure 2. The pl
ane in the cancel, to be

used as indicated, is a Russian-built Anton
ov AN 2, well-known in

many third-world countries for its short l
anding and take-off powers.

Here it is used for towing sailplanes U
p to a suitable height. It is

a slow and reliable aircraft.
- that the SP is thinking of reducing the n

umber of code/sorting

centres from 13 (plus 10 satellite sort-on
ly) to four or five super-

centres, made possible by improved computer
 software and the low-

cost Petrol and diesel fuel.
- that the new self-adhesive stamp booklets, 

70 & 90c, to be issued

on the 9th of May, are a chea
p solution in that both have existed

before as sheet stamps, but the 70c is now 
to be printed in Australia

by the Post Office, They will also make the
 dispensers for both values,

for 100 stamps each, following the UK style
. More next month when I

have seen them. More details in Focus
, 2/2001.

- that the round self-adhesive stamps of 15,9
,00 had annoyed me, par-

ticularly the pair of 10c non,usable , to t
he unforgivable effect

that I had not noticed that both booklets h
ad been 

printed in the UK

by Questa:: The first stamps not to have be
en printed in Switzerland

for about 70 years, There will the next one
s come from? Sweden is a

great booklet country:
- that the remaining three Evangelists, Mark,

 Luke and John are no

longer on sale after 40 years, though it se
ems that, if you hurry,

you can still get a couple of sheets of 25 
each, of John at CHF 20,-

each, from the Philatelic Bureau,

- that it is becoming difficult to define min
t and used these days,

as the various Philatelic organisations pro
duce one wonderful . 'unique'

souvenir after another. Liechtenstein put o
ut a pair of "scratch"

stamps on the 5th of March, adding another 
two variations, see figure 3,

and now Bern has discovered the whiff of ch
ocolate. How many whiffs

between mint and used, that is the auestion
?
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FASNACHT CARNIVAL IN BASEL Fred C Smith

The Fasnacht Carnival in Basel lasting for three days is held annually at the beginning of the week

following Ash Wednesday. It came to my attention several years ago as the result of an article in the

Focus magazine. I decided it was an event I would like to attend when the opportunity arose, and this

happened last year. I enjoyed the spectacle so much I just had to do it all again this year!

The Fasnacht Carnival had its origin back in 1376 with an uprising of disgruntled locals. The spirit

continues today with the inhabitants taking the opportunity to jest and poke fun of local, as well as

international, events from the past year. Each participating group, called a clique, has a theme or

subject which it actively promotes by way of leaflets, a float or large lantern and always a band. The

latter can take the form of fife and drum players, or a brass band comprising thirty to seventy

musicians. All wear fancy dress costumes, and it is traditional to wear a mask so that no part of the

body can be seen. Fresh costumes are worn every year, so no two Carnivals are ever the same.

The Carnival begins at four o'clock on Monday morning with what is called the Morgenstreich, a

parade of large lanterns. The City centre becomes a pedestrian precinct, the street lights are switched

off and from the side streets small fife and drum groups emerge towing lanterns on average 3 x 2

metres in size, each bandsperson also has a small lantern on their head. With bands coming and

going in all direction total chaos with a cacophony of sound seems to reign in the darkness, and this

continues until dawn when the effect of the lanterns is reduced. The lanterns, numbering around 200,

are all highly decorated and form real works of art. The parade is best followed by popping into the

nearest cafe for a steaming hot bowl of traditional 'Mehlsuppe', (rather like oxtail with grated cheese

on top) - it does wonders for the circulation!

Its business as usual for the first few hours of each morning, but by noon companies are shutting

their doors and once again the City centre is given over to the celebrations. On Monday and

Wednesday afternoons there is a procession of almost 350 cliques around the City centre starting at

1.30 p.m. and lasting for four hours! From the accompanying floats the costumed folk tease the

spectators by handing out gifts, then snatch them away, showering everyone with confetti instead. In

remorse they will distribute gifts of roses, mimosa, oranges, sweets and many other small items. The

event is competitive, and on Wednesday afternoon the organising committee hand out awards to the

outstanding cliques.

Tuesday is regarded as Children's Day when parents dress up their kids and parade them around the

streets, they will hand out sweets to people, as well as throwing confetti over them. The day also

provides an opportunity for the cliques to wander at will through the City streets, so there is music

everywhere. Many of the lar ger bands will stop and give an impromptu concert comprising four or

five pieces of music, much of this coming from the fifties to seventies era.

On Monday evening in one of the City's large squares a parade of the lanterns takes place, and

provides a chance to study them in greater detail. On Tuesday evening simultaneously in three of the

City's squares a 'Gugge' music concert takes place, this music is supposed to be played with bent and

battered instruments, but in my experience it is restricted to amusing solos only. Twelve bands take

part each performing three pieces of music, the concert lasts two and a half hours without interval.

On all three evenings other bands wander the streets visiting restaurants and pubs to entertain.

The Carnival is a fun celebration which I can thoroughly recommend, but you do need to be well

wrapped up and with a pair of very comfortable shoes as standing is measured in hours!

Last year the SP produced a postcard for the Fasnacht Carnival and there was an

article on the carnival in the Focus on stamps of the 16th May 1995. Ed.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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HANDLING OF WARTIME MAILS 1914-18 Lamack McConnell

In August 1918, towards the end of WW I a letter card was written from New Zea
land

to an addressee in Switzerland. As it was to travel overseas the New Zealand

Military Censor examined and passed it.

We do not know which route it took, but most probably it went from Auckland t
o

Vancouver, then by rail across Canada and transatlantic to its European destin
ation.

In Switzerland the postal authorities attempted delivery but found the address
ee

had 'Gone Away' (Abergeist/Parti/Partito) and applied a small green-on-white 
sticker

to that effect. They also added in blue pencil the manuscript note Nach Deutchland

(to Germany) by way of explanation. The Post Office at Perroy tied the sticker
 to

the card with a strike of its handstamp, and applied a second one on the rever
se,

on the 2nd of November 1918.

The war still had a short while to run. UPU regulations would not allow the

forwarding by a neutral of mail

from one belligerent country to 'D 6££

another at war with the first exceptL!,.---,-

by authorized channels such as the ,y .1 NIIIOS UD
International Red Cross. So the - .110S. ,
letter card had to be returned to ".4.1.' 11 CIUNITAIVY3
sender. The return route is very

clear and we do know that it went

back to New Zealand via Canada "%Milt • I Is. vaschi 7Nowaav,3H.I. avea gy NOISGINISIVOLL yoa .assn

because it was intercepted at .7•n• !Th..' • ' :

Vancouver. It was now being treated dr .
as mail originating in Switzerland _ . I

and therefore subjected to examin-
f

ation in transit. Censor C 339 , f

sealed it with his label applied

partially over the Swiss cancel.

We know fron Canadian records that -

during November 1918 a total of
,;1....44,1454.7'4w4A-r, •

• .

5401bs of transit mail from
European sources to Australasia _ • istSVA' "'''' 1•Npo" .

=we. u l- r
passed through Vancouver and was

L A
f:e1:04

, 1,4 7,zF pe;

subject to 100% examination. . '

This item illustrates clearly
fi

the precise UPU instructions for

handling mails in wartime, and
11

,
4

• • ' •

the strict adherence of the PTT

in implementing these rules.

(We must thank a non-member
t-44*Id444_41:47.;:;‘,;•:' At,ia.;72-

•nyit4440.4.

for this item. Now what are the
4

n A /45,4;;,..4‘.

eerr.... 646.-c4orst.

members going to do to help
their Newsletter by sending

items for the coming issues?)
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Figure 20 - Postal stationery

card with additional 20c for

airmail to Eire. Posted on the

25th of September it took

64 days to reach its destination.

It has been censored by the

German, UK and Irish authorities.
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WW II (continued from p 35
, May 2001)  D Ripley

E. 1944/45
The year 1944 started very quietly, the mail flowed in

 and out of Switzerland

until, on the 24th of March the GPO announced the susp
ension of all civil airmail

services. This was a precursor to the D-Day landings o
f the 6th of June, and it

was mid-August before the GPO announced that services 
to Switzerland were resumed,

with the first flight from the UK to Lisbon on the 14t
h of July. This was short-

lived as Paris was liberated on the 24th of August 194
4. The airmail service was

again suspended on the 31st of August. The Germans wer
e still flying mail from

Berlin via Stuttgart directly to Barcelona, the over-f
lying of the liberated parts

of France was allowed by the Allies until the 14th of O
ctober.

The Swiss PTT, having been forewarned of the suspensio
n of the flights, had

arranged for a PTT bus to run across France to the Spa
nish border at Port Bou from

the 1st of October; this service ran for 3 weeks until 
the 21st of October.

On the 24th of October the CPAL stated that airmail to
 the UK and Eire would be

via Germany and Sweden. The route was Basel 2, train t
o Berlin, then on the weekly

flights of DLH/DDL via Copenhagen and Malmo to Stockho
lm, then by Aktie Bolaget

Aerotransport (ABA) from Bromma (Stockholm) to Leuchar
s (Aberdeen, Scotland).

The Swiss/French borders were liberated during Novembe
r and on the 12th of December

a CPAL stated that the airmail service to the UK was d
iscontinued. All mail would

be by train from Geneve 1 to Dieppe then by sea to the
 UK.

Officially the airmail service to Switzerland was not 
resumed until September 1945,

although some mail travelled part way by air during the
 summer.
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(to be continued)

Figure 19 - Surface mail cover

from Geneva, censored in Paris

by the Germans on the 1st of

July, only a week or so before

the Paris censor office closed.

Paris was liberated on 25.8.44.

The dumb machine cancel was of

the type used by the Army Post

Office on mail found in the

postal system in liberated areas.

This may have been in a wagon

waiting to go to the Spanish

border.
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Figure 22 - Cover posted in

Immensee on the 13th of November

1944 to Kent. Marked "via Schweden".

No German censor marks or back

cancels. It may have gone on

the Berlin-Sweden Air Service

as this was still in operation.

Figure 24 - Cover from Zürich

1 9.IV.45 from a wife who was

German, living in Switzerland,

to her husband, F R Percival,

who was working at Bletchley

Park. The English Speaking

Union Club was an undercover

address used by staff at

Bletchley Park. See the note on p45

about the cover in

figure 24.
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Figure 21 - Cover posted 13.X.44

from Lausanne to London. Marked

"via France-Portugal". This cover

was most likely taken on a PTT

bus from Geneva to Port Bou on

the Franco-Spanish border. It

arrived in England on the 3rd

of January 1945 after 82 days.
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Figure 23 - Cover posted in

Cormondreche on the 11th of

December 1944 and marked "via

Cherbourg". Redirected in the

UK on the 9th of January 1945.

Transit time _2-9_  Hays_
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IN MEMORY OF FRAULEIN ANNA VOGT by Al Altwegg

Who Fraulein Anna Vogt was, I really do not know. I ca
me upon the memory of her

quite by accident. I tell this little story about her 
not because it is important

to philately, nor because Miss Vogt was someone special in the annals
 of the history

of Switzerland, but because its the sort of little hum
an story you can come across

in stamp collecting, the sort of thing that warms the h
uman heart.

All I know about Frdulein Vogt is what I have gleaned 
from a collection of the

patriotic Swiss Bundesfeier postcards which were appar
ently kept by her over a

period of years. She seems to have loved the cards, an
d her friends seem to have

known that she did. The route by which her small colle
ction came to the place where

I found it I will never know either. But here is what I
 do know.

Sometime during 1971 I had occasion to make a business 
trip to New York City and,

while I had a few hours to kill one morning, I dropped
-in at one of those cluttered

stamp shops that occupy a room or two on some higher f
loor of an ageing mid-

Manhattan office building. This particular building wa
s located at Broadway and

Forty-Second Street, its windows looking across the st
reet at what had formerly

been the New York Times building on Times Square.

I asked the stamp dealer, an older man, if by chance h
e might have any Swiss

postcards. He did, he said, bringing out a handful of 
Swiss cards which he offered

me for something like 60 cents apiece for those withou
t pictures and 75 cents for

the picture postcards. Leafing through them I found a n
umber of Bundesfeier cards,

which I happened to collect as a specialized byway of 
my hobby of collecting things

philatelic of Switzerland. So, having discovered some 
Bundesfeier cards, semi-postal

cards with imprinted stamps that were issued between 1
910 and 1937 to raise funds

for national needs, I bought them.

It was not until later on my return home to Texas that
 I discovered that all the

cards were addressed to one person, a Frl. Anna Vogt. 
All that we know about Frl.

Anna Vogt is what I have been able to glean from her l
ittle collection of those

Bundesfeier cards. Here is what I have learned:

The earliest of the cards was one of the second cards 
issued, printed and sold

in 1911. It indicates that she had already fallen in l
ove with the patriotic post-

cards that mark the Swiss national holiday on the 1st 
of August, for its message

says, translated, "Am sending the promised card with f
riendly greetings". The card

is the only one on which she is addressed by the famil
y diminutive "Anny" instead

of Anna: presumably at that time she was a young woman
. In blue pencil someone

had added the Swiss equivalent for "Hi, Anny".

This first card, as most of the earlier ones, includes
 in her address the word

"Modes", indicating she was in the fashion business. J
udging from later cards we

find she had a millinery business; in those days most m
en, and certainly most women,

regularly wore hats. A card in 1917 addresses Frl. Vog
t as "Modistin"; another, in

1920, as "Modiste".
The first card is addressed to Frl. Vogt in Rtiti, whic

h is a town in the canton

of ZUrich about 30 km southeast of the city of Virich.
 We have reason to believe

that that was her home town, because that is also wher
e her family seems to have

lived as we see from a later card.

A card mailed on the eve of the holiday carries a gree
ting to Fri. Vogt from

Interlaken and is signed by Heinr. Vogt, perhaps a bro
ther. Two years later, in

1915, the holiday card is addressed to Fri. Vogt in Wa
ld, another small town in the

canton of Zffrich, about 10 km northeast of Rfiti. This
 card comes from Anna's sister

Emma, who seems to have joined her in the millinery bu
siness, because the message

on the card says, "Don't forget the black cravat for Mr
 L.".

Anna's brother, this time signing himself Henri, was d
rafted into military service

for border-patrol duty during World War I. This we lea
rn from a 'soldier card'

mailed by him and addressed to the Family H Vogt, still
 in Rifti. From this card's

address we also learn that Anna's father was a master p
lasterer. The message,

typically that of a young soldier, says, "Thanks for t
he laundry and was glad to

read you are all well. Letter with books (?) follows."
. A 1917 card sending Anna,

in the old Swiss greeting, a "Gruss und Kuss" (Greetin
g and Kiss), indicates that

there was still another member of the family; its signe
d "from your brother Werner".

A card of 1923 is addressed to Frau Anna Vogt-Hauser, 
but this does not mean that

our Anna had married. Indeed, apparently she never did
 marry. Rather, the 1923 card

is to Anna's mother, wife of the plasterer, still livi
ng in Wald, and comes from

Anna's aunt, her mother's sister Marie. In folksy fashi
on, this card inquires Cr..-
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whether Liseli had written that Frau Zaugg wanted 10 k
g of apricots. It wishes

Emmy a good recovery; apparently she had been ailing.

In 1925 there came a card from acquaintances who wrote 
how pleased they were to

receive Anna's "lines" and to say that only after thei
r departure had they read in

the newspaper of the misfortune which had befallen "you
r dear father, and we

regretted it.". The rest of the card is chit-chat so t
hat we do not know anything

more about the misfortune. Was he seriously injured? O
r did he die? Was he killed

in some accident? We just don't know.

In 1926 Emmy writes to Anna, apparently on vacation, as
 she is more and more

often in the later cards. In this one Emmy reports tha
t she had sold her silk hat

to Fri. M. She also reports that Gobi Walder's father 
died. In 1927, at Bundesfeier

time, Anna was in Melchsee-Frutt when Emmy wrote her a
 card and inquired whether she

should send the newspaper.

Two cards indicate that Anna was ailing in 1929. Emmy 
wrote that she had to order

more wreaths, since she had only six left, and she hop
ed the weather was better in

Zermatt, where Anna was spending her holiday. The othe
r card, also from Emmy, said

she had just "received the news and hope you are now be
tter. At home all goes well.

Did you forget to send a card to M Aeschbach? That's wh
at she told me yesterday.".

Anna continues vacationing in early August, but Emmy r
uns the millinery business

in her absence. The 1931 card, posted just after the ho
liday, to Anna who was

visiting in the home of a professor at Bern, says, "I 
come already with a question

for you. Someone wants me to garnish a felt hat with v
elvet, but I do not know

what the velvet costs. Of the suitable velvet there is
 only 8 cm left, but I

think it will be enough. You could answer me the first 
of next week.".

The 1933 card finds Anna on the Rigi mountain and repo
rts that the family plans

to see her there only if the weather is nice next Sunda
y, because the cheaper

trains will run again. And Emmy is supposed to bring b
ack Frau Klöti's glasses, which

she left up there. In 1934 a card again goes from Emmy
 to Anna on the Rigi. She

says it must be cold up there because Mother heated th
e house at home today. In the

shop it is slow. Anna might as well stay where she is u
ntil Sunday if the weather

gets warmer.
Finally, we come to the 1935 card, again from Emmy to 

Anna, who is at Sammonn, in

the canton of GraubUnden. It carries greetings from hom
e, with a small postscript

that Mother received the card from FlUela today.

So ends what we have of the collection of Fräulein Anna
 Vogt's Bundesfeier cards.

So ends, also, the story of Fri. Vogt as we have been 
able to decipher it from

cards covering a period of 24 years. Nothing sensationa
l; just the simple life of

a woman who never married, and apparently never travel
led outside the borders of

her beloved Switzerland.
How her little collection of the cards got to the Unit

ed States and to the shop

of the dealer overlooking Times Square, in the heart of
 New York City, we will

probably never know.

-
MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II note about fi

gure 24, page 43, bottom.

A NOTE CONCERNING
- THE L"TTER IN Figure 24 

-- - F -R -Percival was-the- great-, great--

grandson of Spencer Percival, the British Prime Minist
er from 1809 until he was

assassinated on the 11th of May 1812 in the lobby of t
he Commons, by a bankrupt

with a grievance against the government.

Percival was working in England at the outbreak of war
; his German-born wife fled

to Switzerland. His two sons, who lived in Germany, ha
d to join the German Army

and fought on the Russian Front.

Percival was a Flight Lieutenant in the RAF and early 
in 1940 he was recruited

to work at Bletchley on solving the Enigma machine code
s used by the German Forces.

In a letter that he wrote in 1940, he told his wife tha
t he had a new job but

could not tell anyone what it was. From that date his 
mail was via the undercover

address in London W 1.

SPACEFILLER - Impressions & Misconceptions. Recently th
e Editor has had the

Newsletter called "his" newsletter (not by his wife bu
t by members:). On the

contrary it is the "Helvetia Philatelic Society Newslet
ter" and I am only one

of the hundreds of members of our Society. Editing and
 answering queries and

correspondance can, and does, take more time than I hav
e to spend on my own

collection. Mcro-- 4:7-4 •
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An Odd Find John Cordingley

Sometimes going against good advice and common sense work out - not often but just sometimes.
A well-known auction house had under Switzerland a lot described as "Stockbook of Airmail
Etiquettes all periods (100s)" Now as I live some considerable distance from the auction venue and
there was no chance of my visiting them on one of my London visits, I rang the proprietor. He does
know me because I have both bought and sold through him before. Asked about the lot he said he
knew little about the items but that there was a large number with many in strips. Were there any
stamps included - no, just etiquettes. So unseen, I made a bid. A well-packed thin package came
recorded delivery a few days later. An interesting evening was then spent going through the collection
page by page and I was quite pleased until I came to the last page. Here was the surprise - seven
pieces cut from documents with stamps with customs cancellations all dating from the early 1930s.

FLUGPLATZ14')

11,13FV;;N,,,

IX. 31) zh
e4 --)

."-. BIRSFELOEt4 --1.-"//0
crt,)3 Vitr

There was another single piece with the brown 3fr Mythen high value
cancelled 'Schweiz Zollamt Rorschach' and dated 26 V111 32. Tied to this
mark was another cancellation 'Schweiz Zoll Altenrhein-Flugplatz' and dated 23 VM 32 - the 23 being
in pencil. Altenrhein is on the eastern bank of Lake Constance close to the inflowing River Rhine.
The 1928 Baedeker guide states that this is the site of a newly-built aircraft factory.

I suspect these cancellations from airfields have some interest to Aerophilatelists but I have seen
nothing listed about their use or indeed this custom use of Swiss stamps. Are there members who
have similar pieces and/or can shed some light on the cancellation usage? How unusual are these
pieces?

From being quite pleased with the lot I became quite delighted. But I know that on this occasion I
was lucky with my buying blind.

LONDON MEETING Wednesday 9th May 2001 - The annual "Odds & Ends" evening prod
uced

another rich crop of varied material from most of the members present. Among 
the

items displayed were postal labels with customs cancellations, stamps on piec
e with

the customs cancels for the airports of Dubendorf, Sternenfeld and Altenrhein
, a

display on the Swiss artist Albert Anker including two albums of colour repro
-

ductions of his paintings, the 1935 First Winter Alpenpost cover with Chur

blade' postmarks featured in the Julier Pass article in the May Newsletter, s
everal

World War II items including Red Cross stamps mounted on an official collecti
on card,

military cards showing defence construction and general postcards with milita
ry

clearance imprints, plus a selection from the great mass of material produced
 by

Swiss Post for NABA 2000 St Gallen. The new Swiss Post sheet of 'chocolate' was

also shown, with an expression of regret that this was the last Swiss stamp t
o be

produced by the printing firm Courvoisier SA of La Chaux de Fonds, which had

announced it was closing on the 30th of April 2001.

The Chairman thanked everyone who had contributed to this most interesting di
splay.
C P m

RESULTS OF THE SOCIETY'S POSTAL AUCTION, March 2001 - It was very disappointi
ng that

only a few members made bids for the material on offer. Prices realized were:

lot 8 - £75, lot 14 - £5, lot 15 - £4, lot 27 - £6, lot 96 - £11, lot 107 - £
11.

Lot 17 was withdrawn as it was wrongly described as a Day of Issue postmark.

All other lots were unsold.

INFORMATION WANTED on British interned in Switzerland during World Wars I & II
.

If you have any covers to or from internees or can suggest furt
her lines of

research on this subject then please contact Derrick Slate, our Honorary Libr
arian,

at 149 Ware Road, Hertford Herts SG13 7EG. (For eventual publication? Ed.)

Three pieces have Dubendorf Flugplatz cancellations in black and three are
from Birsfelden Flugplatz in blue - see enlarged ffiustration. The Dubendorf
cancellation is listed in the Schweizerisches LUFTPOST-HANDBUCH but
not the one from Birsfelden which is a design I have not seen before. I can
not believe these cancellations are all that rare although I have seen only
one - from Dubendorf and that although offered to me I turned down
because at the time I was not interested in postmarks! Birsfelden is a
suburb of Basel and had an international airport in the 1930s.
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DID YOU KNOW? LI Rutherfoord

- that in Jane 2002 the Swiss Post will close their stamp pr
inting

works in Bern, due, they say, to a drop in the use of stam
ps, and

financial forces. Today all large POs have computer termin
als, and

medium POs have SFS 'stamps', so only the smallest ones (i
e, those

to be closed) need stamps at all. The Philatelic Bureau wi
ll be able

to get their souvenirs from the big countries. A sad day i
ndeed.

- that from a philatelist's point of view this can bring all
 sorts

of varieties as paper supplies run down next year, and for
eign sup-

lliers use the wrong sort of paper, strange perforations e
tc. It will

be worth while to keep your eyes open and the magnifying g
lass handy.

Good hunting, and don't let the tears blur the vision.

- that the Alma Lee auction by Rapp in Wil SG on the 8th of 
May

achieved high to very high prices; nothing was unsold duri
ng the time

I was there. Three items were of special interest: the pai
r of ZUrich 4

on cover dated 8 April 1847 fetched almost double the star
ting price

with net CHF 220 000, which was also reached by the triang
ular cover

with a airich 6, and then the Rayon II with cross in black
 frame

at CHF 240 oao (Who said an over-franked cover was of little interest?)
- that the SPI have been made to close down their postcard c

ollection

in Italy, sometime at the beginning of this year, by the I
talian PO.

A recent postcard from Paris to Charles LaBlonde in Colora
do, went via

a re-mailing service in Athens. Apparently this can still 
be done as

a 'stamp' is not involved (only a rubber 'stamp'). Collect
able items.

- that the SP is making scientific studies to determine in w
hich 17

Swiss cities the number of POs can be halved. In Zffrich, o
f the present

46 POs, 22 have been selected for closure but 9 better-loc
ated ones

could be built, giving a total of 33. Opposition is growin
g, and it

does not help to say that EU countries have even fewer POs
!

- that the "Fundación Bose" of Buenos Aires is probably not 
read by

many members to keep up with Argentinian postal history, b
ut in No. 4

of 2000 there is a long article by Rend Jacobsohn of Zfiric
h, a member

of the Swiss Postal History Society, on the cancellers made
 by &tiller

for Argentina during the first 20 years or so of the 20th 
century.

Also shown are a number of covers where the use of some of
 these

cancels is illustrated. Who will write the next article on
 the foreign

use of the &filler cancellers?
- that I have been given another rare book, the 66th volume 

of the

"American Philatelic Congress". Only unpublished articles 
on original

research are accepted. In this volume there is a 24-page a
rticle on

the WW II correspondence of a firm on the Lake of atrich, 
making

textile machinery, to a firm called "Canadian Cottons" in 
New Brunswick,

Canada. Much of the correspondence to Canada has survived 
as the

recipient, the manager, was a collector and it is still to
 be found

at bourses and fairs in-North America. The article is base
d om-such--

letters, and fascinating details of the factories at both 
ends, put

together by Charles LaBlonde, after years of research.

- that the figure shows an interesting "cancel" found in the
 PTT

archive lately by Hans-Ulrich Sieber, the most knowledgeab
le man on

old cancellers. It was by a French maker of cancellers, Le
ppe, giving

his change of address to the Swiss PO on 16th April 1850. 
Did he

make any cancellers for Switzerland?
-Op

f.:/15
AVAIL

APPOINTMENT OF NEW HONORARY SECRETARY OF THE SOCIETY
\5 0 ç'3'

-1)e
At the May meetings of the Society in London and Salisbury

, the

Chairman announced that Peter Vonwiller had agreed to beco
me the

Honorary Secretary of the Society with immediate effect. T
he

Chairman thanked Mr Vonwiller for taking on this important
 post.

(The Hon. Secretary's address is on the front of the Newsle
tter.)

..1•111/n•••n•111.•
 • ••• - - •

BELA SEKULA overprints FOR SALE. Highest offer within I mo
nth wins. The stamps

are: 71/2c Tellboy SG 268, 10c Tell SG 279, 15c Tell SG 285, 15c Peace SG 306.

All FU. Offers to Brian Shanbrook, 29 Rectory Park, Bideford, Devon EX39 3A3.
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THE JOYS OF BEING A MOTHER (of a stamp collector) Lamack McConnell

On the 9th of October 1924 the Swiss PTT issued two stamps to commemora
te the 1st

UPU Congress. As with such commemoratives it had a short period of vali
dity which

came to an end on the 30th of November 1924.

Our story revolves around one of the UPU directives relating to the use
 of invalid

stamps, and begins a few days later on the 9th of December 1924. A youn
g English-

man wrote from Switzerland to his parents in England using a pair of th
e 20c com-

memoratives. The letter was cleared onto the Chur-Arosa TPO where the s
orters recog-

nized the stamps as no longer being acceptable. Carefully avoiding defa
cing the

stamps they marked alongside each in pencil an open circle. This is the
 UPU symbol

to draw attention to an invalid stamp. To further comply they then adde
d their own

handstamp and, in manuscript, a T/60 postage due indicator.

-
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The letter was forwarded to England where the GPO treated it as an unpa

id item,

interpreting the T60 marking as requiring Tid from the addressee (until
 1925 still

measured in the then devalued French centimes, and before the notional 
Gold Centime

was introduced).

Mother was not amused! She removed the front from the envelope and retu
rned it to

her son after writing on the reverse: "These somewhat ornamental and, o
f course,

prettier than ordinary stamps are apparently of no use so shd advise yo
u to give

up using them as I paid out 5/- for your overweights the other day befo
re the

postman wd leave them.-MUM"

Would your mother do such a thing to you?

n•••••n••••••••n•nn••n••••••nn•

THE PHILATELIST'S PSALM Anon

Stamp collecting is my hobby; I shall not be bored.

It maketh me to do research on far places.

It causeth me to correspond with odd people.

It keepeth me alert.
It leadeth me into areas of understanding for curiosity's sake.

Yea, though I live through a winter of inclement weather

I will fear no boredom, for my stamps are with me.

Their beauty and their history intrigue me.

They provideth me a means of escaping from the tensions of my responsibi
lities.

They filleth my house with books.

My cash runneth lower.
Surely interest and knowledge shall follow me all the days of my life.

And I will be listed in the ranks of the philatelists forever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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A CHANGE OF STYLE
M Rutherfoord

In 1949 on the First of August, the Swi
ss National Day, as part of their "100

Years Post" celebrations the PTT issued
 a new set of twelve definitive stamps

"Technik und Landscape". This is diffic
ult to translate, "Technique et Paysage

"

in French. The direct English would be 
"Technology and Landscape" or "How mode

rn

technology has changed the landscape", 
all too long. The Amateur Collector has

"Landscapes" in their catalogue.

But to go back to the beginning. In 194
2 Karl Bickel, the outstanding designer

and engraver, won the PTT contest for n
ew definitives, to replace the old 1936

 set.

This project was held up by the war, an
d by considering the forthcoming centen

ary

of the post more thought could be inclu
ded before the final designs were ready

 for

printing.
Immediately after the war one entered a

n era when technological solutions were

easily accepted for their positive feat
ures; the negative aspects appeared lat

er.

So it appeared an acceptable subject to
 show how the "old" Swiss scenery was

being modified, not disfigured, by the 
new buildings and installations, though

most had existed for years, but they we
re to herald the new technological age.

Beautifully drawn and engraved in steel
 for recess printing, they were lovingl

y

modified and improved, even after the f
irst printing (20c Z 301!).

The other day I came across the two enl
argements: the 70c value in its pen-

ultimate version, figure 1, and the pri
nted version, figure 2. Look carefully 

at

the details, how Bickel modified and ch
anged his work to produce something eve

n

better. This sent me to the book on the
 Swiss stamps from 1949 to 1961 by Han

s E

Gaudard, former Head of Philately and P
rinting. This shows many trials and ess

ays

of all these issues. Those shown over t
he page in figure 3 are some of the ver

y

early designs for the Landscapes
. Figure 4 shows one essay next to each

 of the

twelve as finally printed. C%**

Figure 1 - the penultimate version
Figure 2 - the final printed stamp

The illustrations are taken from Die ed
1e Kunst des Stahlstechens, Frankomarken-

bilder von 1949 bis 1963 published b
y the PTT in 1965. An earlier work on t

he

subject is Die Bi1der zu den Frankoma
rken der Ausgaben 1936-1941, pub/idbed in 1

943.

TUT 17 Dian cry- NIF.WSL I 54th year 1 No.7 1 pp 49-56 1 London Jul 2001 1 ISSN 0951-0001
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Figure 4 - Projects and the issued stamps
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NEW LABELS FOR "REGISTERED" LETTERS
M Rutherfoord

On the 1st of January 2001 the whole syst
em was changed, and apparently all the

old labels have been withdrawn. Inside Sw
itzerland "Registration" is no longer

used, instead it is to be known as "Lett
re signature". Why the usual English

expression "Recorded Delivery" was not us
ed (as in so many similar cases) is

beyond me.
All the labels shown here are self-adhesi

ve, in black on white paper, except

that in some cases the LSI complementary 
label has a light green appearance, for

no known reason. The previously obligator
y expression "Eingeschrieben" or "Charge"

on every cover has, it seems, been withdr
awn by the UPU, possibly for labels which

are water insoluble. Another curiosity is
 that the wording in three languages, to

the left of the Swiss cross, changes. Som
etimes it has "Die Post" on top, sometime

s

"La Poste", perhaps there is a system to
 it. The third expression "La Posta" nev

er

changes, but is correct for Italian and R
omansch.

The label and the franking changes accord
ing to the size of the PO. The largest

have computer-operated terminals, so the
 one label is produced which has the bar

code, place PLZ and Number (as in figure 
1) but also weight, price and date of

posting (to the minute) at the counter, s
o that no further operations are needed.

This was introduced in 1996. Now, in addi
tion, a small label LSI is also stuck on,

very light green (figure 2). In medium-si
zed POs, which have a counter machine for

producing the red SFS labels (figure 3), 
the normal practice is to use the labels

1 and 2 combined with the SFS to show pla
ce, date and price. This was common

practice with the old labels

— Now in the smallest POs the same labe
ls 1 and 2 are used, but as no SFS machin

e

is available ordinary postage stamps are 
used and date-stamped by hand.

Further postage stamps and Framas can be 
used, totally or in part, for the first

two systems and, when combined with frank
ed or covers pref ranked, it can be seen

that quite a collection can be built for 
each letter step, but only for A post.

The receipts are also different for the 
three systems. 

Figure 1 - (48 x 25 mm)
Figure 2 - (18 x 25 mm) Figure 3 - (73 x 33 mm)

The previous Registered letters, when lost, 
could receive compensation up to

CHF 450.-. The new system provides for no co
mpensation. However, for CHF 9.- an

insured letter LAS (figure 4) can be used, wi
th CHF 500.- compensation, which also

has to be signed for. V=>
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Figure 4 - (18 x 25 mm) Figure 5 - (75 x 25 mm) Figure 6 - (18 x 25 mm)

Figure 5 shows the replacement of the old green printed PP numbered labels, for

stampless bulk payment for 50 or more letters. No date needed for PP; the LSI

background is white.
Now foreign letters retain the "R" in the shape of the additional label shown in

figure 6, and compensation can be paid up to CHF 150.-. This is used instead of

figures 2 or 4; the text reads "Recommand4 Etranger".

The label shown in figure 7 was faxed to me by Karl Gebert and had been applied

to a registered letter from France. When it entered Switzerland at Basel 2 Brief-

zentrum the label was prepared and applied. This was to enable all letters to be

handled electronically in the same manner, and to prepare signature books and lists,

following the same practice as for foreign parcels. Strangely the LSI area is again

with a light green background. Why?
Figure 3 is a rare foreign PP label "Registered" that was found by Charles LaBlonde.
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Fiaure 7 - (75 x 25 mm) Fiaure 8 (75 x 25 mm)

This colourful pre-stamped envelope costs 90c, so with CHF 4.10 provided by a Frama

label (older type still in use) we have the 5.00 needed for inland LSI. With "Poste

Restante" as my address the letter was handed back, against my signature, at this

medium-sized PO. Franked by myself instead of their normal SFS label.
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SWISS RAILWAYS - Goods Arrival Notices M Rutherfoord

Recently I came across some examples of these postcards which intrig
ued me. The

first card is of a type I had not seen before, not the usual SBB/CFF
 postal stationery

type. This one has an ordinary 10c stamp and was issued by the Montr
eux-Oberland

Bernois railway (MOB). I believe the Rhaetian Railway also used such
 cards, but with

an imprinted stamp. Does any member have such cards from any Swiss P
rivate Railway?

Please send good photocopies to the Editor.

The MOB card was cancelled in Lenk on 12-IV-30 with the station cance
ller, in black,

then with the PTT cancel "Lenk Simmenthal" on 12.IV.30.18. The card 
was printed in

September 1929 in a run of 20 000. Another MOB card I have was dated
 5-VII-28 in

green by the MOB, and on the same day at 5 p.m. by the PTT. That car
d was printed in

September 1928, but is otherwise identical, both are "Form No. 502";
 all the

printing is in black.

The goods in question, waiting to be collected, were two baskets of v
egetables,

with a total weight of 43 kg. The 10c to pay were probably for the po
stage stamp.

The "Express 68" is beyond me. As these cards had to be handed in wh
en collecting the

goods, they were supposed to be destroyed. Luckily a few have escaped
 this fate.
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This figure shows the more common SBB/CFF type. However, looking thi
s up in the

current edition of the "Zumstein Ganzsachen Handbuch", page 124, I s
aw that it is

type No. 26 of 1968 and was printed in January 1968. The imprinted st
amp is for 20c,

in green, as is all the text, as the rate had increased from 10 to 2
0c on the 1st of

November 1967, for internal postcards.

Now this card had been cancelled in black by the stationmaster in Ba
ssersdorf, and

then in the PO on the same day before 11 a.m. However, on page 120 o
f the "Handbook"

it clearly states that after the agreement with the PTT on the 1st o
f January 1970

(introduction of the "all-inclusive" system (Pauschalfrankiert) the 
imprinted stamps

were not to be cancelled. As I have six cards from 1971 with cancell
ations is seems

the rules were not always observed.

At about this time the cost of a local telephone call was reduced to
 10c so the 20c

postcard system was dropped so all the recipient had to do was prov
e_heir identity.

- The other rubber Cancel on this card "Lagerung bis 25.01.72 h geblih
renfrei" says

that storage is free until the next day, usually 18h. I think that i
n those days

there was an afternoon postal delivery, so the card would have been 
delivered on the

24th. Perhaps we shall learn more in the new edition of this Handboo
k, due out in

September, at the Gabra IV in Burgdorf from the 21st to the 23rd.
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REPORT OF THE WESSEX GROUP MEEETING AT SALISBURY, l 2  MAY 2001

On a warm and sunny day, 23 members and 2 guests, from Salisbury & District P.S. and
Southampton P.S., attended the Wessex Group meeting at the Clovelly Hotel.

After coffee and biscuits, our Chairman, Claude Mistely, introduced Mrs. Christine Earle, our first
speaker. Christine is well-known in thematic circles for her award-winning collection of "Archery', so
her display of the "Tell Boy' issues was most appropriate. Her opening remarks that she did not
consider her display as specialised, was soon disproved

All the issues, from the first designs of 1907, which attracted much adverse criticism, through the
revised designs of 1908/9 (Type l), and the redrawn issues of 1910 (Type II), and 1911 (Type III) were
shown. Apart from the issued stamps, imperforate proofs; postal stationery; booklet panes;
International Office overpiiiab, printed to private order stationery and the Bundesfeier cards were
shown. In a wide-ranging show, covers showing the correct usage of the various values, including the
provisional overprints, and examples of the "Kocher" stamps, were noteworthy items. In expressing a
vote of thanks, warmly echoed by those present, Claude Mistely drew attention to the way in which
each value had been treated, with the stamp and the equivalent postal stationery being included
together in the write-up, with examples of usage.

After lunch, when Werner Gattiker (Leo Baresch Ltd.) was kept busy by members browsing through
his stock, and purchasing (!) we reconvened for the afternoon session.

The afternoon display of "Trial Prints" was given by Derrick Slate, who has probably the country's
finest collection of these and undeniably the most expertise on the subject. Derrick explained that trial
prints were required by the PTT after overhaul of a rotary press; replacement of parts, or the testing of
new mate, ids, papers, etc. Four printing machines (SSR1-4) were introduced from 1936 (SSR1);
1945 (SSR2); 1966(SSR3) and 1985 (SSR4). Examples of trial prints produced by typography:
recess printing; photogravure and recess and photogravure on plain; grilled and phosphor paper were
shown. Possibly unique items were progress proofs of various designs and examples of photogravure
prints postmarked on unaddressed cards and a cover, presumably being test runs of a cancelling
machine. To round off the display, examples of Courvoisier trial prints of souvenir sheets and self-
adhesive sheetlets were shown. A superb display, much appreciated and applauded by all present.

To conclude a memorable day, Claude Mistely conducted a small auction of material in aid of Society
kinds.

The next Wessex Group meeting is scheduled for the afternoon of 3 rd November 2001, at the Clovelly
Hotel, and all members and guests will be most welcome. Don Symonds and his team are already
making plans for an all-day meeting in May 2002, following the success of the 2000 and 2001
meetings. We look forward to seeing you there.

Ray Harris (Wessex Group)

FOR SALE - Standing Helvetia Type II Die Proof in black on thick card - £60-.

Further details from: Don Symonds, Whitecot, Furzehill, Wimborne BH21 4HD.

ON A PERSONAL NOTE from Eric Lienhard

It is amazing where family connections can appear. In the Newsletter last month

on page 42 figure 20 showed a postcard sent by a Great Aunt to a Great Uncle

on my Mother's side. Some months ago I purchased a Bundesfeier card addressed

to the same Great Uncle in Ireland, at a fair in London. A German dealer's stock

contains several items addressed to my Great Uncle, as well as a card written

by my Grandmother.
Another coincidence, though not family related. Two cards bought at different

times from different dealers for the Neuchatel Razor Blades, posted on the same

day by the same writer - one to New York, the other to Pondichery French Indies.

The same dispatch date highlighted the connection.

WANTED - Material for the next Newsletter. The Editor cannot make 'bricks'
without 'straw'. If you have got this far in reading your Newsletter this
month and you have not realised what has happened look at the bottom of the

last page and think again about putting pen to paper.
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DID YOU KNOW •
M Rutherfoord

- that another blow to philately has been d
ecided by the SP, namely

that five of the eleven well-equipped phi
latelic counters must close;

Geneva at the end of May 2001, and Aarau,
 Chur, Luzern, and Neuchatel

at the end of June. I will especially mis
s Chur and Luzern. Aarau

received a pictorial K-canceller only rec
ently, No. 1596 on 23.2.00

(see figure 1 below). Although all are lo
cated in SP buildings they

probably could not cover the rent; some o
f these buildings now belong

to Swisscom, no doubt.
- that the POs in border regions, and gener

ally all main POs, all told

430, will be able to accept Euro currency
 from the 1st of January 2002.

Also all the main supermarket chains will
 accept Euros, as well as

the Post buses in the border areas.

- that I have mentioned before that I did
 not like the Aero Club stamp

issued on the 13th of March 2001. Now a f
urther negative aspect has

been drawn to my attention. Every stamp 
of the eight in the miniature

sheet is different and rates a separate c
atalogue number! In figure 2

below is an enlargement of the top left c
orner of the sheet showing

how the arrangement of the clouds encroac
hes over the line of perfor-

ations giving another background. I -wander
-41- in-100 years -time-some--  -

enthusiast will re-discover this and make
 a statistical study to

discover the rarest and most expensive ve
rsion. I doubt it.

- that the chocolate sheetlet of 15 stamp
s (9.5.01) avoids this trap

by careful design. The SP has revealed ho
w the original chocolate

aroma is achieved. A 5th printing cylinde
r applies a clear lacquer

which consists of millions of micro-sphe
res each filled with chocolate

perfume. When a finger is rubbed gently o
ver the top layer of the stamp,

the bubbles burst and allow the perfume t
o escape.

- that many children will be disappointed t
his, and the next, Christmas.

Figure 3 shows the K-cancel No. 734 for IN
Tienacht-Tobel. Now this name

has nothing whatsoever to do with 'Weihn
acbt'(Christmas), but some

years ago some child wrote to Father Chri
stmas at that address, and

received a small present from the postmas
ter. Over the years this has

grown to become a major exercise, handled
 by the local tourist office.

Now the SP is closing the PO, and has sti
rred up a wave of opposition.

We will see what happens.
- that for the 9th to the 10th of June the 

train timetables changed

from winter to summer, and many organizat
ional things in the PO and

SBB/CFF also change on that day. I suspec
ted that one or more of the

three remaining private TPOs would be wit
hdrawn then. But so far none

of my covers to the Rh gtischenbahn, the Furkabahn, nor the Brig-
Zermatt

bahn have come back, so I cannot say what
 has happened.

- that Liechtenstein, from 1961 to 1970, is
sued a series of 17 excellent

stamps showing scenes from a medieval ill
ustrated book of love poems

---(4i-aneslinger witzerland folIowed-i-n-198-8-with in-the-Pro-Patria-

series. Now figure 4 shows a scene on the
 K-cancel for the 1111th year

festival in Teufen (ZH). Figure 5 is the 
75c Liechtenstein stamp (Z 372)

of the same event. The place, Teufen in C
anton Zffrich having once

belonged to Wernher von TUfen, the knigh
t shown leadini his love to?
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ANSWER TO THE QUERY ON CUSTOMS CANCELS, page 46 last month from M Rutherfoord

John Cordingley certainly does find some most interesting things. His latest fin
ds

I discussed with Roland Kohl (long-time Editor of the Luftpost-Handbuch), but it

was new to him. However, he will look into it; so in the meantime I will reveal

what I have found during a lengthy search through some volumes of Gtiller cancels.

Perhaps I have missed one or two so members who can add something please send

details and photocopies to the Editor.

The first six figures are from the Mier book and are all of the rigid type.

Locarno airport had a canceller for the opening of the new Swissair route to Rom
e

in March 1940. From Rome the post was taken on to Lisbon by Alitalia and the amou
nt

of goods warranted a customs , post there in Locarno.

The cancel for ZUrich I could not find so I have taken it from page 436 of the

'Handbuch'; perhaps there are others still to be found.

As the shape or type of these cancels is unique I searched for the period of use.

The next two smaller cancels from 1872 were the earliest found though I am not s
ure

of the exact dates. I have added the cancel for Luino Staze. as this was for the

opening of the Gotthard railway. Chiasso-Como was not yet open so all goods, a

flood in fact, went through Luino. The cancel for Neuhausen a Rhf. was the last 
one

made in that style (with a different cross). Then came the less postal-looking o
nes

with their own postcode of numbered offices, three-figure. The first was by coin
ci-

dence an airport, to which I have added three others I came across; note the pos
ition

of the Swiss cross.
As I found them all together in the Miler book I have included five made for the

Swiss customs posts in Liechtenstein as a result of the, still valid, treaty CH 
- FL

regulating the common currency and customs made at that time.
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If you have got this far do you realise that every article
month has been written by one member? Is it not about time
you made a contribution, however short or long?
Societies only flourish when members take an active Dart, ,
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Our member found this First Day Cover at al ocal sta
mp fai r earlier this year.

Not only is it appropriate for the August issue, can
celled I.VIII.49 in Arosar

but it was sent by Lawrence Moore a founder member 
of our Society and the

instigator of the Northern Group. Even better he sen
t it to the Founder of the

Helvetia Philatelic Society Mr E H Spiro. It may be 
that there are other covers

sent by Mr Moore to other members of the Society at 
the same time. Are they still

hidden in dealers' boxes? or do you also have one?
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Helvetia Stamp Club,
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Mr Weber mentions that his Grandfather came to Engl
and from La Chaux-de-Fonds as a

young man and started a chocolate factory in Bristol
 which ran for 55 years. He was

a keen stamp collector and a number of items eventua
lly came to Mr Weber. Can any

member help with the two items below? Was the label,
 in blue on white gummed paper,

a trial print for the 1926 Inland Navigation Exhibit
ion?

Mr Weber also has a picture postcard produced for th
e "Urnertag / Journee Uranaise /

Giornata Urana in 1915, shown below, with imprinted
 5c green Tell Boy. He uould much

appreciate an explanation of this event.
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K -cancels - these numbers have been published by the Swiss Cancel Collectors Soc.
A member asked why the cancel for Chezard -St Martin, K 1575, shows a church: there
is a famous builder and restorer of church organs in St Martin. Contact the Tourist
Office of the Val de Ruz to arrange a visit.

Now who knows why Grandson, K 976a, claims to be the "Village de l'Etiquette"?
Do they printall the labels for the wine bottles in Switzerland?
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Do you remember the 'Ten green bottles standing on a wall'? The eleven illustrations

of Swiss Town Halls are/were used on the philatelic bureaux envelopes. Now there are

only six left - which will be the next to 'fall'?
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Thoughts of a Swiss Collector in Western Australia
Use it or lose it (Your collection.) GEOFF HOLDEN.

Over the course of the last twenty years we have seen many changes to stamp production,
marketing, and the manner in which they are used .Gimmicks abound ,chocolate-smelling stamps,
lace stamps and my own country produced "Creatures of the night" which glow when the lights
are turned out !
If this is what is required to sell postage stamps then so be it.

Many Postal Authorities worldwide would have abolished the use of Postage Stamps as such,
and,for example,used counter-printed receipts or labels which are quite sufficient for receipt of
payments for postal charges and,of course,far cheaper to produce. What is obvious is that we,
the stamp collectors / philatelists are the revenue-raising reason that "Stamps" are still
produced and it follows that sufficient money is still flowing into the Government:s coffers to
keep production flowing, but for how long?

Ominous signs in our own "backyard" — Courvoisier to close , the Stamp Printing Works in
Bern to follow next year, with slack of demand"cited as the reason, which goes back to my
previous statement that labels, Framas, and computer-generated receipts are adequate to cover
postal transmission charges. All of which leads me to ask the question "What can we do to
promote the hobby and in particular Swiss stamp collecting?"

For many years I supported the Publicity section of the Swiss Philatelic Bureau distributing
publicity booklets, folders and photographic illustrations of new issues. These I passed on to
clubs ,societies, and Philatelic Magazines across Australia. I also was on a list of persons who
are willing to display their collections to Philatelic Societies. In the course of carrying out these
displays I attracted more collectors to take up Switzerland than all the publicity material and
hard work of distribution had produced over a much greater period of time.
This brings me to the crux of my thinking and that is can we as a Society promote our Swiss

stamps to local Stamp Clubs and Societies to a much greater degree than at present? I know that
there are many of you already doing this both for the HR S,and locally ,but what about that
significant number who never show anything to anyone , especially their wives! "It was not at all
expensive dear" as he puts a first day cover of a 3Franc Standing Helvetia into his file. I am sure
we have all heard "I only collect on pre-printed pages","My stamps are all in stockbooks", and the
one I like best "I have to keep mine in the Bank for security"! To these people I say so what ,we
would all like to see them,every collection is of interest and there is always someone who knows
more than the collector does about a certain item,and who knows if a "little gem" is not lurking in
your collection that could send you to The Great Barrier Reef or The Bahamas to live a life of
Luxury. Below is a "little gem" recently found on the "Barrier Reef"-
When I display to clubs who very probably have only a few Swiss collectors in
their ranks,I try to cover the whole spectrum of Swiss collecting in my first show

and note which items draw the most interest so that
, should I be asked to return I can give a more detailed

display in those areas. In Australia I am fortunate that
the majority of the audience have never been to
Switzerland and are intrigued with stories of towering
mountains over small grass-cropped

• valleys,downdrafts, sudden summer storms sweeping
"i;;7'.;" • off the Alps,and there is Oskar Bider in a canvas and

: string contraption trying to take off to fly across this
- , inhospitable alp to carry some postcards to another Oskar Bider.

, field, which more than likely will have lots of cows running in all
• directions with bells ringing,

• .
sounding like Canterbury Cathedral at Christmas time, when poor old

"Little gem Oskar tries to land!"
-

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR - You do not need electronic aids to collect Swiss stamps,

but it might help you in some ways. Your Newsletter is produced on an IBM golf

ball typewriter (well two of them and a couple of Olivetti manual machines that

I have acquired over the years). I cut and paste the pages and send to the printer.

I still think illustrations are better when made on a photocopier, or original.

Send me handwritten copy and I will type it for you. Just send me something, even

from a computer!
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Thoughts from a Swiss Collector in Western Australia.

To produce a suitable atmosphere for a Swiss display I take with me 600 x 600 photographs of

Switzerland ,supplied by the Swiss Tourist Office ,information on the history of Swissair along

with Photos postcards and information sheets all supplied by Swissair in Sydney. I also take

along Swiss cheeses and some Hurlimann beers for the "tea break" and a good time is had by

all especially after the "tea break".
- Tales of William Tell shooting everything in

• .
i

447-Si
s710,1°: r, sight including his Son (I hear his eyesight s not

141- -v* v what it used to be!).The Austrians invading and

ub- rock-hurling Swiss yeoman trapping them in
H E T • Z

n'''ite ., ‘5U
„i 1,0" narrow gorges between mountains which many

years later caused a certain Mr Hitler to have
second thoughts on a similar venture.

The Papal messengers wending their way across massive mountain ranges,from Rome on

their way to Gaul to ask the odd Archbishop to call in when in Rome next ,for tea and crumpets

at the Vatican.
I explain how the Papal messengers,vvho survived the journey told of " roaring dragons"

attacking them en-route through the Alps and some disappearing and others going up in

smoke, presumably.
These poor souls unaware of avalanches that roared and crevasses that swallowed up unwary

messengers too busy looking up for dragons instead of down for

crevasses.
Many of us became Swiss collectors after taking an overseas trip to

Switzerland and being fascinated by the beauty and cleanliness of the

country along with pristine lakes and friendly inhabitants. My own

seduction took place at the age of 17 when in 1952 I managed to afford

£17.10 by means of the cross-channel ferry from Dover and train for

three weeks on the Bodensee,and exploring Switzerland in all directions

including Lugano, Zarich,Luzern and the Jungfrau, ending up totally 1.1"1444

spent out both physically and financially.
It is always important not to display any material that is far too

specialised for non-Swiss collectors,they have to sit through it! I well

remember the Philatelic Society of Western Australia having a guest -

who displayed pages and pages of Persian Railway stamps,up until then

I thought they used carpets for transport, and if one had been handy I would have used it to

. ......get out of the display hall! I am always very concious

of this when tempted to show my true love "Standing

Helvetiaslets-face it they-were-only-aDefinitiverand

, page after page of the same stamp leaves the non-

.11
r
041! \ ILO T3 ••11/ 0 .711A1

,Nrrri oj believer fairly cold.
In Australia many Societies have dragged the "Hermit

'11 	Collector" out of hiding by running One Sheet
0) ' Competitions which are not beyond the capabilities of
Att -
'p /0 it- • anyone with a stamp collection ,eventually it leads to

fq:!,
incredible ingenuity on the part of the exhibitors.

- _ VA211 Having inflicted my thoughts upon you all, get in
sttPtvt-

F ;Act LE.

I
r
if uP 1:144:1:Ee

ry 0Ea Vi touch today with as many club secretaries you can
sa 41".W0 444 • HIM 4 and beg them to allow you to display your Swiss

I.  P"'S P"` "Un 54t. 2 - .........................................................Whotsits to his or her Society. It does not matter if

_  they are on pre-printed pages or you have to go down

to Barclays and pick them up from the vault, go to it

and help save our marvellous hobby from the electronic, computer,DVD,Video age we live in

now. Remember "if you don't use it you will lose it".

(Corel Drawe9 which are protected by the common laws of the US, Canada and

elsewhere. Used under licence.)
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Queen Astrid of Belgium - a query

On August 29, 1935 King Leopold III and Queen Astrid
of Belgium left their villa at Haslihorn on Lake Geneva.
This was the last day of their holiday and the three
Royal children had already retuned to Brussels. The
plan was for Leopold to climb in the Dolomites. Just
before Kussnacht am Rigi on Lake Lucerne the Packard
120 open tourer car that Leopold was driving left the
road and ended up in an orchard. Astrid was violently
ejected into a tree and died on the spot. A chapel, the
Astridkapelle, has been built and a plain cross marks
the spot.

Is the building on the pictorial postmark K87 the Astrid
chapel?

87
rc?WA"ohitii0 '

:ww%„„ivrs

15V1150-8

`;'/ .scht?,./
COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAMME CARD for 2001-2002 has been delayed.

This is to notify members that the first meeting of the Society will be the
Northern Group on the 8th of September with the title "Recent Acquisitions".

The venue of the London Group meetings will be: the Union Jack Club, Sandell St.,
London SE1 (outside Waterloo Station) at the same time and days as usual.

The new rates at the Victory Services Club could not be afforded by the Society.

RAYON III - Plating (Large value figures) by Rene Gees, No. 159 in the Society
Library. N A Thompson writes to say that with the help of a German dictionary, he
could understand the plating of the 180 varieties, but could not understand the
explanation of the plating. His translation runs to 10 A4 pages. A copy has been
sent to the Honorary Librarian. If you want a copy then the Editor will make one
for you at cost (50p) plus postage of 19p or 27p (it is just under 60g.)

WANTED by Allan Young, 'Fairlop', Dene Park, Tonbridge, Kent TN11 9NS.

Fine used if possible: 1996 90c green Special Occasions from booklet (900);
• 1996 180c La Colombe (908); 1997 140c & 170c Railways (911/912); 1997 110c & 180c
Gallo-Roman (916/917); 1998 90c St Gallen University (942); 1999 90c Papa Pingu
(965); 1999 90c Papa Pingu (988); 2000 10c Souvenirs snow-shaker.

SPECIALIST SOCIETIES - The Editor was told recently that someone had not renewed
their subscription because he found we were a "specialized" society. I must refute
this. Our Society is a "single country" society. We do have some members who are
very knowledgeable in "specialized" fields of Swiss philately and they share their
knowledge with others through the Newsletter. All those of you who never write to
the Editor are possibly general collectors of Swiss stamps. So am I! I hope that I

• learn a lot more about my hobby by editing the Newsletter for all of you. I enjoy
the "Queries" and try hard to find someone who knows the answer, not always with
success. I do like to hear from "specialists" in esoteric byways of the stamps and
letters we collect as we then have a different angle on a common item - remember
the cover to Miss Marion Leurs on page 17 of the March Newsletter. It was pure
chance that I could publish an answer on page 29 of the April issue. The information
about the "Razor-blade" cancellations would never have come to light without the
efforts of members of this Society, a subject which had puzzled Swiss collectors
for many years, and it was published in your Newsletter first!

Some of you have produced new material for the next few months for which we are
grateful. Interesting articles they are too,though it is often the short items to
fill spaces such as the one below this line that I need most.

VOILA something for the Day of the Stamp collectors from the bit box. Ed.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that two farther idLO satellites, Neuchtel and Lug
ano, are to close,

as the letters for their sub-regions will now be s
orted in Biel/Bienne

and Bellinzona respectively. This is caused by the
 old sorting machines

wearing out, and the drop in letters due to e-mail
 and fax. One of the

advantages of the mechanical sorting machines is t
hat their electronic

control can easily be used for statistical purpose
s. In this way the

Post know for every minute of the day (if necessar
y) exactly how many

letters got from A to Z, allowing exact planning. 
If the many letters

one sees without coding can be a significant perce
ntage, I do not know.

- that the name of Courvoisier is not dead. The firm
 has been taken

over by Walsall Security Printers in the UK, and t
he printing presses

are being moved to their new home, so that they ca
n continue under the

old name. A Swiss sales office will be maintained 
in Neuchatel.

- that I was at last successful in getting samples o
f the last three

TPOs using named route cancels, see below. It had 
not been clear at the

time of the change to the summer timetable (always
 an important date

for the PO too) on the 9-10th June 2001, Whether t
he TPOs would be with-

drawn, or at least-would not cancel any letters. W
e will see next year.

I am sorry to say that I have not been able to cle
ar up if any SBB/CFF

TPOs still use their 'Ambulant-Bahn
post' cancels.

- that in a recent SP publicity leaflet there was a 
chronology of the

posts, from which I have extracted the following: 
1830, first postcoach

crosses the Alps via the St.Gottard; 1857, Post an
d Railways work to-

gether, with the mails, 20 years after the UK, spe
cial coaches put into

service; 1903, first motor coaches carry the mail;
 1906, Post-check

(Giro in UK) system introduced; 1919, first airmai
l on a regular basis,

ZUrich-Dubendthrf to Bern-Oberlindach* to Lausanne
-Blecherette, and

later to Gen6ve-Cointrin(?) *(note that in the Luf
tpost-Randbuch the

adjacent village of Kirchlindach is mentioned, and
 no mention is made

of Cointrin, which I have added.); 1920, PTT forme
d from the previous

departinents of Posts, Telegraph, and Telephone; 1
939, Letter boxes and

stamp dispensers change from dark-green to yellow;
 1961, the last

horse-drawn mail coach in Avers (GR) retired.

- that it is a long time since someone sent me a tel
egram. Don't hurry,

it is too - Jate! On the 1st of May 2001 all foreign telegrap
h services

were suspended, following the suspension of inlan
d telegrams on the

1st of January 1999. Herbert Judmaier, who writes 
a lot about Swiss

posts, mentions in a short article in the German D
BZ, that in 1997

there were 200 000 foreign telegrams sent, but in 
2000 only 40 000.

Reason - yet again e-mail and fax.

- that the opposition to the announced closures of a
bout 25% of all POs

_ (75S Grisons) is_rising with demonstrations,_ petitiona
_amd such—

The quasi-scientific survey made by the SP said th
at closing half the

POs in the City of Zfirich would not make much dif
ference. They forgot

that with only half the number of counters, the qu
eues would then be

twice as long.
- that at the GABRA IV, September 21-23 in Burgdorf,

 the last MPO will

be dusted off and again use the old cancellers, i
n a different language

every day. Not to be missed.
- that from about March this year the Philatelic Bur

eau has been using

a new sealing label for its covers to standing or
der customers, in

yellow as before, giving more details of their add
resses.

Arth-Rigi Bahn

CH Postal History

1932 Balloon Race

How did it begin?

NHORA flight 1928

and whatever else

you send to me. Ed.
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Offered without comment, but see also 'Focus on stamps 3/2001, page 31
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NETHERLANDS PO IN BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA, 
TO SWITZERLAND 27.VI.45 - a dues query?
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Bob Johnson has had a request from a fellow
 member of the Netherlands Philatelic

Circle concerning the calculation of the Sw
iss 60c postage due on the cover above.

The cover was sent Via the Netherlands Post
 Office in Brisbane and as "On active

service" (free postage) was not acceptable 
from Australia it was surcharged. This

member has checked that the Swiss foreign r
ate to abroad from the 1st of October 1924

to the 30th of June 1948 was 30c per 20g. I
t looks as if that is the source of the

charge, but did the Swiss charge double the
 missing postage at that time? Also were

these rates valid for both air and surface
 mail? There are no dates of origin on the

cover so that it is not possible to check w
hether there was enough time for it to

travel by surface. Helpful ideas to the Edi
tor please, for eventual publication.

The October Newsletter will contain the formal notice convening this year's

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

DO PLEASE MAKE A NOTE NOW

that it will be held on Wednesday 14th November at the new venue
The Union Jack Club

Sandell Street Waterloo London SE1

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL I 54th year I No.9 I pp 65-72 I London Sept 2001 ISSN 0951-0001
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STAMP QUALITY - Steven S Weston (reprinted from the July 1989 issue of "Tell")

Stamp quality is subject to some debate in the US. Apparently, the new Scott prices
will be based on fine to very fine (F/VF) grade stamps. US grading standards (VF,

F/VF, F etc) are inadequate because they only describe the centering of a stamp
and ignore other aspects of stamp condition such as cancellation quality, perforation
faults, tears, thins etc.
Swiss (and European) grading standards are simpler, yet more comprehensive. There

are three degrees of quality described in the VSPhV Grundkurs in Philatelie, a
workbook for teaching the basics of philately. Third quality stamps, the lowest,
are inferior and not collectible. They don't belong in your collection or duplicate
books unless they are major rarieties or useful as reference (paper type, color etc).
A stamp is third quality if it is torn, holed, thinned, scuffed, creased, missing
perfs, or has a heavy or smeared cancel. Imperforate stamps that are cut-in on
three or four sides are third quality as are stamps with the design cut-in by the
perforation on any one side. Third quality stamps should be thrown away.

Second quality stamps are considered collectible in the US, but you won't see many
in collections striving for higher European standards. Stamps of this quality have
irregular perfs (pulled or creased), unclear cancels, two or more cancels, machine
flag.cancels,or 'Fine' centering. For imperforate issues, they may be cut-in on two
sides. Second quality stamps are perfect gifts for junior collectors; think of them
as respectable practice stamps.

First quality stamps are sound and free of physical defects. Centering should be
'Very Fine' or better. As to cancels, they should be free of any of the faults
described above, but the type and position of the cancel is in the eye of the col-
lector. In 1983, Felix Ganz prepared a cancellation quality chart. (See opposite page.)

For those who collect Switzerland in used form, this chart may be of some help
showing how the Swiss establish their preference in cancels.
Generally, the top row would command full catalog value and the bottom row could

be had for 10% of catalogue value.
A review of your cancelled material will probably demonstrate why top quality

cancels go for full catalog value. They represent only a fraction of available
used stock.

Applying these higher quality standards to your collection may reduce you to
tears. But on the bright side, you'll have new items to hunt, stamp packets for kids,
and a colorful fire.

While I'm on the subject of junk and bourse dealers, I remain astounded by the
utter lack of knowledge and ethics of some of these dealers. For example (you knew
I had an example), a dealer had a nice Harco sales page with a nice looking cover
under the cellophane described as "Switzerland 1L1 Type 5; $14 000; make offer".
I asked the dealer how much he wanted. He said that $50 would be about right as
there was no certificate, but that several other dealers thought the stamp was
genuine. Well, the stamp looks like a Zdrich 4 cancelled with a Zdrich rosette
cancel, tied to the cover with a red Geneva double-circle cancel with the year in-
determinate. As you may surmise, the stamp and cover are fake. The stamp is the
"Frankfurt" forgery of this issue: it has the numbers 1, 8, 4, 3 in the corners.
The cancellations are highly improbable.

This forgery, on cover and in fine condition, may well be worth $50. But, What
really angers me is the obvious attempt by the dealer to defraud someone. The
description "Type V" was written on the sales sheet using a different pen and
different writing than the basic "1L1" description. Type V indeed: Apparently some
dealer read the small print in the Michel SSK catalog and became an instant expert.
A closer look at the illustrations would have been more appropriate.

I doubt that I'll ever see a sales sheet marked "suspected forgery". I think it's
high time for some dealers to do a little house cleaning and an ethical self-
examination. Meanwhile, collectors are well advised to carefully examine the
offerings of non-specialist dealers.

Recent conversations that the Editor has had with members, both here and overseas,
indicate that the problem has become worse with the "world wide web". Many of the
sites offering Swiss stamps are, on examination, showing items at exorbitant prices,
that are not even "second quality". Some good stamps can be seen on the web and this
is a useful source of study material. The catalogues sent out by Swiss auction houses
also provide excellent illustrations for comparison.
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We are about to start another year for t
he Society Packet even though one of last

year's is still out on circuit. I have a su
pply of books for the first couple of

postings and, with older material,to be ci
rculated, it should last to the end of

December this year, so more will be needed 
by then.

Would members restrict value to £150, and 
for covers/postcards no more than 20

items in any one enclosure. (No heavy plast
ic covers, please.)

I have said before and will repeat again -
 No Damaged Stamps (unless sold as space

fillers with an appropriate price). Good q
uanty and clean material is what we should

all be looking for, although there must be 
some exceptions.

Members will purchase items that they feel
 are fairly priced taking into account

condition etc., other material will not fin
d a buyer.

Last season was one of the best for 15 yea
rs, but it all depends on supply and

demand.
Could the Society use the internet to displ

ay items from the packet? How many of

our members would be interested? Let me kno
w - Don Symonds
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II (continued from p 42, June 2001) D Ripley

Part 2: To the Americas
A. 1939/1940
The "Postal Connections with Foreign Countries by Land, Sea or Air" (C.p.a.1.)
document for the 4th of September 1939 states:
"Due to the general uncertainty of sea connections and disturbances in rail traffic

with our neighbouring lands, the sending of letters and packages abroad is hereby
halted until fürther notice . . , until that time, mail will be directed as follows:
- packet post being collected at Basel 17 for the USA, and at Basel 2 for letter
post to North, Central and South America."
Charles J LaBlonde shows a translation of a copy letter from the PTT dated the 8th

of September 1939 which gives the times and dates for Italian Steamships sailing
to North and South America,
A similar letter dated the 26th of September lists further sailings of Italian

ships to North and South America, as well as to other ports; some four to six sail-
ings per month appear to have taken place during 1939 and early 1940, either on
Italian or US ships. American ships started a regular schedule between Lisbon and
New York from June 1940, the mail having travelled overland across France by rail.
From early in 1940 airmail was accepted and routed via Italy on the Rome-Barcelona-

Madrid-Lisbon route of Ala Littoria. At Lisbon it was transferred to Pan-American
Clipper Service FM! 18 to New York, Letters sent via Italy had the i via/6ber' cachet
box marked 'Chiasso 2' (from Chiasso to Rome the mail travelled by rail). Both Ala
Littoria and Pan-American had problems caused by the weather during winter months,
many flights were delayed, one or two being cancelled.
The British authorities in Bermuda unloaded much mail for censoring; this caused

further delays as it had to wait for the next flight some 2 or 3 days later. The
PAM 18 service was: Lisbon-New York on Sundays and Wednesdays, leaving Lisbon at
8.30 a.m. and arriving in New York at noon on the following day; the return flights
were on Mondays and Thursdays. To reduce delays Pan-American, for a short period,
cut out the Bermuda stop, flying direct from the Azores to New York, However, this
resulted in lower payloads and in August 1940 Pan-American resumed the Bermuda
landing, and the Imperial censoring staff again censored mail,
In January 1940 the PTT made an arrangement with the Italians that some mail

would travel via the Rome-Recife (Rio de Janeiro) service of the Italian carrier
LATI. At Recife it could then be transferred to the Pan-American Recife-New York
service, The drawback to this route was the costing, a surcharge of 4.20fr per 5g
being applied; this rose to 4.50fr on the 1st of January 1941.

Figure A - Letter from Lausanne to Chicago 20.IX.40. Franked 40c, i.e. 30c
surface rate plus 10c airmail surcharge to Lisbon. Marked 'Par avion jusqu'a
Lisbonne' and 'Via Basel 2'. No censor markings.

To be continued
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THE ARTH-RIGI-RAILWAY
Derrick Slate

Proposals had been published for a "balloon railw
ay" to Rigi-Kulm, one starting

at Arth and another from Immensee. The best known
 was a project of Friedrich

Albrecht, an architect from Winterthur, dated 185
9 under the title "The air-borne

railway on the Rigi - A system of transport for M
ountains using air-balloons for

Motive Power".
The Arth-Rigi-Bahn (ARB) owns the section of trac

k between Staffelhoehe and the

Rigi-Kulm (this section is almost 25% of the whol
e ARB route). When Riggenbach

was planning his railway the first "Swiss Railway
 Law" was operative, placing full

authority for the granting of concessions to buil
d railways firmly in the hands of

the Cantons. The proposed railway up the Rigi wou
ld pass through the Cantons of

Luzern add Schwyz. It was these two Cantons which
 were responsible for granting the

respective concession for their respective sectio
ns. Luzern granted Riggenbach and

his fellow engineers, Naeff and Zschokke,the conc
ession for work on its territory;

the authorities in Schwyz refused them permission
 for the building and operation

of a rack railway on the Schwyz section.

But a concession was granted to a "committee" fro
m Arth, which later became the

ARB (Arth-Rigi-Bahn). This committee constructed 
this section and has leased it to

the Vitznau-Rigi-Bahn (VRB) since 1873. On the 27
th of June 1873 the leased section

was opened from Staffelhoehe to Rigi-Kulm. On th
e 4th of June 1875 the railway

was opened from Arth-Goldau to Rigi-Kulm.
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ARB cancels

RIGI-KULM HOTEL - A new type of cachet

In addition to the Rigi-Kulm cachet with the empt
y centre (Newsletter June 1999)

and the cachet without stars on either side of th
e oval (Newsletter June & July 1999),

we now have a cachet with stars on each side of t
he oval and "Dr. FRIEDR.

SCHREIBERS FIN." used in 1914.
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If you have anything to add to the information here or in the June & July 1999

Newsletters then please send it direct to Derrick Slate, address in the programme card.



THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

We have been very fortunate in acquiring
a large Collection comprising mostly
Postal History, 1900 U.P.U's, Airmails,
Proofs & Essays (including some originally
sold by us from the Wing Commander
R.F.Bulstrode Collection) & Military
Stamps.

Some of the U.P.U's and Airmail items are
part of a Special Offer which was
available from the end of August. If you
are not on our mailing list but would be
interested in receiving this offer, please
contact us.

This material can also be seen at
STAMPEX (Stand No.10).

H. L Katcher
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
P.O. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ.

Tele: 020 8348 0296
Fax: 020 8347 8397
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INFORMATION ON THE NEW LONDON MEETING VENUE

In case the Programme Card is not available to include with this issue of the News-

letter, this is to notify Members that the first meeting of the new season will

take place at 6.30 p.m. in the Burns Roan, The Union Jack Club, Sandell Street,

London SE1 on the 10th of October, with the subject being "Thematics". R S J

Arriving at Waterloo Main Station take the exit on to Waterloo Road. Cross over

and just to the left is Sandell Street. Keep to the right hand side and in a short

distance on the right is a large red-brick building, the Union Jack Club. From

Waterloo East Station take the exit from the corridor towards the Main Station

following the signs to the Union Jack Club climbing the steps almost opposite the

Club. Check in at the entrance and you will be directed to the Burns Room on the

first floor; a lift is available. There is a restaurant serving High Tea from 4.30 pm.

The telephone number of the club is: 02 079 28 64 01. C P M

Members are reminded that the Wessex Group will be holding their Autumn meeting on

Saturday the 3rd of November at the Clovelly Hotel in Salisbury from 1.30 p.m.

Bring along anything to do with Postage Dues that will stimulate discussion. D S

The Ferndown and West Moors Philatelic & PC Club have a circulating packet and

would be pleased to accept material other than Swiss that members wish to sell.

Further details from the Hon. Secretary, Ashmoor Lodge, Ham Lane, Wimborne BH21 7LT.

A Northern Group member, Cedric Dry, is seeking information about the Essays and

Proofs of the older issues prior to 1940. He has already been given copies of the

articles in The Swiss Philatelist and copies of items in private collections but

would like background information and details of colours of particular issues.

Can you help, or even write something for the Newsletter?

A Response to Alan Youngs letter on page 64 of the August Newsletter. "Many years

ago I stopped buying mint or CTO New Issues. Most of my collection is now postally

used. The purpose of stamps was originally to prepay postage, now "novelties" give

money to postal authorities and no service (the carriage of mail) is given. I am

not reall
y
 bothered by gaps and "novelties". Is the onl

y way to stop such rubbish

to ignore them? Are we stamp collectors or hoarders of nick-nacks?

If the former, ignore the "novelties" and we might eventually return to decent

stamp issues. If the latter I despair even more junk non-postal items!" E Quinton.

Members are helping to promote
the collecting of Swiss stamps.
Let the Newsletter know if you
are giving a display to other
societies.
Our member John Millner of Wells
Philatelic Society will give a
talk to Bath Philatelic Society
on Wednesday 28th November on
the Stamps and Postal History
of Switzerland. Bath Postal
Museum, Broad Street. Park in
the Podium car park which is
only 100 m away.

From the "Cambrian News" 16.8.01

CRICCIETH Philatelic and Postcard Society
welcomed John Cordingley from Tywyn as a
guest speaker. Mr Conlingley is past secretary of
the Helvetia Society. The group specialises in
collecting the philately of Switzerland.
We were treated to a wonderful display covering
the postcards, stamps and postal history of this
Interesting country. Early stamps and postcards
were much admired. But we were surprised with
two modern stamps, a textile stamp and a
stamp that looked and smelt like a block of
chocolate.
Pat Williams thanked Mr Cordingley for an
excellent talk that encouraged us all to take an
interest in the philately of Switzerland.
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that 17 years after they stole it, the 
Jura Freedom Fighters have

given back the ancient Unspunnen Stone,
 on the 11th of August in SAtgne-

legier. This 83.5 kg stone was first us
ed in 1805 in Interlaken, during

an Alpine Festival, and was heaved a fe
w metres. In the meantime a

replica has been used, and this will pe
rhaps remain in use as the orig-

inal has been damaged and now weighs le
ss. See Z 655, figure 1 below.

- that without any visible publicity the 
SP introduced new abbreviations

for all European countries during 1999, following an
 instruction from

Brussels (?) to use the current ISO reg
ulations instead of the old

system introduced in about 1965 (by the
 CEPT countries?). In this the

motor car international identifications
 were used to preceed the post-

code numbers, and had usually only one 
letter, e.g. F, D, I etc. Some

had two letters as CH & FL. Although th
is system soon proved to be a

great help, it was rejected, officially
, by the United Kingdom. However,

everyone used GB as seen on British car
s all over Europe. Now two letters

are to be used consistently, as in the 
internet and e-mail addresses.

Note that CH remains, but Liechtenstein
 becomes LI. See the three slogans

below: figure 2 is No.3.79; figure 3 is
 No.3.266; figure 4 is No.4.6.283,

i.e. not for continuous use, and shows 
the www address with 'LI'.

- that an up-to-date list of these abbrev
ations does not apparently

exist for SP customers, only in the lat
est Postcode booklet of June 1999

have I found an incomplete list. If you
 have more interest than the SP

then perhaps a kind clerk will look up 
your question on their computer,

without a printout. PS found the list, 
copy with the Editor.

- that I was shown, and given, a 16-page 
A4 booklet on the new letter

rates, with the curious title of "Trans
parent und fair", Tarif for

business customers. As I am not such, I
 was glad to have found a kind

clerk. This publication has no number (
and is not the only one), so

how does the SP organize its stock-keep
ing and re-ordering? It contains

an excellent list of all main rates, wi
th old and new clearly shown.

Excluded are the rates for Swiss-Expres
s, As this is another firm:

- that the above booklet, in addition to 
a number of meaningless full-

page pictures and sales guff, has a rem
arkable announcement, i.e. that

in future the sender of an inland under
-franked letter (if his name and

address are known), will have to pay th
e additional 50c fine, instead

of the recipient as at present. I will 
make a few tests on this curious

change of policy. Some years ago I wrote an articl
e in the Newsletter

on these cards, and the "Taxe Perpue" r
ubber cancels, which are sent

to collect only the missing postage on 
inland and foreign letters.

- that three MPO cancellations (I,F & G) 
will be used during the three

days of GABRA IV and are shown in the l
atest issue of 'Focus on stamps'.

The previous 'last day' was at the laun
ch of a number of stamps in

Martigny of 11.3.97, when no slogan was
 used, see figure 5. The last

use with an event slogan (rubber) was f
or the Escalade in Geneva in 1995.

- that there will be at least a special c
ancellation to celebrate the

entry of Basel into the Confederation 5
00 years ago. That was for both

"Basels° as only in 1833 did Basel Land
 split from Basel Town. The text

reads "The Festival of Basel - 500 year
s with the Swiss", figure 6.

- that in the August SBZ is an advert for
 a Swiss Internet Auction,

showing a fake cancel on a PJ German ve
rsion forerunner. Only catalogued

at CHR 200.- but shows the level of checking 
there. The cancel has the

cross of 1914 clearly shown on this 191
2 issued stamp. I have seen other

auctions recently with fakes described 
as "back-dated cancel" but will

the buyer "remember" when he comes to s
ell it again?
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ANSWERS TO QUERIES - the Urnertag card and Queen Astrid of Belgium last month

As these events all took place around KUssnacht they can be dealt with together.
The Urnertag card was one of two produced for the 600th anniversary of the Battle
of Morgarten, Canton Uri, in 1315. This was the first battle of the Confederates
Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden against the Hapsburgs.
The "rock-hurling Swiss yeoman" on the card, and mentioned on page 61 last month,

were said to be banished men asking for redemption by helping their homeland in the
battle. The main body of the "Swiss" army, 1300 men, attacked the mounted Knights,
who were thrown into disarray by the rock avalanche from above. The Austrians were
hemmed in by the Aegeri lake, routed and defeated.

The Urnersee, the southernmost section of Lake Luzern, is where the legendary
oath was sworn at Ratli in 1291. A second oath was sworn in Brunnen by the men of
Schwyz after the battle. The Bundeskapelle in the centre of Brunnen was built in
1632-35 by Heinrich von Reding to commemorate this victory. Opposite the Ratli is
the Tellplatz and a chapel where Tell leapt ashore to escape from Gessler.
Just north-east of KUssnacht is the Tellskapelle and the Hohle Gasse where Tell is
said to have killed Gessler. This is the chapel shown on the K -cancel No. 87.
The chapel erected to the memory of Queen Astrid is shown in the card below.

The spot where she died is in the orchard across the road, marked with a plain cross.
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This information has
been provided by the
following members:
David Hope
Eric Lienhard
David Rossall
Fred Smith
Les Stiles
and umpteen books
and maps in the
Editorial Library
which brightened up
an otherwise dull
afternoon in trying
to make sense of all
the dates and places.
A map of the area will
help if you want to
understand it all.

DON'T FORGET THAT THE

SOCIETY'S LIBRARY IS

THERE FOR ALL MEMBERS

There are many useful
books and journals.
If you do not have a
copy of the Library
List then ask the
Hon. Librarian.
His address and
phone number are
on your programme
card.
Remember that you
can donate your
books to the Society
for the benefit of
members in the future.

FOR SALE

As a result of an extremely advantageous
purchase I have a number of

LIGHTHOUSE peg fitting ALBUMS and SLIPCASES
surplus to my needs.

In excellent condition (a bit dusty perhaps),
these are available for Z11(+ postage) for album and

slipcase.
The list price for this 'PERFECT turn-bar binder

and slipcase is about £44.

contact: John Cordingley Tel: 01654 710020
for further details.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Renrooraohics (Chichester) Ltd.. Chichester GB
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

In accordance with the Society's rules notice is hereby given that the

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on Wednesday, 14th November 2001

at 6.30 p.m. prompt at the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, Waterloo, London SE1

AGENDA

1. Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 8 th November 2000 and published in

the December 2000 edition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter

3. Matters arising from the Minutes
4. Chairman's Address
5. Hon. Secretary's Report
6. Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts

7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
9. Librarian's Report
10. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2001/2002

11.Motions and Resolutions
12. Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the

Committee i.e. Chairman, Vice-chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer and (not

exceeding) twelve members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in

writing ILO reach lumAtot. later than Monday, 12th November 2001

RESOLUTIONS Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual

General Meeting must give notice in writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary

not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting.

Peter Vonwiller Hon. Secretary.
Claude Mistely Chairman.

All members who can, are asked to attend this meeting when they will have the

opportunity to make clear their views regarding the running of the Society whilst putting

forward suggestions for the future.

Following the AGM there will be an auction. Members
 are reminded that lots

should have an identifying reference, e.g. CPM 1, C
PM 2 ... and that a list

with individual short selling descriptions be prepa
red for the auctioneer.
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AN OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEMS OF THE POSTAL HISTORY OF SWITZERLAND
by ALMA LEE

Switzerland was one of the principal crossroads used by messengers in olden times on the
North-South and East-West routes of Europe. These routes were the main links between the
Kingdom of Prussia and the Principalities of the Italian peninsula, such as Venice, Tuscany
and Romagna. Poland and Austria (the Hapsburgs) were also very interested, and made use
of these early messenger routes which developed greater traffic as the roads themselves were
improved. The best known postal officials of those early days, who influenced the regular
transport of messages, were the German Postmasters of Thum and Taxis, whose messengers
passed regularly through Eastern Switzerland, and Beat Fischer of Bern, about whom more
will be said later.

The town of St Gall, even in the middle ages, was one of the main centres used by these
messengers for letters going to and from Venice, at that time a very important shipping port
dealing largely in spices and silks from the East. In winter, when crossing the Alps was
difficult and at times impossible because of the snow, such messengers were routed via
Geneva, the Rh /One Valley and Genoa or via Marseilles and Livorno (Leghorn) by sea, to reach
their destination with the least possible delay. These sea journeys were, however, interrupted
between 1756 and 1763 by the English blockade of these ports during the Seven Years' War.
Other major factors in the development of regular Postal Services were the frequent if limited
conflicts between countries encircling the Confederation's territory.

To understand a little better the vagaries of Swiss Postal History, one should initially be able
to appreciate the gradual growth of the country to its present state, and the manner in
which the Cantons (or Shires) eventually united with those already formed into a
Confederation of autonomous States. The first documentary evidence of a Treaty forming the
nucleus al an Alliance is dated August 1291, when the leaders of the districts of Uri, Schwyz
and Niedwald pledged mutual assistance to each other against all enemies. The half-district
of Obwald (Niedwald and Obwald are now known as Unterwald) joined them in the
December of that same year. These three united districts became known as the Forest
Cantons or Waldstaetten, a name given them and first used as a collective title in 1309.

This union gave them the strength to withstand outer influences; the peoples of
surrounding areas became interested in joining forces with the Waldstaetten, Luzern being
accepted in November 1332; Bern, having by then conquered the Oberland in 1334, joined
the four cantons in March 1353, while the people of Zürich did so in May 1351. It was as a
result of this union that the Allies were drawn into a war with Austria, a conflict which
lasted until 1368 during which time they made their first conquests, those of Zug and Glaris,
at that time still allied with Austria, but their full rights within the Alliance only became
effective later. As can be seen, within a hundred years of turbulent times, eight of the present
cantons had united into what can henceforth be termed a powerful Confederation. A
number of towns wished to become allied to the Confederation; each had its own particular
treaty, as, for example, the towns of St Gall in 1451, of Appenzell in 1452 and Schaffhausen
in 1459. The town of Winterthur was purchased by Zürich in 1467. Another problem at that
time was the fact that Bern and Zürich were separated by an Austrian corridor (now the
canton of Aargau), which was one of the last important Austrian outposts south of the
Rhine. This was attacked in 1415 by Bern, with Zürich coming similarly from the East, and
Luzern joining in from the South, resulting in victory for the Confederation. They did not
partition the area, but held and administered it in common. Again, during that century, the
districts of Soleure and of Fribourg gave great assistance to Bern, who was at that time
resisting the onslaughts of Charles the Bold and the Burgundians. This resulted in both
Soleure and Fribourg being accepted as co-citizens by Bern initially and in due course as full
members of the Confederation in 1481; the districts of Basel and of Schaffhausen joined in
1501.

At the start of the sixteenth century there were therefore thirteen Independent States united
in a Federal Union which could now officially be known as the Swiss Confederation. Their
numbers remained unaltered, the thirteen of them, for nigh on three hundred years, until
the French Revolution pulled the whole and, by then, antiquated structure to pieces.

By the end of the sixteenth century, the Swiss political scene was extremely complicated; the
thirteen Confederates had some allies, viz Mulhouse, Geneva, the Valais, the Grisons (the
last three named districts becoming full cantons in due course), Aargau (still a subject under
Federal Administration, as were the Valtellina and the area of Tessin). Some were bound by
treaties to several of the Confederates, and recognised as common Bailiwicks; others, such as
the district of Vaud, were subject to one Confederate only - in the case of Vaud, the district
was subject only to Bern. The end of the century saw a great number of revolutionary
disturbances, notably in the Valais in 1790, and in Vaud and Porrentruy in 1791, thus
giving France the opportunity to intervene and appropriate these long-coveted territories. By
1797 Napoleon, at the height of his power, had incorporated the Valtellina into the newly
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formed Cisalpine Republic, Geneva and Mulhouse were taken by him in 1798, and then

Neuchatel and the Valais. These annexations of territory by France were the forerunners of

the invasion of the Confederation by the French Armies under Napoleon. The fall of the

Confederation to Napoleon on 5 March 1798 gave birth to the short-lived Helvetic Republic

on 4 May 1798.

The retreat of the French Armies on Napoleon's orders in August 1802 led to the fall of this

Helvetic Republic; anarchy broke out within what had been the Cantons of the old

Confederation, and to stop this wanton fighting, Napoleon, in consultation with

representatives of the Confederates, created a new constitution which became known as 'The

Act of Mediation'. The former ideas of 'Subjects' and 'Allies' was abolished; the districts of

Grisons, St Gall, Aargau, Thurgau, Tessin and Vaud were joined to what had previously

been the Swiss Confederation; internal prosperity was regained; but the Confederates had

lost their independence.

This Mediation Government continued until 1813; but after the Battle of Leipzig ( 18 October

1813) it collapsed, and the Confederation relapsed into anarchy. The old cantons wanted a

return to former ways and to reclaim their previous 'Subjects' and 'Allies', who did not want

to return to this state of affairs. Only the intervention of foreign diplomats, notably the

Englishman Stratford Canning and the Greek Capo D'Istria, prevented further troubles from

developing, for they succeeded in patching up many of the immediate points of the quarrels.

A new Federal Pact emerged, which recognised the equality of each Canton towards the

others. Geneva, Neuchatel and the Valais were accepted into the Confederation at their own

request on 12 September 1814; no other geographical alterations have taken place to the

external frontiers of the Confederation of 22 Cantons since that time, the formation of the

Canton of Jura in 1978 being one of internal adjustments of the French-speaking

population of the Canton of Bern, which otherwise is essentially German speaking. The

above very condensed 'History' of the growth and formation of the present Confederation has

touched only very briefly on those matters which led to the unification of the country. It does

not take into account the many battles won and lost which affected the course of history

but which would not be relevant to postal activities.

To revert to Postal matters, it may be of interest to go back in time to the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries and the formation of cities which grew, as it were, with a number of

influential and wealthy families, such as the Kyburgs and the Hapsburgs, who built towns

around their strongholds. The growth of trade between those towns and other areas involved

the economics of the districts with the need of communication becoming more apparent, and

a regular if infrequent messenger service was instituted.

The oldest recorded postal enterprise is in St Gall, a town renowned for its manufacture of

laces and textiles and an important exporter of these materials. The traders from this area

had dealings already with Southern German towns and a regular messenger service between

Nuremberg and St Gall began during the fifteenth century. This was a foot-messenger service

termed 'Ordinari' and which later became a mounted or rider messenger service. By the

sixteenth century, the St Gall traders had lengthened their route south to the French town

of Lyon, the riders' route going by way of Zürich, Olten, Soleure, Aarberg, Avenches,

Lausanne and Geneva. When the French Posts started a regular service between Lyon and

Geneva, the St Gall messengers found that they could no longer continue for the whole of

the route, but they had to transfer their messages to the French at the Geneva Offices of the

French Posts. Competition in supplying a messenger service was not long in coming; by 1585,

the traders of Schaffhausen had started their own service between that town and Lyon, and

later on with towns in Southern Germany as well as with others in Western Switzerland.

Eventually, the two messenger services of St Gall and Schaffhausen joined each other rather

than continue in competition. The town of nrich, however, did not make use of these

services but had its own contracts with other towns in Switzerland as well as with Milan

and with Bergamo. In Basel, however, the postal service was in private hands to start with,

until in 1636 the town placed it under the direction of the market traders. Basel used the

services of the 'Ordinari' of St Gall to send its messages to Lyon, the hand over place being

Soleure, on the 'Ordinari's route. It was only later, in 1682, that the Basel traders followed

the lead of St Gall and of Zurich, and instituted their own postal services as an 'Official

Sanction'. From then on, until 1798, these were organised by the commercial leaders of the

town and were in constant competition with the Thum and Taxis Messenger Services, as

well as with those of Zilrich and of Bern (Beat Fischer de Reichenbach).

The last-mentioned organisation, that of the 'Fischer Posts', was one of the most important

for the postal history of the country. It started towards the end of the seventeenth century

when, in 1675, Beat Fischer de Reichenbach managed to persuade the Great Council of Bern

to create an official service of messengers and to agree to his being put in charge of it. Beat

Fischer de Reichenbach came from a wealthy, influential and learned family of Bern, and was

accepted as one of its most worthy citizens. His request was duly considered by the Bern

Council, and a contract granted for a period of 25 years. This agreement also included the
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transport of passengers and goods over the whole of the then Bernese Republic's area, but
the Council, however, retained the right to fix both transport and postal rates. The territory
involved in this consisted of not only that of Bern, but also that of Bern's Subjects: Vaud
and Aargau; hence, this gave Beat Fischer a much larger area to cover with his new services.
He had already concluded an agreement with the state of Fribourg which guaranteed him
the transit rights for the Western areas; this had the effect of limiting the St Gall traders on
their routes, their messengers now having to stop at Aarau. One is therefore not surprised to
learn that his foresight and initiative spread beyond the Bernese and other Cantonal
boundaries and included important traffic with foreign administrations. However, the very
fact of his successful ventures led to a number of conflicts with other concession holders in
other parts of the Confederation and with other countries. The postal administrations of the
other cantons were not united at that time and not strong enough to withstand the
pressures of Beat Fischer; on the other hand, he did not get all the concessions he sought
from some of the foreign administrations opposed to him,

The importance of this energetic Post Master can be seen in the fact that, at a later date, he
managed to suppress the St Gall-Nuremberg messenger service by taking it over, but he had
to go to a Court of Justice to get his own way about this. Because of these events and the
pressures put upon them, the St Gall messenger administration disappeared after almost
250 years of existence; it was taken over at a later date by the German organisation of the
Thurn and Taxis Posts who also undertook the management of the Schaffhausen Posts. Not
content with what he had achieved, Beat Fischer set out to obtain the post traffic between
Eastern Switzerland and Italy; he had already concluded a treaty with the Savoie, another
with the Valais (the Simplon Route) and another which gave him the rights of transit of
mails over the St Gotthard. By these means he had, within a few years, secured the rights of
transit via the passes which he controlled and which included also the large correspondence
of England and the Netherlands to and from Italy. Beat Fischer's enterprise remained the
'Intermediary Messenger' in the transmission of all this mail. On his death in 1698, the
existing postal leases and contracts passed to his son. They were renewed at intervals during
the eighteenth century until the Helvetic Republic came into being, which then tried to get
the posts nationalised.

As can be seen, although the Fischer Posts were by far the most important in the country, a
number of smaller organisations existed, but the lack of uniformity in their services was felt,
for each had its own manner of dealing and its own rates of charges which varied
considerably from one to the other.

The French Revolution, and the creation of the Cisalpine Republic by Napoleon, which gave
him control of most alpine passes. effectively influenced Swiss postal traffic. Napoleon
annexed a number of areas to France, notably those which became known by their

Departments and which form part of Swiss postal history; they are the departments of the
Leman (99), the Haut Rhin (66), the Mont Terrible (87), the Simplon (127), and Carouge (84),
the latter being now a suburb of Geneva. The complete invasion of Swiss territory in 1798 by
Napoleon and the creation of the short-lived Helvetic Republic under the protection of
France led to a centralization of the postal services and a new state of affairs. The new
Helvetic Republic did its best to bring some form of order to the different cantonal posts.
When the Legislative Council was formed on 3 September 1798, its intention was to have its
own postal services with a central administration and five local directorates, situated namely
in Bern, Basel, Zürich, Schaffhausen and St Gall. Postal rates were to be unified, fixed the
same for the whole of the territory and would only be influenced by distance. This
unification was to be applied not only to the letter service but also to that of newspapers,
moneys and passengers. Lack of funds prevented the application of this plan. The State
Treasury could not afford to pay to the Fischer Family the sum of about 2 million francs as
compensation for their rights, for their contracts did not end until 1808. That is the reason
why the Helvetic Republic left in the hands of the Fischer family the postal services of the
areas of Bern, Fribourg and Soleure against payment of an annual sum of 76,500 Francs. Yet
they were unable to reach an agreement with the Thum and Taxis Posts. The whole country
was opposed to any suggested reforms and, by the time the Act of Mediation came in, plans
for the centralisation of the Posts were abandoned and previous cantonal privileges were re-
established.

The various cantons, being again able to make use of their previous rights, used these in
different ways: 5 of them (Zürich, Basle, Luzern, Aargau and Vaud) immediately created a
postal administration. Bern handed over the administration of the posts to the Fischer
family, who held them until 1832 and who also concluded various other contracts with
other cantons. St Gall handed its postal services to the commercial leaders who held them
till 1836. Some of the other cantons ceded their rights either temporarily or permanently to
others against an agreed indemnity. After the Mediation, Neuchkel and the Grisons created
their own postal administrations whereas others did not do so until much later. The
existence of so many postal administrations within such a restricted area and the tendency
to exploit the seivice from a fiscal principle soon created greater problems than those which
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were in existence in 1798. The cantons fixed their postal rates independently from each

other; for many of them, the charges for the transit of letters through their territory was a

rich source of income, and these transit taxes were charged to other cantons and increased

the cost of the messages transported.

Under such conditions, uncertainty was great; for a basic, internal letter the cost could vary

between 5 and 60 centimes (of old money). It was more expensive to send a letter from

Western to Eastern Switzerland or vice versa than to send the same weight letter for a far

greater distance to a foreign country.

Cantonal administration charges were dealt with during transit, thus complicating and

delaying the service. To these difficulties should be added those of the monetary and weight

situation, which lacked unification. In 1848, before the taking over of all the cantonal Postal

Services by the Government on 1 January 1849, there were 297 different kinds of moneys in

use within the Confederation, the value of the rappen being different from that of the

centime, and even varying between different cantons. There were also approximately 400

different grades of customs dues and tolls in use in different places, at the same time, all

leading, to say the least, to a very confused situation,

It was only then, when the administration of the Posts of the whole of the country was

taken over by the Government, that Federal Law allowed the fixing of Postal Rates to be

applied countrywide.

Not every canton's postal service has been mentioned, for each has its peculiarities and

particular markings, which lead Swiss Postal Historians to collect according to geographical

or cantonal lines. Many of the applicable rates were of what we would now term foreign

origin, German, Austrian, French as the case may be, but Swiss only as from the 1815

period. As mentioned previously, there was a great need for the 1849 reform, since before

then there were eighteen different Postal Administrations each with a complex tariff and

high prices; each canton still minted its own money; customs and tolls were being levied at

cantonal borders; the smallest transaction entailed complicated calculations, and the much

needed reform of 1849 entailed not only the unification of Postal Tariffs, but also that of

weights and the adoption of the metric system.

As can be seen from the above, the postal historian attempting the study of material relating

to a particular area needs also to research the political situation of that given area; for the

change of administration or of rule could so easily give another slant to the information

visible on a cover. Each cantonal post is individual; collecting a specific area from the Postal

History point of view can result in a rewarding collection. It would indeed be difficult to cover

the whole of the country except, perhaps, by limiting the collection to the short period of the

Helvetic Republic when some form of unification existed and would enable some cohesion to

be put into such a collection. Problems exist but with enthusiasm and patience they can be

overcome; hopefully, the outline given of some of the problems which can be found will not

deter the ardent postal historian from tackling one or other of the interesting areas which

can be selected for further study within the boundaries of the country.

Bibliography: Handbook of Swiss Pre-philately by Jean Winkler.
Histoire de la Suisse by William Martin.
Histoire des Postes Suisses by Ernest Bonjour.

This article appears by courtesy of the Ro
yal Philatelic Society, London.

It was originally published in the 
London Philatelist Nov/Dec 1985.
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LETTERING ON THE TELL BUST DESIGN OF SEPTE
MBER 1914, 10c red - Henry Towers

As a modest calligrapher, I have always be
en intrigued by the change in lettering

design on the letter H of this stamp. The 
calligraphers model for Roman Capitals

has invariably been the magnificent letter
ing to be seen on Trajan's Column in

Rome, dating from AD 113.
Here the crossbar of the H is just above h

alf way, similar to the 10c red, issued

in July 1914 (Z 126 II). This is much the 
more common of the two types, of which,

according to my Zumstein Spec. catalogue, 
300 000 000 were issued.

The much less common 10c red (Z 126 I), wi
th the crossbar of the H exactly at

half way, was issued after Z 126 II, in Se
ptember 1914 (6 000 000 issued).

Perfectionist calligraphers would regard t
his as an incorrect drawing of the H,

as indeed is much computer script, but why
 was Z 126 I produced and issued at all?

Was it that it was from a plate which was 
issued but fairly swiftly rejected

because it was calligraphically incorrect?
 And why was it issued after the correct

Z 126 II?
Any information on this would be gratefull

y received - I am sure someone will know.
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Northern Group  Meeting. Leeds, 8th ft:4=0er, The attendance at the first meeting of a new
season is always something of a gamble because of holidays. This is why we always start on the
second Saturday in September instead of the first Saturday of subsequent months. On this
occasion however, the new Chairman. David Whitworth. was able to welcome 80% of the regular
attenders, all of whom contributed something to the topic of "Recent Acquisitions". That, in itself,
was something of a record. Even one member who sent his apology for absence on the grounds
that he spends some months in France each year informed us of his new purchases as he made his
way around local fairs and shops! All I can do here, therefore, is simply to touch on the wide
range of material that was displayed and which reflected the collecting interests of those who had
brought it along. Three who were in attendance had visited Switzerland since last we met, picking
up material relating to Ticino, especially the Lugano area, Interlaken with a range of railway
covers and a railway tour of the northwestern Cantons photographing features depicted on
numerous issues of stamps and tying the two together. Whilst the absent member referred to earlier
might be scouring the French markets, another bargain hunter had been attending some of our
Northern stamp fairs and had found items which will probably be of interest at our November
meeting. Standing Helvetia issues came into their own with two other members, a serious query
here being "How does one truly distinguish the various shades of colour of some of these values
without specialist knowledge and equipment?" (Answers on the back of Zumstein 71Ad. please!).
Named TPOs are now almost an extinct breed but examples of the last three. the Rhaetian Bahn,
Furkabahn and Brig-Zermatt-Brig. all with comparatively recent dates were displayed. There were
items of airmail etiquette, a first flight cover of 1951 to the U.S.A. which was omitted from the
latest Luftpost Handbuch (but it will be in the next) and a much marked cover indicating
"Returned Mail" which for reasons unknown had been retained by the Swiss PTT for five years!

If this first meeting was indicative of what is to come in the months ahead, then we who
come to Leeds are in for a most interesting season. D.C.

•nn•n•••n

WESSEX GROUP MEETING in Salisbury on Saturday 3rd November in the Clovelly Hotel
from 1.30 p.m. Bring anything about Postage Dues for a good discussion.

LONDON GROUP MEETING at the Union Jack Club of 10th October. Details in last
month's Newsletter. Subject "Thematics" - All Members.
ALL MEMBERS means just that. If you are unable to get to the meeting then there
is no reason why you should not get photocopies of your contribution and send
them to the Secretary, Chairman or some other member you know will be attending.
In this way you may get answers to your queries and you will contribute to the
meeting. We are after all a mainly 'Postal Society' so whenever you see the
words "All Members" in the programme card it does mean you. The same applies to
the Cup Competition & Moore Trophy on April 10th and the Northern Group Competition
being held in Leeds on April 6th.

These days I find that on visits to large stamp shows such as STAMPEX there are odd Swiss items
on dealers stands. Amongst these must rate two maximum cards for the opening and closing
matches for the 1954 Football World Championships found virtually by accident in literally
thousands of cards and covers. This year another even odder item relating to the same event came
to light - a small cover with the 40c stamp (Zu 319) issued for the event with the opening match
cancellation Pen (S 360). Nothing odd at first glance. However a closer
examination shows that the cover has been overprinted across the stamp. As „n.,) 5ANA/6.

this is in blue on a blue stamp, its not the easiest of printings to see and it `.•
certainly does not photocopy well enough to reproduce.
The wording: til$.7-elp

FIFA 1904 - 1954
Ve. CHAMPIONNAT DU MONDE

DE FOOTBALL FN SUISSE
DU 16 JUIN AU 4 JUILLET 1954

and this is preceded by a picture of a footballer kicking a ball across a projection of a globe.
More peculiar is that this overprint lines up with one edge of the stamp and overlaps onto the
cover with the year 1954 and the NDE of MONDE. To add to the peculiarity the overprinting is
upside down!
The opening and closing cancellations are reasonably easy to find. More difficult. and I have yet
to acquire one, are the several cancellations applied on the MPO attending match venues. If you
are interested, there are also associated machine cancellations to find. But perhaps you consider
this to be all modern material and of little collecting interest! Perhaps a reminder is appropriate.
This 'modern' material is nearly 50 years old: perhaps it's us collectors who are not very modern!

K. MATCH S
7-3-r)

 DOUVERTURE

16 VI 54 ptoo 
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that I should have mentioned a mont
h or so ago that I am in a state

of confusion, i.e., more than usual, 
as we are making some house alter-

ations, which means that I am losing 
the two main rooms of my "archive".

This archive consists mainly of thous
ands of only partly sorted covers,

old magazines, and other odds and end
s. About 95% can be thrown away

without much loss to international ph
ilately, but where are the worth-

while 5% hiding? So a lot of temporar
y housing is needed, not too damp.

Much will be taken away by friends wh
o are interested in "PP" or red

meter frankings, for instance. Howeve
r, a major consideration is stop-

ping progress; I am always finding so
mething of interest, which with

a few more still to be found, could m
ake a valuable article in the

Newsletter. So please be patient, in 
the end (2001 I hope) something

should come out of it all, of use to 
members.

- that Karl Gebert is the well-deserv
ed recipient of the 2001 Award

from the Consilium Philatelie Helveti
ca, mainly for his enormous work

to produce the book Postellen-Chronik and th
e diskette version. This must

be the first major philatelic work pr
oduced in this form. A copy of

the long-sold-out book has turned up,
 if anyone is interested contact

the Editor, and the first to send in 
a cheque for Ell- to him will

receive it postfree from here.

- that figures 1 & 2 show an interestin
g development; the first shows

the PTT design of the Recorded Delive
ry label from the 1890s, with the

number clearly shown. Now we have the
 2001 version. On practically

all those that I have seen there is e
ither a stroke made with a pen

to indicate where the number starts, 
or the last four or five figures

are marked with a red pen to make thi
s stand out. A remarkable show

of progress, on a practical level, we
ll away from the computer screen!

- that Karl Gebert discovered, in a sma
ll PO, that the SP has issued

a new 216 page edition of their postc
ode list, in June 2001. Now we

have in one volume the Alphabetical, 
Numerical and the street lists

of the major towns, with their postco
des. Previous list was June 1999.

- that it is not easy to show, but more
 and more firms are sending out

accounts and other items in window en
velopes which have nothing printed

on the cover, not even stamps. All th
e data is shown on the enclosed

letter and is visible through the win
dow. Usually the letter has been

coded and this is the only proof of i
t having gone through the posts.

- that the German philatelic fortnightl
y DBZ has started a series of

articles on the "postmarks" used toda
y on the various Swiss lake-

steamers, and where one should write 
to obtain examples. All the shins

in service are listed.

- that the "Gallia" is being withdrawn 
for a complete overhaul. This

was the last paddle-wheeler to enter 
service in 1913, and is the

fastest of the five remaining ships o
n the Lake of the Four Forest

--Cahtuhs, 1;e.,-La-ke -Luze-r-n.
- -

- that the new, 8th edition of the G
anzsachen Schweiz catalogue has just

been published by Zumstein, having be
en updated and re-arranged by

Georges Schild. A very successful com
bined effort to achieve a new

milestone in Swiss philatelic literat
ure. It is so up-to-date that the

GABRA IV special postcard is included
! In German, with the introduction

also in French and English, A5 soft-b
ound 352 pages, CHF 48.-.

8090 Zürich 131 )

Bettw4ies)en1 111111911111 ,
Figure 1 Figure 2 •
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Our member V J Mitchell gave a display t
o the Sutton and Cheam Philatelic Societ

y

on the 20th of September. The display wa
s varied and included the Evangelists

High Values issue, varieties relating to
 the 1900 UPU issue, the International

Labour Office issues, and postage dues s
howing the four basic designs.

If you are giving a display to a society
 then tell the Editor in advance and you

may get members to come along and suppor
t you, even recruit new members!
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The first day was 2nd May 1938,
but the franking shows that a
somewhat sleepy or unaware cleric
in the letter despatch section .
in Lausanne has franked it 2nd
April. On the reverse is a
Newbury arrival mark for 3 May
38. Have any other members come
across a similar error?

,
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•. -- • •

ou,azirse 1

315 ,6 MAY 384
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SDN & BIT FDC Query - H Towers

FLOWN COVER BUT NOT "AIRMAIL" from Ian Gilchrist

Ian sent a copy of this cover to Roland Kohl, the airmail expert, who replied:
". . . your letter is not RF 51.6 but it has still been flown on that first DC-6B
flight of Swissair, not as an airmail letter in a PTT mail sack (there are not many)
but in a company pouch! No airmail label and the postage of 40 Rp is for a 20 gram
letter to a foreign country which has been cancelled prior to the flight by favour.
(The airmail surcharge for a letter to the USA would have been another 40 Rp for
each 5 grams.) The blue rubber stamp is made by Swissair, not by the postal auth-
orities, and has been applied to propagate its new DC-6B aircraft on the day of
the maiden flight (which started in Zdrich, not in Basel). Actually it should
have a "Received" stamp by the Swissair Office in New York. I don't know why this
was omitted. This "company mail" will be mentioned in our next catalogue. . . ."

n 1

frIE ANUNF OF SWITLER LAND

z. VVIMAtt,IFg?
TO EVE/Priviiiiliammor

;11

Z

\e' pOo
2 a

Zuroch-

t 6 r Gen
eva-New York c.,)

August 18th,
1":1

'7.• 1951 cn''

;

_ry Park Trn va 1 S,,?r.v.
700 Ufa tt.f.......;ofi Ave.
Issoury N. J.

The Editor wonders how much of this 'made' philately there is. It also raises
the questions of 'cancelled to order' items; the cover was 'cancelled at 9 a.m.
in Basel, but who took it to Zurich and put it on the flight; how many covers were
'made' like this; how did it get to New Jersey when it reached New York, was it
put in the mail box on West 49th Street. Has any member an answer to this?

NEW EURO BANKNOTES - The Editor has it on good authority that a Swiss artist
working for the Banque de France was well in the running with a design for the
new notes until it was realised that Switzerland was not a EU member. The prize
went to a.n. other. But the paper used comes for Landquart SG; the ink comes
from Vaud, and is computer mixed; special paper which changes colour is from
Lausanne; the devices for numbering the notes are Swiss.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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WE HAVE A NEW PrIESIDENT

It is a great pleasure to report that Tony Hoyle has accepted the Committee's invitation to become

President of the Society. Tony is very enthusiastic about Swiss stamps, Switzerland and the Helvetia

Philatelic Society. He is a long-standing member of the Northern Group having joined seven years

after the Society's formation.

Tony's Swiss philatelic interests cover a broad base. As well as classics such as the Sitting and

Standing Helvetia issues, he collects Pro Juventute and Pro Patria, railway, postal coach and Mobile

Post Office material, postal stationery and thematic subjects such as Swiss lakes and mountains. He

has made numerous interesting displays to the Northern Group as well as showing occasionally in

London and he gave a memorable and beautifully presented thematic display at the Society's Golden

Jubilee meeting in Leamington Spa. His other philatelic achievements include the award of the

H L Katcher Helvetia Trophy at Stampex in 1979 and his nomination to the Register of Distinguished

Yorkshire Philatelists in 1985.

Tony has served on the Northern Group Committee for many years as well as holding several posts

including that of Secretary. He was also the Honorary National Secretary from 1989 to 1995. It is

very fitting that such a knowledgeable and enthusiastic member should culminate his many years of

Society service with the office of President. CPM

„

2000 Sydney Olympics John Cordingley

Swiss Post issued a stamp booklet with round self-adhesive stamps to

mark the Sydney Olympics. The 90c stamps represented the three 'Triathlon

disciplines, swimming, cycling and running ( cycling illustrated). The booklets

were printed by The House of Questa, London.
The first triathlon was run as an evening event. on September 25 1974

at Mission Bay, San Diego, California. Originally scheduled as a mixture of

running and swimming, an event planed for the San Diego Track Club was

extended to include biking. The original course round the bay involved an

intermix of 6 miles running and 500 yards swimming together with a single 5

mile bike ride. A surprising number of people,46, were cajoled into
participating in an event non had previous experience. The race ended in the

dark with the last competitor shown the way home by using light from car

headlamps!
The current format of swimming, biking and running originated among

US Navy personnel in Kona, Hawaii in 1978. At Olympic level 1,5 km
swimming in open water, followed by a 40 km bike leg is concluded with 10 km running.

The 'Triathlon was included as an Olympic event in Sydney, and the Women's Triathlon was

the first event of the Games. Rather unexpectedly it was won by a Swiss, Brigitte Mcmahon with a

second Swiss Magali Messmer in the Bronze position. The Australians had been the favourites.

T-TFT V PHH----77-7—NIEWSE1SOC 54th year No.11 
f 
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II (continued from p 68, Sept.2001) D Ripley

B. 1941/1942
Starting on the 8th of March Swissair flight 1087, Locarno to Barcelona, carried
mail for America; it was carried from Barcelona to Madrid on the Spanish airline
Trafico Aero Espanol (TAE), This service was short lived; it was suspended on the
11th of June when Italy entered the war on the side of the Axis powers.
Arrangements were made for mail for New York to be forwarded to Rome by rail,

departing from Chiasso at 11.19 a,m. and arriving in Rome at 10 p.m. At Rome it was
transferred to the airport and despatched on a thrice-weekly service to Lisbon,
where it arrived at 6,05 p.m,; this route was first used on the 12th of June.

On and after the 15th of June most mail for the Americas was sent by rail from
Geneve to Lisbon for both surface and airmail, the Portuguese postal workers sorting
the mail in Lisbon. Airmail was transferred to Pan-American Clippers', and surface
mail was forwarded by the next available ship sailing to America.
From November 1941 the Swissair service ZUrich-Stuttgart-Berlin began to carry

airmail out of Switzerland, that for the Americas was transferred to the DLH route
K22 for Lisbon. At the onset the mail was transferred at Stuttgart later all mail
was via Berlin where it was censored At various times during 1942 mail was sent by
PTT trucks from Geneve to Marseille, rail to Barcelona and then on by air to Lisbon.
On the 28th of December 1942 all postal traffic across France from Switzerland

to America was stopped by the German authorities, mail being returned to sender.

Far a. on - Tranittlaatic airmail.
,=-er aerea

Verona,

Figure Bl - Letter Zürich to
New Jersey 16.V111.41.14.
Franked lfr. Marked
"Transatlantic airmail",
intercepted by the UK
authorities, possibly Bermuda.

Luftpost

Par avion -Vi. '• • -
Figure B2 - Letter to Chicago 13.X.41. IIIIIIIMIIII
Franked 2fr 40c for airmail. }amine kl, A

A (, ,,,,, m"'I•1lIllm

Marked 12g and Basel 2. P. Ast- 'Oerder C\ tl f
 V.,Opened by UK examiner and lining (I . , , 1

removed. Arrival cancel of
October 25th, a journey time of 12 days. 

87uo iernald ...ve., ' ...- .
1... Morton Grove ..,...-
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G ent.
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Figure B3 - Letter from St. Gallen
to New York 14.VI11.41. Franked lfr.
Marked 5g and über-via Genf 1.
Examined by censor in Bermuda.

(To be continued.)
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The new label for parcels
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i Veuillez

Get. Adresse ,
Andern lessen

lairs 1
fief. Adresse

I andern lessen

Veuillez s. v. p. fair,'

G

Veuillez faire
changer volre edresse I Changervotre adresse

aned,LAdesire .seen

changer noire adresse

i Vogliale far camblare
l'IndirIzzo

ii

:

Vogliate for cambiare 1
r indirizzo

Vogliete far cembiare
rindiriczo

.1 mmmmmm r ..4. • a . 4-41.....•JI-A-.•_•-•... • 0. 4...e.

12

•
,

Bitte neue Adresse
dem Abaender.
melden' .
Veuillez commti-
niquer votre
nouvelle adresse

l'expéditeur , .

• Vogllate comunl-
care II nuovo
Indirizzo el
mittente

15

13

ri 

Bine n-eue AdreSse
dem Absender
maiden
vaunts= commu-
niquer votre
nouvelle adresse
a expéditeur

-Vognate comuni-
care It nuovo
ndirizzo at
/entente .

16

14

Rifle neue Adresse
dem Absender melden
Veuillez communiquer
votre nouvelle adresse

l'expéditeur
Vogliate comunicare
it nuovo indirizzo at mittente

17

Bitte richtige Adresse
dem Absender melden

Veuillez communiquer
votre adresse exacte

a l'expéditeur

Favorite comunicare l'in-
dirizzo esatto al mittente

18

Bitte richtige Adresse dem
Absender melden. Danke.

Veuillez communiquer
votre adresse exacte

l'expéditeur. Merci.
Favorite comunicare l'indi-

rizzo esatto al mittente.
Grazie. 

19
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CORRECT YOUR ADDRESS - Return to Sender label
M Rutherfoord

A new self-adhesive label has appeared, size 
80 x 51 mm, in yellow and difficult to

photocopy; the number is 239.00 8.2000. Now 
this is a bit too large to stick on a

letter or postcard but it turns out that it i
s intended for parcels. I then looked

up the previous types with this text in the '
Catalogue of Swiss Postal Labels',

Guignard and Vuille 1993, with the results sh
own below.

eittblichtige Adresse dem Absender melden. Danke.
Nicht korrekte Adressen können zu Verspätungen führen.

Veuillez comMuniquer votre adresse exacte a l'expéditeur.
Merci. Des adresses erronées peuvent entrainer des retards.

Favorite comunicara l'indirizzo esatto at mIttenta. Grazie.
Eventuali imprecisioni possono determinare dei ritardi. -

DIEPOSTIAPOSTEJAPOSTA--. _

VEUILLEZ FAIRE CHANGER VOTRE ADRESSE - BITTE NEUE ADRESSE MELDEN no 537k- 238.11 - 100 252

fig. couleur format mode de tirage dates d'impression

no papier i mpression mm separation (x 1000) actuellement connues cote 

12 blanc noir 26 x 18 dentele 50 x 50 V.1940 XII.43 D

13 " " " 80 x 50 V.45 D

"14 " " perce en lignes 30 x 50 VI.57 D

"14 " " " 37,5 x 50 V.61 D

"14 " " " 40 x 50 VI.64 D

15 vert " 26 x 37 " 80 x 25 VI.68 C

15
C "

C " 100 x 25 XI171 C

" " "15
" 200 x25 1V.73 C

"16 " " 150 x 25 V.76 C

17 "
C 37 x 26 " " VII.79 IV.82 11.83 B

17 " " " 200 x 25 VI.84 X186 B

" "18 " " 150 x 25 VI.89 X.89 B

" "18 " " 200 x 25 IV.91 10.91 8.93 B

" "19 " " " 5.95 10.96 B

Here are two of the rarest 'Return to Sender
' labels, both with the same form

number 537h. This was first used in 1894 and
, until withdrawn in 1945, no less than

2.2 million had been printed and distributed
, mainly to military barracks all over

the country. The labels were applied to priva
te letters, and parcels, sent to

serving soldiers, but who had returned home 
or been demobilized (temporarily), and

the label was an instruction to 'return to se
nder'. I think I have only seen one

used on cover, hence the rarity code of F & G
.

,
, ,

•

ssen

entlassen" means

... 1Entla . Entlassen. . Enflame . Entlassen 1

I II

l et off' or
I

,
Mondó licanci6 •

released'
Licenchi.'

i
Licenziato 1

LIConzlato

' Ll::::=

I
'	- I

11 12 13 14

FP 80 in the heading of the table over t
he page means 'Field Post'.



Moved without

leaving an address
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LICENCIÈ (du service milltaire) - ENTLASSEN (Milidirdienst) no 537h - FP 80

fig. couleur
no papier impression

format
mm

mode de
separation

tirage
(x 1000)

11 blanc veil 29 x 18 percé en lignes 2 x 40
11 " . " . 10 x 40
12 " "
13 " noir 26 x 18 dentelé 5 x 50
14 " " . " 20 x 50

dates d'impression
actuellement connues cote remarques

111.1894 VIII.99 G
VI.1908 G
VIII.14 F
IX.39 F
VII.40 F supprime

en 1945

The second example is also rare, even though 4 million were printed between 1946
and 1948. Luckily I obtained a corner block of 18 of this rare label. The printing
details in the sheet margin correspond with the second item in the table. A 11
(26 x 18) is the finished size of the label, in millimetres, and they were printed
in sheets of 50.

One reason for this article is
that the whole field of this
group of labels is under study
for a possible update. If any
member has some of these labels
with the printing information
on the 'tab', even on cover,
please send a photocopy to
the Editor, it would be a
great help.
When collecting any labels it
is best to have them on cover,
and if it is tied by a cancel
so much the better. Mint and
used singles are also useful.
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DÉMÉNAGB SANS LAISSER D'ADRESSE - UMGEZOGEN OHNE ADRESSEANGABE no 537h

fig. couleur format mode de tirage dates d'impression
no papier impression mm separation (x 1000) actuellement connues cote remarques 
19 blanc noir 26 x 19 dentelé 10 x 50 VI.1946 E
19 " " " 0 30 x 50 VI.47 E

"19 " " " 40 x 50 VI.48 • E

If you can, collect strips of five or ten with the printing details on the edge.

Here is a strip of a larger A 10 (35 x 26) label printed 25 to a sheet.
The text reads "delayed because of an incorrect postcode".

Verspatet wegen
unrichtiger Postleltzahl
Retardé par suite dun

faux numéro.
d'acheminement

Ritardato a cause del
numero postale

d'avviamento inesatto

Verspatet wegen
unrichtiger Postleltzahf
Retardé par suite dun

faux numéro
d'acheminement

Ritardato a causa del
numero postale

d'avviamento inesatto

Verspatet wegen
unrlchtlger Postleitzahl
Retardé par suite dun

faux numéro
d'achemlnement

Rltardato a cause del
numero postale •

d'avviamento inesatto

Verspiltet wegen Verspatet wegen
unrIchtlger PostielUahl unrlchtiger Postleltzahl
Retardé par suite dun Retardé par suite dun

faux numéro faux numéro
d'acheminement d'achemlnement

RItardato a causa del Ritardato a Cause del
numero postale numero postale

d'avvlamento inesatto d'avviamento lnesatto

PTT 238.17 V 68 300000 x 25 A10 (35 x 26) Qu 70
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St.GALLEN - Recently, on looking through a few pre-stamp entires originating

from the town of St. Gallen I noticed that, in the case of those mai
led in 1830

"St. Gallen" on the first line of the strike was not centred over the
 'day, month,

year' detailed on the second line. However, on the couple of example
s I have looked

at from years both preceding and following 1830, the town name is cen
tred over the

date. I doubt whether any conclusions can be drawn from my limited nu
mber of

examples but perhaps someone somewhere may be able to provide further
 information.

These two photocopies may

clarify the difference. Any
-

• , • • - f•• •",

answers to Peter Vonwiller

at the address on the front 6 "'T 411.- '• ,

of the Newsletter, please.

NEW MEMBERS - The Society is pleased to welcome the following as members:

John Bundy, John Turner, Joe Leighton, Dennis Thomson. Do not forge
t that as

members you all have access to the Society's Library, by post and th
e packet is

circulating already this season, which leads to the next item . . .

THE PACKET - The Packet Secretary reminds you that you are required to turn

round the packet in 3 DAYS for your own and
-other members' peace of Mind. Do not

hang on to the packet for a whole month as someone did last season. If you
 are

going to be away then ring Don Symonds and tell him. He can then div
ert the packet

until you return. Check the address when you receive the packet and 
notify Don

if it is incorrect, or you have,or will be removing!

BAHNPOST -AMBULANT POSTMARKS - The Editor has had a request for information

on this subject. If you think you can help then please write to: Geor
ge C Smith,

1545 Brooke St., Victoria B C, Canada V85-1M8 or e-mail him at the fo
llowing:

gclarksmith@hotmail.com

LARGE "S" IN MAINE ON WW I /JAIL - At the bottom of page 3 in January this

year we asked for any information on these marks. John Millener has 
now found

another variation on a cover to Mrs Gow-Gregor in Lausanne, well-kno
wn for her

work for POWs; arrival mark of Lausanne Gare 28.VI.1918 on the back.
 Someone out

there must have some idea about these three "S"s, all different. Per
haps the

member who borrowed the list of Red Cross and other organisations wi
th free post

and other facilities from the Editor (and still has it) could check 
the Serbian

•nnn•••n••••

Red Cross and let us all know.

(The marks have been enhanced

to make them clearer in the

printing. Ed.)

OORRESPONDANO • •

PRISONNIERS

f- nedr."11.1.

..-.t
. ....... , ."'-".. '

 .

A

Jr...
2 f''.

'

,

Photocopies of the reverse of

the two cards are available

if any member can read the

language. Sometimes the back

of a postcard is more interesting
than the postal side.

. -

4? le 42. )7_ Ep2

mailto:gclarksmith@hotmail.com
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Northern Gm%) Mettle& 6di October. The topic for the day, "Cantons Glarus, Schwyz, Zug and
Zurich" offered plenty of scope for those who concentrate on Cantons in general but these four in
particular. Once again we were not disappointed, five members making a substantial contribution
to a most enjoyable afternoon. It is very gratifying and encouraging when newer attenders who
are feeling their way into how to display material are willing to bring along their own items,
however few, and learn from the successes - and mistakes - of those who have had longer
experience in such matters. The range of material displayed covered some one hundred and
seventy years. A collection of 19th century mail addressed to a merchant of Schwyz, Crispin
Dusser, displayed a wide variety of postmarks from the large circular cancellers used by the
Canton of Zürich to examples of 'thimble" cancellers introduced in various post-offices at a later
date. Amongst this same material were examples of Lake Luzern Ship cancellations and TP0s,
used as transit marks. There was a lovely cover of the 1860s, from Mich to Luzern franked with
the Sitting Helvetia 2c. brown and 30c. ultramarine and four unusual "mourning covers" addressed
to the same family at Alpthal in Schwyz. A very wide range of material covering all four Cantons,
spanning the last forty to fifty years, depicted publicity sheets with pictorial cancellations of many
sites of interest, plus MPO cancellations when such a vehicle was in attendance at various fetes
and festivals, particularly in the Zurich area. Alas, mobile post offices are now virtually just a
memory. Zurich and Schwyz formed yet another display with items commemorating the Centenary
of Zürich trains in 1982 and the introduction of the S-Bahn in 1990, followed by material
associated with the Btmdesbrief Archives in Schwyz. Finally there was a themPtie: display
"Around the Ziirichsee", which included covers and postmarks from settlements around that lake
as well as covers carrying the early Ship Letter cancellations, a service that was comparatively
short-lived, because of the early introduction of the rail services. Once again, those who were
present, went away knowing that each one had gained a little more knowledge into the whys and
wherefores of Swiss philately. D.C.

London Group Meeting, 10th October. The opening meeting of the season took place at
the new venue the Union Jack Club, opposite Waterloo Station mainline terminal. A
comfortable room, warm and air-conditioned got us off to a good start.
Thematics was the subject. Those present started by breaking the cardinal rule

never try to do it from a single country; having done that they then proceeded to
enjoy the evening with material covering Humour, Lake Steamers, Diligences, Castles,
and the Bernese character.
Bob Johnson produced a fascinating collection of official postcards issued by the

PTT before Swisscom, illustrating in cartoon form the new telephone number. Members
can find further details by looking in the new postal stationery catalogue on pages
284-288 for full details.
"Travelling by steamer on Lake Luzern" John Mitchell showed the various steamers

and routes with cancels in each direction. Included was an early timetable from north
to south. Two items shown raised a question: they were sent from Arona to Schwyz;
can any member say if they could have travelled on both Lake Maggiore and Lake
Luzern? Please let the Editor know for the Newsletter.
Geoffrey Allen presented a short but delightful set of pages on the architecture

and customs of the Oberland, supporting them with well written-up pages and his own
personal knowledge.
Derrick Slate chose the Simplon Pass and travelled its length by diligence, halting

at all the resting points and staying at the Hospices available. Starting at Brig
he went via Berisal and Simplon to Monte Leone, then Napoleon's Bridge and Kaltwasser.
Eric Lienhard drew on his excellent collection of postcards and supported them

with stamps, covers and cancels to illustrate the large number of castles to be found
in Switzerland.
The displays showed both versatility and imagination and provided a grand evening's

entertainment. F P

Fred Pickard will be showing to the Pinner Philatelic Society, Love Lane, Pinner on
Tuesday 6th November. The Society welcomes all visitors.

"S T 0 0 P S" see the DYK column opposite
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that the new Liechtenstein Post has to handle a gr
eat number of

letters and parcels for which they get no cash at 
all, because every-

one is still using 11D their stocks of old 1967-95 stamps, including

many dealers and collectors in Switzerland. When 
in 1998 they decided

to demonetize all pre-1996 stamps (except those sh
owing the ruling

family, and the 1995 ATMs) there was an outcry fro
m the "Speculators",

so in May 1999 the FL authorities took the decisi
on to retain the

validity till 31.12.2001. As this date coincides 
with the introduction

of the Euro in the neighbouring states of Germany
 and Austria, it was

further decided to apply similar rules for the exc
hange of FL stamps

for a period of 3 months, to the 31st March 2002.
 This would apply to

those stamps valid on the 1st January 1996, where
by a fee of 15% would

be charged, and the total value of the stamps exc
hanged during these 3

months not to exceed CHF 5.88m. (Note Swiss francs
.)

- that FL stamps issued after the 1st January 1996 will
 remain valid

"for ever". This has been confirmed to me by the P
hilatelic Bureau in

Vaduz. This includes those in the brackets above.

- that at no time-will-FL stamps shova value-in Eur
o, only in Swiss

francs. Payment in FL POs can be made in Euro not
es, but the daily

rate of exchange will be used to determine the eq
uivalent value in

Swiss francs. Change will be given in Swiss francs
.

- that on the 20th September 2001 the Swiss Post sent 
all mail, up to

100g, free to the USA and Canada, as compensation
 for the disruption

caused to international mails in the aftermath of 
the WTC New York,

and Pentagon, bombings: I was told that "PP" canc
ellations would be

used; there was not much publicity. Charles LaBlo
nde has returned to

me the two covers I sent to him, together with co
pies of two other

letters he received, all A-post (figures 1 to 4 b
elow). Has anyone

else seen such covers? It would be interesting to
 see what other

combinations were used - PP machine slogans?

- that under www. post.ch one can read that in 2000 (
=1999) the turnover

of "Stamps & Philately" was 52 (55) Mio CHF, with
 a profit of 14 (22)

Mio CHF, for 554 (600) Mio delivered stamps. The 
number of standing

order subscribers has also dropped; inland 90 000
 (98 000), and

foreign 45 000 (48 000).
- that the very attractive Christmas stamp (90c, on

 20.11.01), is again

designed by top artist Bernadette Baltis, but thi
s time nrinted by

House of Questa, London. The layout of the stamp 
is very similar to

the set of four PJ stamps she designed in 1993, a
nd which were then

printed by Courvoiser.
- that four new ATM (Frama) stam

ps carry in the background, in sequence,

a letter to torn the word POST. This can be_modifled_to read STOP, TOP

etc. The longest word I have been able to make is
 'STOOPS', with six

stamps. Who can think of something longer? 
(See opposite, below.)

- that not only in the GABRA IV Catalogue did Giovan
ni Balimann write

probably the best article ever on the Swiss Mobil
e Post Offices, but

also in the monthly magazine of the SVPS. In a re
cent issue he showed

all the various R-labels ever used in MPOs. If an
y member would like

to see this five-
page list, never before published, then they should

ask the Hon. Librarian for issue 4/2001 of the SVP
S magazine.

- that Neopost, France, has taken over Ascom in Sw
itzerland, and,

thereby Hasler franking machines. , .)
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GORDON BENNETT BALLOON RACE 1932 John Cordingley

What started off as a search for a bit of background to the 1932 Gordon
Bennett Balloon flight from Virich turned up more than the information in the R473:"\\

Schwezertsches LUF1POST-HANDBUCH. Lior̀ry;,
Ab

The items in my collection seems typical of flight items. The stamps are cancelled 74 tro 0- r 

in blue with the special cds. The balloon landing place EBRACH in Germany is
indicated with a black cds. Incidentally is this cancellation typical of those in use 5 26 9.32.
at the time? So far so good. The catalogue gives the name of the balloon carrying EfiRAC
the mail as Helvetia U piloted by Otto BUrici, but there is a further note about the
balloon Zurich 11 which landed at Deutsch- Rasselwitz also carrying mail. Both
cards in my collection have the EBRACH cds, and I can not remember seeing any 017 if,"

other, but would very much like to. c°2
There is a FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE INTERNATIONALE based in

Lausanne that has extensive archives for the Coupe Aeronautique Gordon Bennett.
This annual competition first took place in 1906 and was for a long distance .4491EzET 1%z

international balloon race. The country winning the event sponsored the following 400i.tufV°
year's competition. In 1930 USA won the competition but for some reason did not
host the event in 1931. Switzerland which had previously won in 1922 was selected to host the 1932
event. Teams and balloons came from Austria (1), Belgium (1), France (3), Germany (3), Poland (2),
Spain (1), Switzerland (3) and the USA (2) - a total of 16 balloons from S nations. Of interest to us
are the three Swiss balloons - the Basel piloted by Alex von Baerle, the Victor be Beauclair with
Cap.E.Huber and the Zurich 11 piloted by Walo Gerber. The balloon Helvetia U was not a cup
competitor. The flight cards I have are dated Zurich September 25, the date of the Cup competition
take-off, and I assume that the Helvetia U was present with other non participating balloons.

The archives have a delightful eye witness account by Ulrich Hohmann subsequently
translated from the German which gives an insight into the general scene and conditions at the flight
ground. The account mentions:
- the busy competition office in Zurich with translation facilities
- the crowded Zürich streets with shop windows displaying balloon ephemera
- the taxis with cut outs from the official poster on their windscreens
- the launch field colourful with national flags flying in a strong wind
- the field had a mail and telegraph office and a note that the balloon Basel also carried mail
- the smooth launching at four minute intervals of the balloons, except perhaps for the Swiss balloon
Victor de Beauclair leaving a little bit too heavy and having to drop the content of a whole bag of sand
from one meter on the head of an officer
- that the Basel became virtually stationary at 20 000 feet where there was sun, but temperatures

reached not more than minus 9 degrees Celsius; the pilots suffering from lack of oxygen, had
headaches and felt weak.

Flying through a second night the winning balloon US Navy travelled 15501cm in 41hr 20m
and landed at Daugieliszki/Vilna in Poland. The Swiss balloon Basel was ninth, travelled 10 1 7lim to
Zondlowice in Poland. Eleventh was the Victor de Beauclair which travelled 9061cm and landed at
Mycielin. The Zürich only went 803km and landed in Germany at Deutsch-Rasselwitz. However the
post carrying balloon Helvetia 11 only travelled about 3301cm.

THE AIRMAIL PAGE or almost!

Query on the September front page.

David Ripley says: Airmail envelope

twice endorsed Air Mail. June '45

war was still raging and mail went

by sea to US; air across US; PANAM

Clipper to Lisbon; rail or air to

Barcelona; then across France to

Switzerland. Censored twice en route

From November 1940 Australian Forces

Concessionary Air Mail Rate to Europ

was 9d for *oz, each additional oz.

1/6d. Does 60c equal 9d Australian?

Normal surface rate to Europe was 4d

roughly equal to 30c Swiss.

COMMEMORATIVE ENVELOPE 14 May 1928

G Stanley Weber is puzzled by the

overprint 'Geneve 1928' when under-

neath is printed 1927. What happened

to change the date? Answers to the

Editor fOr publication, please.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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Shown here is an envelope 'Einzugsmandat' in German, or 'Ma
ndat d'encaissement' in

French, bought at the P0 counter for 50c filled out by t
he biyer who put the rievant

documents and receipts inside and handed it back. The P0 
sent it to the recipient's

P0 written on the front (and here even on to the new addr
ess). This P0 collected the

amount shown by the 'Fahrpost' (who had a waggon for parc
els, and also collected and

distrtbuted cash). This sum was then paid to the original
 buyer of the 'Mandat' as

cash over the counter
This form of money transfer had been introduced in Switze

rland on 1st April 1875

and became very popular, developing into the COD system, 
which still exists, though

very expensive. Remember that in the 19th cent., until ab
out the Great War, there

were no banks for this type of transaction. In 1906 the p
ostal cheque and giro system

were introduced (as in other European countries), taking 
over many of the functions

of the above system, by eliminating to a degree the trans
fer of cash
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The Hon Editor, the
typesetter, paste-up

artist, proof -reader

and the office cats

wish all members and

other readers the

Season's Greetings.

Keep sending your
articles and queries.

Deadline for January

issue is 20th December.
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MINUTES OF THE FIFTY FOURTH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

held at 6.30 p.m. on 14 th November 2001 at the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SE1
with seventeen members present.

Mr. Claude Mistely chaired the meeting.

1. Apologies were received from Mr. Peter Hobbs.

2. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday, 8 g1 November
2000. It was proposed by Mr. Fred Pickard, seconded by Mr Don Symonds and unanimously
agreed that these, as published in the "Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter" dated December
2000, should be taken as read.

3. There were no Matters arising.

4. The Chairman Mr. Claude Mistely in his address expressed delight that Mr. Tony Hoyle had
accepted the position of Society President and paid tribute to all that he had done for the Society
in past years. In welcoming the new Secretary appreciation was expressed to Mr. John Cordingley
for his efforts in that Office over recent years particularly his redrafting of the Society's rules.

Thanks were expressed to all Committee members with special mention of Mr. Peter
Hobbs who had ensured the publication month by month of an excellent Newsletter. Mr. Michael
Rutherfoord's continuing contributions were especially valuable.

The Programmes throughout the season had appeared to meet member's needs and had
often provoked much useful and interesting discussion.

Contact had been established with the American Helvetia Philatelic Society with regard to
the establishment of a Society web site on the Internet.

5. The Honorary Secretary Mr. Peter Vonvviller presenting his report said "There is only one
way that I can start my initial Report, and that is to mention all the help that I received from John
Cordingley when I took over as Secretary of the Society a few months back. John was obviously
very well organised and passed on everything that a successor could possibly have wanted. My
thanks go to him and also to those Officers and members, who have in various ways offered much
friendly assistance, and made me feel very welcome.

I am very conscious that I am following in the footsteps of some very illustrious
Secretaries, not least of course, our new President Tony Hoyle. Primarily I see the Secretary's role
as providing a contact point for individuals and Organisations from the world of philately and for
Society members alike. A secondary but increasingly important role must surely be, in
conjunction with all our members, to promote Swiss philately and the Helvetia Philatelic Society.

In all the varied tasks that fall to the Society Secretary my aim will be to assist everyone
to obtain greater satisfaction and enjoyment from their interest in Swiss philately. If there is
anyway in which you think I might be able to help, do please let me know."

6. The Honorary Treasurer. In presenting the Accounts for the Financial Year 2000/2001 Mr.
Martin Kuriger said it gave him pleasure to report that the overall financial stability of the Society
had improved again, with an excess of income over expenditure of £972.04 on the year ending
31a. August 2001. This was attributable to an excellent year from the Exchange Packet and sales
of material donated by individuals for sale to members.

However there had been a large increase in the rent paid for London meetings. The rental
for each evening had risen from £60 to £135 and consequently it had been decided that the
Victory Services Club could no longer be used as a venue for London meetings. The new venue,
the Union Jack Club, was more economical costing £80 per day.

•A point mentioned a year ago concerned the material shown for the Exchange Packet.
Almost all items had been sold, with a profit for the Society of around £60 being made on the
material.

Thanks were due to Mr. Doug Houtris and Mr. Charles Lablonde for keeping the costs of
sending out the Newsletter under control.

It was proposed that the current subscription rates be retained for the next Financial Year.
Mr. Douglas Houtris proposed the acceptance of the Accounts; this was seconded by Mr.

John Mitchell and approved unanimously.
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7. Following two offers to act as Auditor/Examiner to the Society's Accounts it was proposed

by Mr. Derrick Slate, seconded by Mr. Derek Doling and approved unanimously that Mr. J.

Brindley be appointed.

8. The Honorary Packet Secretary Mr. Don Symonds presenting his report stated that the

Packet had had an exceptional year. Only four times in the last twenty years had sales exceeded

those of this year. Total sales of £8607.45 had only been possible due to some very fine material

having been submitted by a handful of the membership. The total number of packets circulated

had enabled each participating member to receive eight during the year. The value of the material

circulated was such that an approach had to be made to our Insurers to double the value covered.

The Packet accounts showed that moving our account from Lloyds/TSB to the Portman

had resulted in an increase in interest of 350% (£146.24).

After much discussion with the local Inland Revenue Office a refund of the tax deducted

by the Portman, as a result of the appropriate form not having been completed when opening the

account, was obtained. Arrangements had now been completed to receive gross interest over the

next two years.
At the beginning of the year, with the help of Ray Harris, better computer programmes

were installed giving an instant picture of sales, the whereabouts of packets, records of vendors

books etc.
Regrettably one packet was lost during the year. Our Insurers settled on the value of the

material remaining in the packet resulting in the vendors receiving payment as if all the material

had been sold.
The need for participating members to abide by the rules and keep packets circulating was

stressed. Holidays and other absences needed to be notified so that circulation lists could, if

necessary, be amended. One packet with just fourteen members on the list took that many weeks

to circulate. Ten weeks would have been anticipated!
Members not currently receiving the packet were missing an opportunity to see some first

class material at competitive prices. A line to the Packet Secretary would rectify this.

Thanks were extended to all contributors/vendors for submitting booklets and for the

continued support of the packet. Whilst the return of used books may take a little longer than in

the past, due to trying to reach as many members as possible, it was hoped that the returns

justified the wait.
(The Chairman, on behalf of participating members, expressed gratitude to the Honorary

Packet Secretary for all his hard work and also to Ray Harris who examines the Packet Accounts.)

9. The Librarian Mr. Derrick Slate reported that since last November twenty books, a

number of magazines, articles and Tells had been lent to nine members in fifteen translations.

Also a number of Library Lists had been sent to members on request.

Additions to the Library included "Luftpost Handbuch 2000" and "Tramways and Light

Railways of Switzerland and Austria". It was proposed to purchase Herbert Brach's "The

Imperforate Sitting Helvetia — Strubel".
As stated at the previous year's AGM we had been very fortunate in receiving Mrs.

Bidmead's extensive library.
Members wishing to receive the updated Library List had only to send postage stamps to

the value of £1.00 to the Librarian. There was much "good reading" to be had.

10. Election of Officers and Committee Members. It was proposed by Mr. Derek Doling and

seconded by Mr. D. Dixie that Officers be re-elected en bloc with the exception of Mr. Fred

Pickard who had earlier indicated his wish not to stand for re-election. Appreciation was

expressed for all his work on the Society's behalf. The proposal was unanimously agreed, as was

a proposal by Mr. Claude Mistely, seconded by Mr. Derrick Slate, that Mr. Bob Medland be

elected to the Committee with special responsibility for establishing and maintaining the proposed

Internet web site. The position of Press Officer remained vacant.

11. No Motions/Resolutions had been received.

12. Any Other Business. A suggestion that the Librarian be allocated funds to lend books at the

Society's expense to a worthy member received the wholehearted support of the meeting.

The meeting closed at 7.23 p.m.
Peter Vonwiller
Hon. Secretary
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1938 Special Flight - May 29 John Cordingley

.1

To boost Pro Aero funds, a special flight in association with a flight meeting in BASEL was scheduled
on May 22. Due to bad weather the flight was delayed until May 31 over a week later.
Specially prepared mail for the meeting included mobile post office pre-stamped cards. One in my
collection is addressed to a famous stamp dealer Francis Field in Sutton Coldfield
The mobile post office (MPO 1) was due to attend the meeting and provide full postal facilities. A red
2-line cachet 'worded 'Pro Aero FLUGMEET1NG BASEL' was applied to this mail. Because of the flight
delay the MPO was unable to attend the meeting on flight day due to previous commitments. The
style of this cachet is very similar to other cachets used by the
MDPOK
From the PEN catalogue of Special Cancellations the MPO schedule AutomoblIpostbu roe U
was; BERN - May 21; Nron7y- - May 23; MUM' - May 28; am 20. Mal planmaeseig
BERN - May 29 ancierweitlg In Betrieb
The mail was cancelled on May 29 at BASEL FLUGPLATZ (cds) and
an additional purple cachet applied - illustrated. Roughly translated this says that the MPO was in
operation elsewhere on May 29. This seems to be the only instance of the use of this cachet.
Have members more information of this event?
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Switzerland's 1854 — 1863 Strubel Issues

a book review by Charles J. LaBlonde

Herbert Brach, The Imperforate Sitting Helvetia — Strubel, C 2000, 277pp, 9 x 12",

hardbound, extensive color illustrations and numerous tables, US$125 (+ US$35 airmail,

US$25 Sea Post Shipping & Handling), order from Elizabeth K. Brach, 13803 Crown

Bluff, San Antonio, TX 78216-1929 (email DABrachgaol.com).

An exceptional philatelic book would combine a very popular and complex stamp

issue with a lifetime of work by a dedicated and meticulous researcher. It would also

appeal to both amateurs and advanced collectors alike. This book achieves all of these

goals.

The Strubel issue of Switzerland has fascinated collectors for many years, not just

Swiss specialists, but also worldwide collectors of classic stamps. It was the first truly

national stamp issue of the young Swiss Confederation, learning how to cope with a

unified currency and an increasing demand for postage stamps. The incredible

complexity of the Strubel was caused by the scramble to bring together the necessary

printers, inks and paper supplies for volume stamp production. Over the life of the issue

each of these items changed often, giving rise to a very complicated cataloging task.

Over the years much has been written about this stamp issue, but this book is the

first Strubel book in English. The author notes 44 major sources in his list of references

and there are perhaps hundreds more notes in the philatelic press. The studies of the

Strubel have sometimes been controversial and frustrating as numerous attempts have

been made to understand, classify and catalog the issue. The author presents the opinions

of previous researchers, then expands their findings based upon his own research.

The author begins with a brief history of the Strubels, followed by an overview of

design and production details, including the papers and their silk threads. As the author

was a scientist, in depth technical information relative to production methods (printing,

embossing) and material (papers, inks, adhesives) identification is offered.

Possibly the core of the book is the section on classification schemes. The author

presents a succinct overview of the major classification schemes proposed to date,

_ including the numbering system employed in the pop/liar Swiss stamp catalogs. He then

evolves the classification, based upon his own observations and conclusions. The tabular

presentations in this section are very enlightening and useful to the student of the

Strubels.

There follows a unique and very useful textual, tabular and pictorial description of

each of the 7 Strubel values, by value and not by printing groups. The color printing in

this section and, indeed in the entire book, is exceptional. Distinguishing characteristics

of the various issues are clearly specified, to include paper thickness, quality of the

embossing, cliché separation, printing clarity of the background, text, corner rosettes,

frame lines and ink agglomerates. This section is embellished further by a separate,

removable color chart showing the period of use of the various issues.

The book could stop here and be of great value to Strubel collectors, but it does

not end. Rather, 139 pages of Strubel postal history follow. This is so important to

modem collectors who are very interested in rates, routes and markings. There is a

section on domestic rates and usages, nicely illustrated with numerous covers and

documented with the relevant postal rate information. International uses follow, again

continued at the bottom of the page overl
eaf
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WESSEX GROUP MEETING - Salisbury November 3rd. Our Hon. Secretary, Peter Vonwiller
and wife from Buckinghamshire, with ten members from Berkshire, Dorset, Gloucester-
shire, Monmouthshire, W Sussex and Wiltshire attended the afternoon at the Clovelly
Hotel, and were welcomed by Don Symonds. The theme was "Postage Dues", and a wide
variety of material was displayed. First the 1878 issues and the 1883-1910 were
well covered, with many variations of frame and value figure. Then came the later
issues up to 1938, to be followed by the post-1955 stamps cancelled withhboth types
of "T". Among the many cards and covers was a fine block of thirty-seven 100c dues,
on piece, with a Luzern cds of 1911, believed to be a bulk mailing. An undeliverable
cover of 1896 from Edinburgh to Stein bore many back stamps before ending up in the
dead letter office in St Gallen. A German Fieldpost card of 1916, not valid for
abroad carried a 10c due. An unfranked envelope in 1957 had a 20c franking machine
label cancelled with a "T" to pay the due. The display of mint dues in their lovely
blue shades will not be forgotten for a long time. W A S

Northern Group Meeting. 3u1 November. This report is being written on the day my copy of the
November Newsletter arrived and I was delighted to see the front page heading "We Have A New
President". Not that I am biased towards that new president being from the Northern Group, but I
believe that it would be difficult to find another member, other than a Swiss national, who has a
wider knowledge of Switzerland than Tony Hoyle, this being reflected in his extensive and diverse
collection.

In a weak moment when this group's programme for the current season was being
considered in April, I suggested "Swiss Philatelic Ephemera" as a topic and agreed to lead the
discussion. "What does that mean?" I was asked on a number of occasions. Well, for me, this is
virtually any material that assists me in adding to my knowledge of what my Swiss stamps and
covers are about. Nevertheless, I approached the November meeting with some trepidation
wondering just who else would contribute to the afternoon. I need not have worried for every
member present brought along some material. So much, in fact, that we ran out of time and our
new President was unable to show his material but did hint that he would do so at a later stage!
One of the items, which brought a request from other members to have a copy, was of sheets
comparing the present day German script with that of the mid49th Century, very useful when
looking at early items of mail. This had been supplied to me by a Swiss teacher friend some years
ago when we discussed the difficulties of transcribing the old script. Then there were photographs
and books supplied in past years by Swissair which added another dimension to airmail covers on
display. A potpourri of material from various philatelic exhibitions; sugar packets with a stamp
motif, menus of official receptions and special signed souvenir sheets formed a contrast to more
specialized items. Correspondence, too, from the National Archives at Schwyz helped to throw
light on the unusual dating of one item of 19th century mail, whilst more to the present time was a
set of informative leaflets on the issues of the United Nations. Our member who sojourns in
France during the Summer months displayed his finds obtained there of picture postcards which
enhance his collection of early TP0s. Then into the electronic age we had a demonstration of the
UV lamp and a scanner to accurately determine perforations, particularly useful for the collector of
Standing Helvetias. Alongwith all this were more touristy souvenirs of spoons, carved items and
headgear which, although not quite philatelic, do help on occasions when a philatelic talk/display
is being presented to a non-philatelic audience. Who knows how new members to the Society
have first been influenced. Virtually all we were short of on this particular afternoon was an
alpenhorn!

Should any member outside the Northern Group wish to have a copy of the "Modem - Old
German Script" referred to above, please send an A5 stamped addressed envelope (normal 1st or
2nd Class postage is sufficient) to me the Northern Group secretary. D.C.

contd documented with many covers and extensive tabular data on all Strubel-bearing letters
from known to the author. The layout by country of destination makes the internationAl
ID 93 information very easy for the reader to follow. There are 10 pages of documented letters

to the United States alone.
The text concludes with an estimate of the printing numbers for each Strubel issue

and the methodology by which the author arrives at the quantities. The author himself
notes the difficulty and potential uncertainties of establishing quantities printed.

Physically the book is totally first class, with very high quality paper and beautiful
color throughout. It will be a cherished addition to the library of any collector of classic
stamps and literature. The fact that it is in English and combines the stamp information
with the corresponding postal history makes it especially valuable.

Herbert Brach passed away after completing the manuscript for this book. The
book is a fitting memorial to the man and to his exceptional philatelic career.
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Did you know') M Rutherfoord

- that Peter Muggier of Zffrich has 
prodfaced a remarkable book; a

catalogue of Swiss balloon posts, 900 pages in
 fact, in German, 15.5

x 21 cm, many coloured illustrations, for CHF 
95.-. The main part of

590 pages carries all the historical flights (
including covers to CH

from Paris in 1870) and the multitude of chari
ty flights, up to the

latest Zeppelin flights over Switzerland. The
 second 

part is on the

military cancels and covers in 23 
pages. Then the last part with all

the post from Swiss balloons in foreign countr
ies, 165 pages. A feast

for the aero specialist.
- that the Consilium has published another impor

tant work on postal

history. A group under the leadershi
p of Martin Gasser, after years

of research in the Aargau Cantonal Archive, h
ave produced four volumes,

in A3 format, bound 1500 pages, for only CHF 5
90.- for all four,

titled "Postwesen des Kantons Aargau 1803-1852
". This includes the

contracts made with other Swiss cantons and w
ith foreign 

postal admin-

istrations, together with the tariffs, post co
ach routes etc.

- that the cantonal archives have not been exami
ned in the same detail

as above, but one can hope that this will now
 change. The 

postal ar-

chives, and the Federal archive, do not tell t
he whole story._However,

it is not easy to find the interesting books a
nd boxes in the less

well-organized cantonal archives, to which th
ere are exceptions, such

as ZUrich, which is covered in one of the firs
t set of volumes that

were published by the Consilium.

- that "Pins" in Switzerland mean the coloured e
namel badges "pinned"

on jacket lapels, caps or hats. The number of 
subjects covered is, to

put it mildly, innumerable, but the fashion h
as recently expired. In

the Museum for Communication in Bern, from the
 26th of November to

the 9th of December 2001, there is a collectio
n of about 2000 pins

having a 
postal connection, presented by Heinz Pfister, 

postmaster of

3115 Gerzensee. Well worth a visit. I have a f
ew, some of the PJ can-

tonal arms and other stam
ps of historical interest as, nicely made,

they are difficult to resist.
- that a cou

ple of months ago I enquired at a PO counter ab
out the

rates, reduced, for books to foreign countries
. This information is

not given in any published tariff lists, but i
s available to bookshops,

publishers etc. I have usually been able to ge
t copies of these lists

and send books at the reduced rates. As so muc
h has changed on 1.1.01

I thought I had better keep UP to date. No luc
k. "No longer exists",

I was emphatically told. So a week or so ago I
 packed a book, put

stamps on for B post to UK. At the counter the
 girl said all OK, but

I needed a green customs slip on it, which she
 stuck on. When told

the contents were a book, she asked "Why did I
 not send it at the

cheaper rate". To prove she was right she made
 me a photocopy from

her-rates-book:- I could have saved a franc. B
ut it was an example-of

the self-produced chaos found today. You must 
be careful and up-to-date,

- that I have been sent an interesting cover by 
a collector who saw

my single-frame exhibit at GABRA IV, in which
 I showed the early use

of an "Elzevir" cancel (the trial series by M
ier of Htittikon, these

cancels are explained on page 26 of the Newsle
tter in April 2000).

r . --n

His cover is dated 24 V 66,

a couple of weeks earlier

than mine, but with no

confirming arrival stamp

on the rear.

Can I accept that this

date is correct?

Comments to the Editor,

or direct to me at:

Hurdffckerstrasse 40

CH-8049 ZURICH
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